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Abstract 
The workshop on "Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and 
Technology" was held at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, May 12-14, 1998, with the objective 
to present an overview of the current research and development in Monte Carlo simulations 
for applications in nuclear and environmental technology areas and thereby provide the basis 
for the elaboration of a future European Monte Carlo research network. This report provides 
an overview of the workshop as well as a full documentation of the contributed presentations. 
It includes also a proposal for a network frame programme elaborated by J. Devooght, ULB, 
Brussels, on the basis of the workshop outcome. 
Proceedings des Workshops "Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in 
Energy and Technology", Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, 12.-14. Mai 1998. 
Zusammenfassung 
Der Workshop "Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and 
Technology" wurde vom 12. bis 14. Mai 1998 am Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe mit der 
Zielsetzung abgehalten, den gegenwärtigen Stand der Forschung und Entwicklung von 
Monte-Carlo-Simulationsverfahren fur Anwendungen in Bereichen der Nuklear- und 
Umwelttechnologie darzustellen und damit die Grundlage fur die Ausarbeitung eines 
künftigen Europäischen Monte-Cario-Netzwerkes zu schaffen. Der Bericht gibt eine Übersicht 
zur Veranstaltung und beinhaltet eine vollständige Dokumentation der beigetragenen 
Präsentationen sowie einen von J. Devooght, ULB Brüssel, in der Folge ausgearbeiteten 
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The purpose of the Monte Carlo (MC) workshop was to bring together MC theorists, code 
developers and users to present an overview of the current research and development in Monte 
Carlo simulations with regard to applications in nuclear and environmental technology areas 
and thereby provide the basis for the elaboration of a potential European MC network Co-
operation. 
The idea of establishing a European MC network was initiated in late 1996 by Kenneth Burn, 
ENEA Bologna, who organised a first network proposal with contributions from several EU 
and non-EU institutions. Although that first proposal has not been supported by the EU, it was 
felt by most of the participants that it would be beneficial to proceed with the network idea 
because 
• There is an obvious need and interest by the user communities to further develop MC 
methods for various technology-oriented applications. 
• Such a development can benefit very much from a well defined and co-ordinated Co-
operation between the various laboratories/institutions. 
• Within a network there is the possibility of a close co-operation of MC theorists, code 
developers and users allowing for interaction and feedback. 
• A network co-operation can be established in different ways, ranging from a collection of 
bilateral co-operations running in parallel (with almost no organisation) to a well organised 
net of multilateral Co-operations with a clear overall objective. 
The workshop on Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and 
Technology held at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, May 12-14, 1998, has been organised with 
the main objective to discuss the possibility for establishing a European MC network Co-
operation, to define suitable development goals that could be achieved in such a framework 
and, finally, to agree on the further proceeding in developing the network. 
The workshop has been organised in two parts: 
• Part A: Presentations, to give an overview of current and future development lines in Monte 
Carlo theory, procedures and applications with regard to energy and technology related 
lSSUeS. 
• Part B: Discussion, to define, on the basis of the given presentations, objectives for the 
further development, elaborate suitable development goals, procedures and 
recommendations for establishing a MC network co-operation. 
A workshopweb site has been made available at http:/inrwww.fzk.de/mc-workshop including 
all relevant information related to the workshop and displaying the submitted abstracts of the 
presentations as well. 
II. Agenda 
ITuesday, May 12, 1998 
8.30 Pick-up at hotel 
9.00 Opening 
J Part A: Present~ttions 
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IV. Working Group Discussions 
The objective of the working group discussions was to develop ideas for a suitable future 
network co-operation, to define possible development goals that could be achieved through a 
network co-operation and, finally, to elaborate a scheme for a network application proposal in 
the framework of the EU TMR (Training and Mobility ofResearchers) programme. 
A. MC Network Proposal 
The idea of developing a MC network co-operation with support from the EU originates from 
Kenneth Bum who organised a first network proposal for application in the framework of the 
TMR programme in late 1996. The proposal, integrated to the network subject area 
"Mathematics and Information Sciences", was finally not approved by the EU. Nevertheless it 
was felt by most of the participants that it would be beneficial to proceed with the network 
idea. 
At the workshop, it was agreed that another trial should be undertaken to develop a MC 
network co-operation with possible support from the European TMR programme. 
Consequently, a second network proposal has tobe elaborated in timetobe ready for the next 
call for network proposals expected with the beginning ofthe 5th EU framework programme. 
It was agreed that the overall objective of the network should be to develop novel MC 
techniques and tools that allow to solve "engineering physics problems" in medical, 
environmental and energy technology applications. Consequently, the network proposal is 
application-oriented, i. e. driven by the needs and goals for MC methods/techniques and tools 
in the specified technology application areas. 
An outline scheme for a network proposal as discussed at the workshop is given in section B 
below. It follows the guideline to enable through the network co-operation the development of 
novel/advanced MC calculational methods as well as corresponding computational tools with 
the ultimate goal to make available them for practical applications in the selected technology 
areas. Tothis end, the MC network is devoted to the development of methods and tools in the 
first place and deals, secondly, with the application of the novel methods and tools in the 
different technology areas. The latter is to show the importance/significance of the newly 
developed tools in practical applications and to demonstrate their applicability, capabilities 
and advantages as well. Thereby feed-back can be provided to the MC theorists and code 
developers. Through the network co-operation, MC theorists, code developers and userswill 
therefore benefit very much from each other. 
To make sure that the network proposal will be placed in the proper network area entitled 
"Engineering Sciences" ( as agreed at the workshop) objectives, tasks and concept of the MC 
network should therefore follow this guideline. 
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B. Scheme for a MC Network Programme 
At the workshop, possible schemes for a network programme have been discussed. Key issues 
of such a programme are outlined in the following. 
Title ofthe Network 
Advanced Monte Carlo Methods & Tools for Engineering Physics Applications 
Objective ofthe Network 
The objective is to develop advanced/novel Monte Carlo techniques and tools for solving 
engineering physics problems in medical, environmental and energy technology related 
applications. 
The network is organised in two parts: Part A, the development of methods and tools, 
providing the basis for Part B, the application ofthe new tools in medical, environmental and 
energy technology. 
Part A: Development of Methods and Tools 
Objective: To develop and provide advanced methods and tools as needed in medical, 
environmental and energy technology related practical applications 
Areas: 
I. Novel techniques for improving reliability & efficiency for calculations 
1. Double randomisation techniques (Sabelfeld) 
2. Direct statistical approach (DSA) for variance reduction in particle transport 
(Bum) 
3. Sensitivity/uncertainty calculus (Perel) 
4. Geometry generation using CAD-systems (Tsige-Tamirat) 
II. Optimisation & Inverse Problems (Devooght et al.) 
Part B: Applications in medical, environmental and energy technology 
Objective: To show the importance/significance of the newly developed tools and to 
demonstrate their applicability, capabilities and advantages in medical, environmental 
and energy technology related practical applications. 
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Areas: 
I. Medical Physics 
Medical & industrial imaging, Inverse Planing 
(Calvino, Cortes, Maucec, Zio) 
Photoneutrons in Shielding + Medical Physics Applications 
(Calvino, Hordosy, Rodenas, Ongaro, Petrizzi,) 
II. Environmental Technology 
Contaminant Transport in the biosphere 
(Smidts, Cortes, Zio, Sabelfeld, Jordenas) 
Dynamic PSA of Irrdustrial Processes 
(Labeau, Zio) 
Nano-partide technology (Sabelfeld) 
111. Energy Technology (Radiation) 
Assessment of sensitivities & uncertainties in particle transport 
(Fischer, Perel, Petrizzi, Siebert) 
Darnage to reactor pressure vessel (Hordosy) 
C. Schedule for the preparation of a proposal 
As agreed at the workshop, the following actions will follow: 
1. Distribution of the draft summary of working group discussion. 
Responsible: U. Fischer, FZK; due date: May 22, 1998 
2. Comments, revisions etc. 
Responsible: All participants; due date: June 15, 1998 
3. Concise "unified" network proposal. 
Responsible: J. Devooght, ULB; due date: July 31, 1998 
4. Responses to the "unified" proposal. 
Responsible: All participants; due date: September 11, 1998 
5. Final version of network proposal. 
Responsible: J. Devooght, ULB, U. Fischer, FZK 
Due date: September 30, 1998 
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D. Task co-ordination 
It was agreed that a MC theorist should act as task co-ordinator. At the workshop there was no 
volunteer for this task. A solution might be achieved with Prof. Beauvens, Universite Libre de 
Bruxelles, who could be interested but was not present at the workshop. Prof. Devooght 
proposed to contact him. 
E. Further co-operation 
The idea of the MC network appeared to be beneficial and fruitful to the workshop 
participants. It was therefore agreed to proceed with the idea of the network co-operation 
independent from a success or failure with the application in the TMR programme. Co-
operations can be established in many ways: formally and informally, bilateral and 
multilateral. In any case it is essential to have available a well organised MC network group 
that allows for easy and efficient communication and is open to new ideas and members. 
To proceed with that, it was agreed to 
• to exchange information, ideas etc. by e-mail (e. g. via the list server) 
• to establish a forum on the net (make the workshop web-site to a permanent site that allows 
for communication; will be done by P. Wilson, FZK) 
• to organise regular meetings, e. g. once a year, starting with a follow-up workshop by mid 
1999. 
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V. Monte Carlo Network Proposal 
Draft by J. Devooght, ULB, July 1998 
Following the workshop, a concise proposal for a Monte Carlo network has been 
drafted by Prof. J. Devooght, ULB. It is anticipated that this draft will serve as general 
reference frame when preparing the final network proposal. 
9 
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Draft for Monte-Cario network proposal 
J. Devooght (July 1998) 
1 Terms of agreement 
It is important to agree on a general philosophy about "advanced Monte-Carlo methods for engineering 
physics applications" . 
The applications of Monte-Carlo, dealt with by the participants of the Karlsruhe meetings, are so 
far : neutral and charges particle transport in fission and fusion reactors, photon transport in radi-
ation shielding, cantaminarrt transport in the biosphere including aerosols, dynamic PSA of industrial 
processes. 
The common link between participants is the fact that the method used to treat the various 
problems is Monte-Carlo. Most of us do report our work in conferences and journals devoted to 
applications and not to the method. If we decide to cooperate, it is mostly because we want to 
share information on the method but not on the application, i.e. not because people interested in 
aerosols want to know all about PSA or on radiation shielding. To share knowledge and experience 
on Monte-Carlo techniques may be dorre at two levels : 
(1) Improvement and implementation of existing methods, including standardized software shared by 
a large number of users. Improvements may range from better data to increased user-friendliness 
of software tools, etc. 
(2) Development or implementation of new tools capable of solving a wider range of problems. 
To participate in the network is meaningless if each one is not willing to invest some time in learning 
some new tool or method. The network is a process of give and take. It is not a short term investment 
where everyone could find an immediate answer concerning a problern in his application field. The 
future activity of a Monte-Carlo "network" may be twofold : 
(1) Either we meet regularly and exchange information, each group continuing essentially his present 
work. In that case, the proposal given below is probably of little interest. 
(2) Or we adopt a more ambitious stand in the perspective of introducing a research proposal, 
which means that everyone has agreed to develop (besides its usual Monte-Carlo application) 
or to implement innovative developments either developed by hirnself or by others. It is in that 
perspective that the text below has been written. 
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It may be that some groups may wish to opt out if (2) is followed and that others in Europe would 
wish to get in. 
The draft, as agreed in Karlsruhe, is an invitation for comment, addition or correction and it is 
expected that as a result every group will be able to define his contribution. 
2 A common frame of reference 
So far, all applications treated by the participants amount to solve integral equation ( or system of) of 
the second kind : 
cp(P) = J K(P, P')cp(P')dP' + Q(P) (1) 
The association of a Markov chain with (1) yields a Monte-Carlo algorithm for evaluation of a func-
tional < f(P), cp(P) > when < ... , · · · > is some scalar product. 
The basicproblern is to define a random variable~ suchthat E~ =< j, cp >. Since we have a finite 
sample, we want to minimize the variance V(~) in order to minimize the computation time. Most of 
the literatme on Monte-Carlo methods is essentially concerned with variance reduction using either 
a priori information or information gathered during the stochastic process. Among scientists using 
Monte-Carlo methods, those dealing with radiation transport by means of (1) are probably the most 
sophisticated in the development of non analog methods, not widely used in other fields. Finally we 
may end the characterization of Monte-Carlo by writing that it used to be a "last resort" method1 , 
that it is rather insensitive to the complexity of the problern solved or to the number of dimensions 
of the phase-space, where standard ! numerical methods fail. 
All participants to the Karlsruhe workshop do solve generalized transport problems formulated 
by (1). Indeed we have neutrons, photons for the most part; accessorily electrons and other charged 
particles; "pollutant" molecules; "systems" for reliability and safety problems. 
Table 1 subsumes the main characteristics of the four categories of problems. Dynamics of neutral 
particles is trivial (although the crossing of surfaces is not) but much moretime consuming for systems. 
1Much ofthe Opposition to Monte-Carlo due to heavy computer load has been reduced by the tremendous improvement 
of workstations 
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"Particles" Neutronsand Electrons and "Systems" Pollutants 
photans other charged 
particles 
Dynamics Straight lines Curves System dynamics Imposed by 
(in plasmas) fluid flow 
Transition laws Cross-sections Cross-sections Failure rates Radioactive or 
biological decay 
rat es 
Piecewise determi- Yes Yes Yes No 
tic process ( unless Langevin 
equation) 
Phase space 6 6 High 6 or more 
dimension (number of process 
variables) 
Linear equation Yes Yes (Vlasov) Yes No (in case of 
reactions) 
Rare events In many appli- Sometimes Always In many appli-
cations cations 
Table 1: Categories of problems 
In three cases we have piecewise-deterministic process i.e. deterministic trajectories interrupted 
by random events; the fourth is a diffusion-advection process unless one uses a Langevin equation 
technique. Equations are linear unless one studies interparticle reaction rates. Tracking rare events 
is a common characteristic of many problems treated by Monte-Carlo hence the drive for non analog 
methods. However not all problems need non analog treatment and direct simulation (in the second 
category) yields interesting results by a statistical analysis of events. 
The topics that could be investigated by scientific groups with expertise in the field of Monte-Carlo 
and/or solution of the Boltzmann equation are for instance : 
A. Fission and fusion reactor technologies 
Up to now these topics have been the main source of problems and of standard software tools and 
need not be detailed since they are familiar to every participant. Although very important, there 
are obvious reasons why a shift of emphasis is likely to happen now and tomorrow as new topics are 
appearing in many nuclear research centers or departments. 
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B. Others topics 
B.l. Radiation therapy 
Problems (including geometry) are so complex that Monte-Carlo is the only practical solution. How-
ever the present need is for very fast calculation of radiation planning which is so far impossible or 
diffi.cult with present day computers in order to replace existing methods. The potential market is 
very large and open to innovative Monte-Carlo techniques but experts claim that progress is unlikely 
without a close collaboration with users, i.e. medical doctors, a fact we should acknowledge. 
B.2. Pollutant transport in complex uncertain media 
Again the scientific market is large and diffi.culties are linked to the fact that multispecies trauspart 
in an uncertain medium taxes heavily standard numerical schemes and where Monte-carlo is ideally 
suited. 
B.3. Safety and reliability studies 
Irrdustrial systems (like reactors) that obey a non linear dynamics sfjf = ]i(x), depending on the current 
state i of the hardware may shift, by failure, from one state to another and change in dynamics may 
lead to safety boundary crossing. These rare events lead to a "Boltzmann equation" with complex 
trajectories in a high dimension phase space and can only be studied by Monte-Carlo. 
B.4. Instrumentation design and interpretation of experiments 
This is not new but potential exists for development of optimization and stochastic programming (see 
§ 5) in Monte-Carlo. When used as an analog simulation tool, statistical analysis of combination of 
events may lead to unsuspected physical phenomena and better or simplified modelization. 
3 Variance reduction techniques 
A good deal of current research work on Monte-Cario for trauspart is devoted to the implementation of 
concepts invented long ago like splitting, russian roulette, patch stretching, direct statistical approach 
of splitting (DSA), etc. As it is well known to practitioners, the best schemes can go astray for lack of 
proper implementation. Although Monte-Carlo software does allow in general for variance reduction 
techniques the automatic timing of parameters of self-learning games, from observations gathered from 
the Monte-Carlo process is quite diffi.cult, the even more so if it has to be done in an user-friendly way 
covering all possible circumstances. This theme is the principal workhorse of Monte-Carlo research 
and is likely to remain so. 
Another category of problems, which cannot be classified as variance reduction but which contrib-
utes to the reduction of computation time, is the effi.cient treatment of surface crossings. 
Both topics are been covered by expertise in the group (DSA and geometry generation by CAD-
systems). Reduction of variance is also currently applied in Monte-Carlo of PRA. 
4 Treatment of uncertainty 
What are the less well known aspects which involve potential use of Monte-Carlo? 
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First of all, K(P, P') may depend on : 
(1) the geometry 
(2) the composition of the domain 
andin PSA 
(3) the system dynamics. 
Most realistic problems involve complex geometric (or dynamic) auxiliary problems and the effi.-
cient treatment of boundaries 1s not a trivial task. But many realistic problems involve usually 
uncertain data : 
(a) geometry and composition may be uncertain (as for instance in geological media or in atmo-
spheric physics) or known imperfectly (simplified geometry, reactor core with variable burnup) 
(b) dynamics does depend on uncertain or unknown parameters, or changes in dynamics are subject 
to random delays 
(c) cross-sections are known with limited accuracy. 
Best estimate calculations (i.e. with "average" parameters) are less and less acceptable because de-
signers or decision makers want to know confidence intervals for instance that < J, rp > < c with a 
given probability p(c). 
The nature of uncertainty may be different : 
(a) boundaries of homogeneaus regions are unknown or uncertain. This is for instance the case for 
"inverse" problems like tomography or for anatomical uncertainties in radiation therapy. 
(b) the medium is described by a few parameters, say vector a whose distribution 1r(a) is known 
(c) the medium is described by "random fields", say Xk(r), where Xk(r) is a random function of 
the position r. Usually, one makes the assumption of stationarity (translation invariance) and 
knowledge is reduced to E[xk(r)] and E[Xk(r)xe(r')] = Fke(lr- r'l). Alternatively the random 
field can be described by a large set of random variables sampled from a distribution characterized 
by average and covariance (or Fke) [4]. Transport in random media is a topic where random 
fields are used and where Monte-Carlo is needed [8]. 
In all three cases we have problems characterized by a parameter vector a. Equation (1) reads 
rp (P, a) = J K (P, P'ia) rp (P, a) dP' + Q (P, a) (2) 
Two cases are possible : 
(1) we want to know 
Ea (f(P), rf; (P, a)) = j 1r (a) (f(P), rf; (P, a)) aa (3) 
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(2) we want to estimate a given observations 
ck = (fk(P), c/J (P, a)) (4) 
This is a problern of parametric estimation, i.e. a is fixed but unknown. 
The first problern amounts to double randomization [3] [4] where the algorithm reduces essentially to : 
- sampling of n values 'äi from 1r(a) 
- obtain an estimate of < f(P), cp(P, ai) > by a Monte-Cario sample of size N, and finally of 
Ea < f(P), cp(P, a) >~ ~ 2:~=1 < f(P), cp(P, ai) > 
suchthat the variance due to Monte-Cario sampling of cp(P, a) is negligible compared to the intrinsic 
variance due to 1r(a). In the second problem, we have many options. For the simplest case where the 
number of observations is equal to the number of parameters, a Newton-like method 
yields iterates an given a0 and the functionals < fk(P), cp(P, an) > and EJ~e < fk(P), cp(P, an) > 
(importance coefficients) obtained by Monte-Carlo. 
An associated problern to double randomization is the proper balance to give to each type of 
sampling. This is only one example of the minimization of computational costs that occur in Monte-
Cario [3]. 
5 Optimal design, Inverse problems, stochastic programming 
Although the first moment Eac/J(P, a) (or Ea < f(P), cp(P, a) > ) is of crucial importance, it may not 
be enough. 
For instance safety goals involve conditions like 
Prob. (a\ (f(P), cp (P, a)) > a) < 77 (5) 
This is the case for radiation protection, radioactive waste transport in the biosphere, or irradiation 
of a critical organ in a radiation therapy program. To find the distribution of u =< f(P), cp(P, a) > 
given that a has distribution 1r(a) and cp(P, a) is solution of (2) is a challenging problem. 
One option is to write the first order development 
u ~ (f(P),cp(P, (a))) + (a- (a)) (f(P), 'Vac/J(P, (a))) (6) 
which leads to importance coefficients Ik =< f(P), 8~k cp(P, < a >) > : estimated by differential or 
perturbation Monte-Cario. In many cases ( "elliptic" distributions) 
u- (f(P), cp (P, (a) )) ~ L (ak- (ak)) h (7) 
k 
is a random variable whose distribution is given in closed form, hence Prob(u > a). 
What are the other options? 
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Problems arenot only characterized by uncertain or unknown parameters a but also by design para-
meters e. Designparametersare under control and we are free to chose them under certain constraints. 
They are for instance, a shield thickness, an irradiation duration, a burnable isotope concentration, a 
source location or intensity, etc. etc. Therefore (2) can be rewritten : 
1> (P, aiO) = J K (P, P'la, 0) 1> (P, alß) dP' + Q (P, aiO) (8) 
and we may want to minimize the probability, i.e. 
Min0Prob. (al (f (P, B), 1> (P, aiB)) > a) (9) 
to which we may eventually add constraints like Qk(a, B) ::::; 0. This is typically the case for a ra-
diotherapy program which one wishes to optimize duration and energy for each irradiation angle (in 
which case the maximization of expectation is enough) or the case of probabilistic risk assessment 
(PRA) where one wishes to optimize safety features (0), suchthat the probability that the population 
dose < f(P, B), 1>(P, aiB) > exceeds some value a 1 , given uncertain parameters a (failure rates) is 
minimized. A problern of type (9) is a problern of stochastic programming [1][2] and an equivalent 
formulation is 
Min0EaH ( (f (P, 0), 1> (P, alß))- a) 
The optimal value of e is usually sought in a restricted domain 1J where the solution is acceptable. A 
succession of iterates en is obtained as follows : 
(a) An estimate of EaH( < f(P, B), 1>(P, aiB) > -a) = Pa(B) is built by Monte-Carlo sampling; 
(b) A stochastic gradient en is evaluated, where 
( c) The new value is computed by [5] 
-;cn+ 1 -n+ 1 -;,n -e = arg min II e - e - Pn~n II if II en II is sman enough 
= 0° otherwise 
Once agairr Monte-Carlo is an essential part of the optimization process, when we substitute 
stochastic constraints to deterministic constraints. A moreeasy problern is obtained as well as closed 
forms if we substitute (6) in (9), giving 
Min0Prob [(a- (a)) (f (P, 0) , 'V acP (P, (a) IO)) a- (f (P, 0) , 1> (P, (a) IO))] 
where agairr the knowledge of < f(P, 0), 1>(P, < a > IB) > and its derivatives is essential. 
To conclude : the solution of optimization problems (often linked to inverse problems) with un-
certain data can be treated by Monte-Carlo calculations imbedded in an iterative process. 
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6 Reformulation of problems 
It is well known that incorporation of expected values or in general of a priori informationwill increase 
Monte-Carlo effectiveness. 
Innovative Monte-Carlo methods stem sometimes from reinterpretations of the Fredholm equation 
(1) for physical problems where (1) is not a Boltzmann equation. For instance if we rewrite (1) 
(I- Ko) rjJ = (K- Ko) rjJ + S 
it may happen that a kernel K 0 suchthat (I- K0 ) 1 can be obtained in closed form, i.e. 
with an improved convergence of the Neumann series development if (I- Ko) 1S is a good first 
approximation. This is the spirit of Macro Monte-Carlo types of simulation in radiotherapy where 
one wants to avoid the analog simulation of electron transport and use a kernel (I- Ko) 1 where we 
have a good approximation of transportover distances large compared to m.f.p. The same is true for 
brownian movements which are subsumed in a diffusion process. Monte-Carlo treatment of radioactive 
waste transport is greatly helped by defining a proper kernel K0 • 
Techniques based on numerical analytical continuation [4] and which amount to a reorganization 
of the Neuman series partake to the same spirit. 
7 Distributions 
The basic function sought in transport problems is P(N, r, dV, tlr0 , 'ü0 ), i.e. the probability of finding 
N particles at point R = (r, v) in an infinitesimal volume dV at time t, if one particle is introduced 
at timet= 0 in ('F0 , v0 ) [7]. The first moment 
00 
(N (R, dV, tlro, vo)) = L NP (N, R, dV, tlro, vo) 
N=O 
leads to the particle density n(r, v, tlr0 , v0 ) = limdV--->0 <N(R,ddJITo,vo)> obeys the usual (forward) linear 
Boltzmann equation and with a distributed source S(r0 , v0 ) to 
n(r, v, t) = J n(r, v, tlr0 , 'ü0 )S(r0 , v0 )drodvo. 
This is sometimes improperly characterized as a distribution of r, v, because if suitably normalized 
n(r, v, t) is the probability density of finding a particle in (r, v) but in fact it is a first moment of 
distribution P. 
Monte-Carlo calculations in transport theory are often concerned with the evaluation of linear 
functional ( detector rates) like J i!(r, v)n(r, v, t)drdv. Although it is meaningless to consider higher 
moments for an infinitesimal dV it is not so for 
00 
(Nm(R,V,tlro,vo)} = L NmP(N,R,V,tlro,vo) ,m= 1,2, ... 
N=O 
where as a function of r 0 , 'ü0 the higher moments obey backwards or adjoint Boltzmann equations. 
Monte-Carlo can be used to solve them in the same spirit as forward equation, but now some inform-
ation can be inferred on the distribution itself, for instance from the first and second moment. A 
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typical example is the distribution of the number of secondary electrons ejected from a target by an 
ion beam. The distribution yields interesting information over the cascade or branching process, like 
for instance the Fano factor. 
The number of particle in V (or leaving V through a boundary) is an example of score, and it 
can be extended to more general concepts like consequence ( "importance") or darnage (like dose for 
waste transport or radiological consequence for dynamic reliability). Distributionproblemsare rarely 
treated, and generaly by Straightforward analog simulation. However this is inefficient for rare events 
and therefore non analog Monte-Carlo solution of adjoint Boltzmann equation are certainly a valuable 
research topic. 
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The double randomization technique in Monte 
Carlo simulations 
Karl Sahelfeid 
Weierstraß-Institut für Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik (WIAS) 
Mohrenstrasse, 39, 10117, Berlin 
Stochastic algorithms for solving integral equations with random parameters are constructed. As an 
important practical example, a linear radiative transfer equation can be considered. If the cross-sections 
are highly irregular, one describes them as random functions with given distributions. Then the problern 
is to calculate the average of the solution and its variance. 
The method developed (the so-called double randomization technique) is based on a construction of a 
probability space which is a direct product of the space of trajectories (Markov chains) and the space 
generated by the random parameters. For practical implementations, a series of optimization problems 
should be solved. In particular, recommendations conceming the nurober of trajectories per one sample 
of the random parameter are given. 
We present also a practically interesting example of nonlinear equation where the double randomization 
is also applicable. Namely, we construct a stochastic algorithm for solving a random Smoluchowski 
equation goveming the coagulation of particles in a turbulent collision regime. Numerical calculations 
show that the intermittency of the turbulent flow affects much the growth rate of the particles. 
Last modified: Thu Apr 23 15:23:12 1998 
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Via M.M.Sole 4, 40129 Bologna, Italy 
The objective of the DSA (Direct Statistical Approach) has been to provide a robust method to 
minimize the statistical error in fixed source Monte Carlo transport calculations under the most general 
of circumstances. It employs one of the least dangeraus and simple variance reduction methods: 
population control through splitting and Russian roulette (RR). The DSA has been under development 
for some 16 years and for neutrons and photons in the fission/fusion energy range, this objective has 
been to a large extent reached around 5 years ago (Ref. 1). 
In the meantime the following extensions have been implemented: 
• improvement of the second moment by taking into account the contributions from bifurcations 
other than those due to splitting (Ref.2), 
• treatment of non-analogue estimators (Ref.2), 
• a weight-dependent splittingiRR capability designed for problems for which simple population 
control is not adequate and an independent biasing technique(s) is employed (Ref.3). 
Recently a further extension to multi-response problems has been introduced (Ref.4). This has proved 
useful particularly in calculating flux spectra and as many as 84 responses have been treated 
simultaneously. 
Currently the DSA is being extended to the higher energy domain and to other particle types: electrons, 
protons, pions, etc. 
A possible spin-off from the inclusion of bifurcations other than those due to splitting (mentioned 
above), is the capacity to correctly estimate the second moment while simultaneously employing 
variance reduction. Immediate applications are the modeHing of cosmic ray showers and of atomic 
collision cascades. In both these cases higher moments than the first are themselves quantities of 
interest. A future development might be to estimate the third and higher moments. 
In the discussion, some of the following themes will be addressed: 
Theoretical: 
• The second moment is more difficult to estimate compared with the first, yet the DSA requires it. 
How can this possibly lead to a more efficient calculation? Relevant topics are: 
o the enhanced surface-point approximation. This approximation has proved to be excellent 
for neutral particle transport. How will it behave for charged particle transport? 
o iterative schemes for arriving near the optimum. 
• It is weil known that the second moment is separable only when splittingiRR is independent of 
the track weight. Any optimization method including the DSA requires separability. To get round 
this a further approximation is employed: the "non-integer approximation" (Ref.3). How good is 
37 
this approximation? 
Practical lmplementation and Programming: 
• There can be an unacceptable slow-down when employing many energy and space cells and 
particle types, or many responses. Under exactly what circumstances does this occur? How can 
this be improved? 
• The DSA currently employs some IMSL routines. How can these be substituted by public 
software? 
DSA Performance: 
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of the DSA over the most directly comparable 
variance reduction method of a general nature that employs Monte Carlo to generate the required 
information (viz. the weight-window generator). 
o how soon do you get to the optimum? 
o how do you know you have got to the optimum? 
o how good is the optimum? 
Future: 
• What problems can be expected to be encountered in multi-particle-type, high energy transport? 
• Can the DSA be applied in other Monte Carlo applications apart from particle transport? Perhaps 
a question before this is: are population control and weight control useful variance reduction 
methods in other Monte Carlo applications? 
P.S.: 
• The diffusion or rather lack of it of the DSA may be due to its innate defects. Alternatively it may 
exemplify the totallack of any coordination in Europe between Monte Carlo development and 
use. 
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The objective of the DSA (Direct Statistical Approach) has been to provide a robust method to minimize the 
statistical error in fixed source Monte Carlo Iransport calculations under the most general of circumstances. It employs 
one of the least dangeraus and simple variance reduction methods: population cantrot through splitting and Russian 
rauJette (RR). The DSA has been under development for some 16 years and for neutrons and photans in the 
fission/fusion energy range, this objective has been to a !arge extent reached some 5 years ago. 
In the meantime lhe following extensions have been implemented: 
- improvement of the second moment by taking into account the contributions from bifurcations other than 
those due to Splitting. (A possible spin-off is the capacity to correctly estimate the second moment while simultaneously 
employing variance reduction. Immediate applications are the modelling of cosmic ray showers and of atomic collision 
cascades, in bQth .cases higher moments than the first being themselves quantities of interest. A future development 
might be to estimate the third and higher moments.) 
- treatment of non-analogue estimators. 
- a weight-dependent splittingiRR capability designed for problems for which simple population control is not 
adequate and an independent biasing technique(s) is employed. 
Recently a further extension to multi-response problems has been introduced. This has proved useful particularly 
in calculating flux spectra and as many as 84 responses have been treated simultaneously. 
Currently the DSA is being extended to the higher energy domain and to other particle types: electrons, protons, 
pions, etc. 
This paper highlights the important theoretical milestones in the development of the DSA, its current state and 
future developments. 
I. PREAMBLE ON SPLITTING AND RUSSIAN ROULETTE 
Splitting and Russian roulette (RR) rank among the oldest of variance reduction techniques. Unlike biasing, they 
do not involve altering the Iransportoperator and are consequently easier to implement in a Monte Carlo code. As weil 
as being easier to use compared,.with biasing, they arealso generally considered safer. Above all splitting and Russian 
rauJette are of totally general appiication. Their disadvanlage lies in the fact that they may be relatively inefficient 
compared with a weil biased calculation (an optimally biased calculation results in a zero variance whilst optimum 
splittingiRR does not). This is not usually in itself too great a disadvantage as it may be very difficult to bias a 
calculation weil. However when the quantity of interest involves extremely rare events, splitting simply will not work 
as the events are not covered in the simulated random walk. (As an example consider particle streaming along very 
long, narrow ducts. The important particle tracks are those whose direction cosines are contained within an extremely 
small solid angle.) In this case biasing [or a technique such as DXTRAN (Ref. 1) that involves sampling from a non-
analogue probability density function] must be employed. 
Splitting and Russian roulette may be conveniently divided into two categories: weight-independent splittingiRR 
and weight-dependent splitting/RR. The former is also referred to as "geometrical" splittingiRR (although it is not 
necessarily executed only in space). The well-known "weight window" technique comes within the laUer category. 
Weight-independent splittingiRR splits or Russian roulettes at a surface in phase space by the same amount independent 
of the weight of the progenitor striking the surface. Thus if weight variations are present (brought about by the use of 
some biasing technique), geometric splittingiRR will conserve them. Instead weight-depcndent splittingiRR splits or 
Russian roulettes at a surface in phase space by an amount that depends on the weight of the progenitor. The objective 
is to smooth out weight variations by splitting high-weight tracks which, if they score, will darnage the second 
moment, and Russian rouletting Iow weight tracks to avoid wasting too much time. Thus weight-dependent 
splittingiRR is employed when some other variance reduction method is being employed and controls the track weight. 
Weight-independent splittingiRR is appropriate when no other variance reduction method is being employed and 
controls the track population. 
I!. IMPORTANT MILESTONES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DSA 
The Direct Statistical Approach (DSA) is a rigorous mathematical model for optimizing splitting and Russian 
rauJette parameters in Monte Carlo particle Iransport calculations, originally developed by Dubi (Ref. 2). Dubi's generat 
mode1 of 1985 followed earlier more restrictive models of 1982 and 1983 (see for example Ref. 3). Earlier work by 
Juzaitis (Ref. 4) among others should also be mentioned. The impulse for this development derived from the 
recognition that there should exist some optimum amount of splittingiRR that gives a minimum error in a fixed time 
(splitting decreases the second moment and increases the time whilst Russian roulette increases the second moment and 
decreases the time). Splittingmore than this optimum amount and the pay-off from the reduced second moment is more 
than compensated by the increased time. Splitting less than this optimum amount and the pay-off from the reduced time 
is more than compensated by the increased second moment. Vice versa for Russian roulette. 
I LA. The Surfuce Parameter Modeland the Cell Model 
Dubi's 1985 model (Ref. 2) employs what has subsequently been named the "surface parameter model". A user-
supplied parameter v(i) is assigned to each surface i (the surface may be in normal space, in energy andin angle).ln the 
direction of crossing that is towards the detector, the particle is split v(i)-to-1 with the weight of each progeny updated 
by the factor 1/v(i). !n the other direction of crossing, the particle is Russian rouletted with survival probability 1/v(i).lf 
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it survives, its weigbt is updated by tbc factor v(i) (see Fig. l ). In the model described in Ref. 2, a general configuration 
of surfaces is allowed (Fig. 2). Tbis model bad tbe disadvantage tbat both tbe secend moment and time functions bad an 
openform (see for example Ref. 5). As botb the coefficients and function form must be estimated, this Iead to problems 
in estimating tbe functions that were particularly evident when there was a general diffusion of tracks between the 
surfaces. Another undesirable,aspect was that tracks at tbe same pbase space point could have different weights 
depending on the path tbey took to arrive at tbat point (tbis in tbe absence of any biasing). This tended to reduce the 
efficiency of the calculation. It should also be mentioned that tbe direction of splitting at a surface bad to be chosen a 
priori. 
- towards the detector 
?------~~-------------­




Fig. 2· General Surface Configuration 
in tbe DSA Surface Parameier Model 
detector 
Thesedisadvantages Iead to tbe development of the "cell model". Firstly the parameter v(i) was allowed tobe 
non-integer (Ref. 6). Tbis then permitted v(i) to be defined as the ratio of parameters assigned to the volumes on either 
side of the surface i. If the particle is leaving volume J and entering volume K, with assigned parameters F(J) and F(K), 
sp!itting or Russian roulette is performed according to the ratio F(K)/F(J). lf F(K)/F(J) > I, splitting ensues. If 
F(K)/F(J) < l, RR ensues (see Fig. 3). 
The amount of splilting or RR is decided by the following algorithm: we pul T](i) equalto F(K)/F(J). Then we 
define TJ*(i) as the integer part ofT](i) and R(i) as the decimal part ofTJ(i), i.e. 
R(i) = TJ(i) - TJ *(i) 
When a track (the progenitor) of weight W impinges on tbe surface i, eilher witb probability R(i) it is split inlo 
[T]*(i) + I] identical progeny each ofweight W/TJ(i), m: (with probability [!- R(i)]) it is split into TJ*(i) identical progeny 
each of weight W/TJ(i). These two events are of course exclusive. When TJ(i) > I, this model corresponds to whal has 
been termed "expected value splitting" (Ref. 7). When TJ(i) <I, it corresponds to Russian roulette. 
'-
J K 
F(J) F(K) . 
------------1 Splitting or RR according to: F(K)/F(J) 
Eig...1: 
Splitting/RB at 
Surfaces according to 
Cell lmportances 
Covering all space with volumes 1 and K produced the "cell model" (Refs. 8 and 5) (see Fig. 4). Note that the 
development from the "surface parameter model" through the "volume parameter model" to the "cell model" is described 
in logical and chronological order in Refs. 6, 8 and 5. The cell model, in cantrast to the surface parameter model, has 
closed second moment and time functions. Thus only the coefficients of ihe functions need be es.timated. Linked to this 
Fact is the desirable fealure that tracks at the same phase space point have the same weight, independent of the path they 
took to arrive at that point (this in the absence of any biasing). In fact the cell model isthat employed in most codes, 
including MCNP, although with the DSA cel!s exist in a !wo-dimensional phase space consisting of normal space and 
energy (it has not been considered worthwhile to add the angular variable as this can be handled by the spatial variable). 
Fig 4· General Ce!! Configuration 
in the DSA Cell Model 
Concerning the form of the second moment and time functions in the cel! model, we recopy expressions (27) and 
(43) of Ref. 9. 
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Jo 11=1 1°=1 (27) (Ref. 9) 
where flO represents the component of the secend moment from surface splittings at a cell boundary, G(J,K) is 
F(K)/F(J), the sumover jo isover all source cells and the sumover 1° isover all cel! boundaries (the sumover Ii p!ays 
no roJe here ). 
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T L F(1. ) { Coef-t Ool . F(jo) + I { Coef-t (j0,1°) . F(K) }} 
~ fu I~l (43) (Ref. 9) 
where T is the total CPU time (per source particle), the sum over io isover all source cells and the second sum is again 
..... 
over all cell boundaries. 
Wehave introduced these two expressions just to make the point that the second moment and time functions are 
closed- the number o(source cells is finite and known, as is (in p_rinciple) the number of cell boundaries. Similar 
expressions are given in Sec. II.E where all components of the second moment function are shown. Inslead with the 
surface parameter model, the equivalent second moment contribution is given by expression (10) in Ref. 9: 
ö(a~,a~ -a~,a~-a?,a ·~-a~) 
which must then be summed over all surface paths using one of the algorithms given in section V of Ref. 9. No closed 
form of the function exists. The time function with the surface parameter model is given by expression (38) in Ref. 9, 
-c(a~). which again must be summed over all surface paths in an algorithmic fashion as discussed in VILA ofRef. 9. 
The clos~d nature of the function is the principal motive that the DSA cell model has been reasonably successful. 
A disadvantage of the cell model compared with the surface parametermactel is that the form of the second moment 
function involves many cusps (local minima) that slow down the optimization routine (see Sec. III.B). 
Notwithstanding, the optimization remains feasible, and this disadvantage is far outweighed by the advantage in thc 
facitity of estimating the functions. 
II.B. Estimatjng the square of the adjojnt flux 
The major obstacle has then been the necessity of estimating the square of the adjoint flux at a crossing point an a 
cell boundary. This appears in parts of the second moment function dealing with splittings at cell boundaries (in both the 
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which is included within the coefficient in expression (27) from Ref. 9 above. We see in the penultimate line of 
expression (25) from Ref. 9 the appearance of the adjoint llux squared. As can be imagined, it turns out to be 
statisticatly difticult to estimate this quantity. The following expression (I) must be used to estimate the square of the 
adjoint llux at the particular phase space crossing point: 
...... 
[<ll*(a~;b~ll2 = [E(x)J2 
I .J. -
(N-1) .(N.E(x) -E(x2)] 
(I) 
where x is the detector contribution of a track at the phase space crossing point ( a~; b~) and N is lhe number of samples 
of x (see Ref. 10, Sec. IV.A). As discussed in Sec. IV.A of Ref. 10 and elsewhere, N must be greater than I, so there 
must be a non-zero probability of splitting at all boundaries, implying a change of the previous cell model boundary 
crossing algorithm. Furthermore at least two tracksout of the N must give a non-zero detector contribution, to give a 
non-zero contribution to (<1>*)2. This is extremely unlikely in any kind of deep penetration problem. It may help to 
consider a particular example of a particle crossing from one cell to another and suffering a 4-to-1 splitting (see Fig. 5). 
v(i) progeny EigJ 
At least two out of the four progeny should contribute to the detector to give a non-zero contribution to (<1>*)2 at 
the crossing point. If zero or only one progeny give a detector contribution, a zero contribution to (<1>*)2 ensues. 
Clearly unless there is a reasonably high probability of a progeny scoring, the error on (<1>*)2 will be high. To increase 
the probability of one of the progeny scoring, we must increase the splitting between ihe boundary in question and the 
detector. But we remernher that the same applies to every cell boundary crossing. lt is clear that to eslimate (<1>*)2 with a 
reasonable error at all the boundary crossings, we would need to split by an ever-increasing amount going from the 
source to the detector. Such a calculation might sample very poorly the phase space near the source and consequently 
also phase space further from the source as the progenies further from the source come from the (few) nearer the 
source. Such a calculation might also be difficult to control, with the danger of creating an artificial supercriticality. 
Furthermore particles crossing the boundary towards the left in Fig. 5, which with the normal surface crossing 
algorithm would be Russian rouletted, would need alsotobe split, or at least to undergo splitting with some probabitity. 
Clearly problemsexist with trying to estimate (<1>*)2 correctly according to expression (I) at each boundary crossing. 
An algorithm has been implemented that properly estimates the second moment function at all boundary crossings. 
Notwithstanding the problems mentioned above. the exact second moment function can be estimated and employed to 
determine the Optimum phase space importances, but only in a restrictive ctass of problems. The objective has been to 
develop a metbad of generat application. Therefore a series of approximation have been developed to deal with the 
problern of estimating (<1>*)2. This development is describcd in Sec. IV.A of Ref. 10. Essentially it is necessary to 
group tagether progeny from different progenitors. As weil as improving the stalistics, this also solves the problern of 
what to da at a Russian roulette boundary so that the normal cett model boundary crossing algorithm may be employed. 
How da we group tagether progeny from different progenitors, given that the progenitors impinge at different phase 
space points an the boundary? 
~ 
~ 
This question is addressed in Sec. IV .A of Ref. 10. To summarize that discussion, starting from a first 
approximation ("the standard point-surface approximation") improvements were made until an approximation ["the 
enhanced point-surface approximation (second version)"] was reached that gave extremely good results under the most 
general of circumstances. Whilst not repeating this discussion here, we may illustrate the operation of the standard 
point-surface approximation by considering Fig. 6 where we see four progenitors arriving at different points at a 
boundary at which 3-to-1 splittlng is executed. 
exact a] gorithm 
J K 
Four different estimates of the square of the adjoint 
flux at cell boundary i are made at each boundary 
crossing point. Each estimate involves a sample N=3 
pojnt-surface approxjmatjon algorithm 
J K 
A sample N=l2 is used to estimate the square of the 
adjoint flux averaged over cell boundary i-
fu...Q 
Clearly the grouping tagether of the progenitors illustrated in Fig. 6 will Iead to acceptable results only if the 
adjoint flux does not vary much between the points. If it does vary, then we will seriously underestimate (<!>•)2 which 
Ieads to an overestimate in the splitting. Improving the standard point-surface approximation involved the introduction 
of a sub-binning of the progenitors. The angle variable proved to be the most difficult to treat (imagine just after 
crossing the boundary i that the particles enler a void streaming channel- the angle that the particle crosses the boundary 
i clearly then becomes critical). However as described in Sec. IV .A of Ref. I 0, an acceptable solution was reached at 
least for neutron and photon transport at energies < 20 MeV. 
More work cnuld c!ear!y be done on testing and jmproving the current versjon of the enhanced point surface 
approximation, Tbjs js tbe centra! key to estjmating a reasonahle second moment function and therefore to the who!e 
J:l.S..th It is of interest to note that the next collision site is employed with the enhanced point-surface approximation. For 
neutral particle transport, this site serves to define an angular binning. Inslead multiple scattering algorithms employed 
for charged particle transportalter the concept of a "collision". This problern is currently being faced for electron and 
positron transport. The current solution is to check whether the electron/positron has lost some fraction (currently 0.5) 
of its energy since the boundary crossing in question. lf so, the electron/positron is considered to have suffered a 
"collision". This seems tobe performing reasonably weil so far but needs more tcsting. Same other solutions arealso 
possible for charged particles. 
II.C. lncluding all possjble contrihutions to the second moment functjon 
Up to this point in the DSA development, the only second moment contributions were: 
- those mentioned above arising from surface Splittings; 
- those due to (the squar<:._ofY the direct detector contributions. Theseare easier to calculate than the first kind of 
contributions and will not be discusscd here. They are described in Ref. 9, Sees. IV.E and VI.D. 
In fact there exist also contributions to the sccond moment from particle bifurcations, other than those due to 
Splitting. These might be natural events such as (n,xn) or artificial events (such as DXTRAN). These have becn named 
"volumetric bifurcations" in contradistinction to "surface bifurcations" i.e. Splittings. There was a worry that not 
including such events might seriously undercstimate the second moment, particularly for the case of DXTRAN spheres. 
In Ref. 9, the DSA theory was rewritten to include all such events. [At the same time a restraint was removed on the 
kind of estimator employed. Previous to Ref. 9 only an absorption or last event estimator was compatible with the DSA. 
In Ref. 9 all tally types (apart from pulse-height) were included. Tallies in which the particle survives were shown tobe 
equivalent to volumetric bifurcations. This might be important in point detcctor applications.]lt turned out that in most 
problems the contribution to the second moment from these volumetric bifurcations was relatively minor. It will be of 
interest if the same applies at high energies where there aremorenatural bifurcations. 
In a similar fashion to surface Splittings, an exact estimate of the second moment contribution from the volumetric 
bifurcations can -be made, or alternatively an approximation bearing some rescmblance. to the point-surface 
approximation for surface splittin_gs has been developed. Here the binning of the progeny is different because, whilst 
the progeny from a surface Splitting event are identical, the progeny or "branches" from a volumetric bifurcation event 
are usually non-identical. This is discussed in Ref. !0, Sec. IV.B. 
A spin-off from this development was the realization that it was possible to ( correctly) estimate the second 
moment of a naturally bifurcating process whilst at the same time applying variance reduction in the form of tbe cell 
model and splittingiRR at cell boundaries. A first application seemed to be in the modelling of cosmic ray showcrs 
where moments high er than the first are of interest, and normally an analogue calculation is made to estimate them. 
Another application appeared in atomic collision cascades. It is important to note that in such calculations, whilst the 
exact algorithm for estimating the contribution to the second moment from the volumetric bifurcations must be 
employed, the exact aigorithm would not need to be applied to the surface splitting contribution. This is because the 
function form of expressionssuch as (25) in Ref. 9, given herein Sec. I!.B, force the latter contribution tobe zero with 
analogue cell importances independently of the approximation attached to (<!> *)2. An interesting related future theoreticai 
development would be to estimate the third and higher moments. 
11.0. lntmducing a wejgbt dependence 
"Geometrie" splittingiRR operates purely through population control and therefore conserves any weight 
variations that might be present due to the use of biasing or pseudo-biasing techniques. Thus the weight-independenl 
splittingiRR in the DSA up to and including Ref. 9 may find an optimum in the presence of transport biasing but this 
optimum will be a poor one. This is because it is extremely important: a) to save time by Russian rouletting low weight 
particles and b) to reduce tbe weight of high weight particles by splitting thereby preventing a high weight particle 
secring in the detector which would highly darnage the error. Thus such problems require a weight control as weil as a 
population control. 
A ward here on source biasing which is an exception to the above rule. If the source is biased in the same phase 
space structure as that used by the DSA, then it has been found that a reasonable optimum may be found with 
"geometric" splitting/RR. Furthermore it would actually be theoretically possible to include an optimization of the source 
biasing within the DSA under these conditions. However there is implemented at present a "pseudo-source biasing" 
(see Ref. I I, page 740) that within the DSA compensates for a poorly sampled source and that has proved satisfactory. 
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Returning to Iransport biasing, two examples that immediately spring to mind are: 
I) gamma Iransport in a bulk medium where, as is weil known, path length Stretching (also known as the 
exponential transform) can greatly improve the efticiency of the calculation compared with simply controlling the 
gamma track population. 
2) particle streaming in narroi.v ducts or particle leakage from a !arge space into a small exit hole. In such cases 
DXTRAN spheres (Ref. I) a?e recommended. Their main role is to deterministically produce scattering into a 
predelined (and usually very sma!l) solid angle, that in analogue Iransport might never be entered. 
Both these techniq:Ues and especially the second produce !arge _weight variations that ~ be dampened for the 
rcasons given above. Usually this dampening was made with the weight window technique (Ref. 1). 
To be ab1e to optimize the quality function (the product of the second moment and time functions) the DSA 
requires the functions to be separab1e. For the case of weight-independent splittingiRR this is possib1e under most 
circumstances. Inslead if the amount of Splitting or Russian rou1ette depends on the weight of the progenitor arriving at 
the cell boundary, the secend moment is no more simply separable (as discussed on page 142 of Ref. 10). This is a 
well-known result. The motive behind the work of Ref. IO was to analyze this situation of non-separability and to 
attempt some approximations to try to overcome it. As it turned out, an approximation was found [named "the 
noninteger approximation" (Sec. III.D of Ref. 10)) which 1ooked extremely promising, and a DSA version was 
developed to include weight-dependent splittingiRR using this · approximation. This approximation tends to 
underestimate the secend moment. In the case of gammatransperl in a Iiulk medium with path iength Stretching (Sec. 
V.B of Ref. 10), this underestimate was very small. Inslead for problems involving DXTRAN spheres the 
underestimate became noticeable but still acceptable (see Sees. V.C and V.D of Ref. 10). (The reason for the difference 
in the underestimate between the two kinds of problern is that the noninteger approximation calculates wrongly 
contributions to the secend moment from Russian roulette events. With DXTRAN spheres there are many such events 
as there are many low weight tracks present.) 
Concerning the weight-dependent DSA algorithm the following points may be mentioned: 
- rather than using a window of acceptable weights, the metbad requires a single weight (a starting weight of all 
particles entering each phase space cell, per cell, see Fig. 7). 
weight ~ 
~ 
weight window DSA weight-dependent splittingiRR model 
Ei g, 7. Comparjson of the DSA wejgbt-dependent splittingiRR model witb tbe wejgbt wjndow 
The weight line model was employed because it was believed that it would be more amenable to theoretical ana[ysis, as 
proved tbe case. An analysis of tbe weight window model has not yet been attempted. When there are !arge weight 
variations present, then the behaviour of the two models should be similar. Inslead if the weight variations are limited 
and tbe ce!ls are relatively small, then the weight window could prove more efticient as the weight line imposes a 
splitting or Russian rauJette sequence on every particle arriving at the cell boundary. 
- compared with the weight-independent DSA algorithm, the weight-dependent algorithm may run into greater 
difficulties estimating the second moment coeftlcients as, with the noninteger approximation, a difference is made 
between two estimates [see expression (41) of Ref. IO and Sec. II.E here]. In partial compensation, the form of the 
second moment function allows a much faster minimization compared with the weight-independent case. 
- in general the weight-dependent DSA algorithm has been used and tested far Iess than thc weight-independent 
algorithm, and conclusions on its utility arc still tentative. 
li.E. Summarjzjng the second moment and time functions in the DSA cell rnodel. 
1t is convenient atthis point to summarize the second moment and time functions in the DSA cell model, including 
all contributions to the secend moment and with both weight-independent and weight-dependent splittingiRR. This 
section is takeri from Sec. II of Ref. 12. 
The DSA weight-independmt cell importance model 
The populationsecend moment, S2, consists of three kinds of terms: t';.O, t;.i, and r representing the contributions 
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. (3) (Ref. 12) 
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In expression (I) (Ref. 12) euch term within the summation brackets represents the contribution from splittings at 
the boundary between cells J and K with importances F(J) and F(K) respectively. [and G(J,K) = F(K)IF(J)). The pair 
of variables: IiJI0 represents the boundary bctween cells J and K, thus the doublesumover Ji and I0 represents a sum 
over all cell boundaries. 
In expression (2) (Ref. 12) each term within the summation brackets represents the contribution from bifurcations 
within each cell J. The variable Ii represents bifurcations of a certain type within cell J, thus the sum over Ii represents a 
sumover all bifurcation types and over all cells. 
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In expression (3) (Ref. 12) each term within the inner summation brackets represents the contribution from 
detector scores within each cell K. The sum over 1° represents a sum over all cells. The first term within the outer 
summation brackets represents thc contribution from detector scores within each source cell jo. 
The coef-.... variables are problem-dependent coefficients whose va!ues must be estimated: 
- coef-dGo.Iif!O) in expr~~sion (I) (Ref. 12) involves the product of the square of the track's weight as it crosses 
a cell boundary and the square of the adjoint flux atthe crossing point. 
- coef-dQo,Ii) in expression (2) (Ref. 12) involves the product of the square of the track's weight as it 
experiences a bifurcation within a cell and the product of the adjoint fl\lxes of each pair of tracks at the bifurcation point. 
- coef-gQo) and coef-gQo,l0 ) in expression (3) (Ref. 12) involve the square of a track's detector score. 
The estimates of these coefficients are all subject to greatcr statistical uncertainties compared with the estimate of a 
normal (linear) response as they include the squares of quantities. Estimating the square of the adjoint flux at a phase 
space point on a cell boundary, required in the coefficient: coef-dGo.IiJJ0 ), is particularly difficult and has been 
discussed in Sec. II.B. 
The time per source particle is given as follows: 
1' L F(~ ) { coef-t(j0) . F(j0) + 
. Jo 
Jo . (5) (Ref. 12) 
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Each term within the inner summation brackets represents the CPU time spent by tracks within each cell K. The 
sum over JO represents a sum over all cells. The first term within the outer summation brackets represents the CPU time 
sperrt by tracks within each source cell jo. The probiero-dependent coefficients: coef-t Go) and coef-t Go.l0 ) are much 
easier to estimate compared with the second moment coefficients as they consist only of linear or first moment-like 
quantities. 
T/le DSA weigltt-dependent weight line model 
After applying the non-integer approximation, the three kinds of terms composing the population second 
moment, S2, are given as follows: 
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The time per source particle is given as follows: 
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As far as the function dependence is concerned, comparing the weight-dependent expressions with the weight-
independent expressions, we see that the form is very different for the second moment contributions from the cell 
boundaries, Ll~. [In particular we note the presence of negative terms in expression (6) (Ref. 12) which increase the 
statistical error on the estimates of this contribution.] Inslead for the other second moment terms and the time, the form 
is similar once the cell starting weights Q() are equated with the inverse of the cell importance F(). 
As far as the coefficients are concerned, the weight-dependent coefficients contain a different dependence on the 
surface-to-surface probabilities and accumulated weights compared with the weight-independent coefficients (see Ref. 
10). However the coefficients dealing with track bifurcations in expressions (6) (Ref. 12) and (7) (Ref. 12) still contain 
the square of the adjoint flux at the cell boundary crossing point and the product of the adjoint fluxes of each pair of 
tracks at the bifurcation point, respectively. 
II F Moving to multiple responses, 
Although standard Monte Carlo methods may treat problems involving a high attenuation, they do so only by 
calculating a single response at a time. This is because each variance reduction method, including splitting/RR, requests 
a set of user-defined parameters. Fora given response there exists an optimum set that provides a minimum statistical 
error in timeT. (Here we have changed nomenclature. T will be now used for the total CPU time for all source particles 
in the run. The-time per source particle is changed from T used previous1y to 't.) Parameters tha~ are near Optimum for 
one response may be far from optimum for another response. 
The DSA provides a way to optimize a calculation to more than one response of interest. The development goes as 
follows (taken from Ref. 13): 
The DSA searches for the set of variance reduction parameters that renders the quality factor q (the product of the 
second moment and the time) minimum, i.e . 
q sz . ' (2) 
The justification for minimizing q is found in Ref. 3. Following Ref. 3, a reasonable measure of the inverse of the 
efficiency of a Monte Carlo calculation is: 
q' Vs. Ts (3) 
where V s is the variance of a sample of N independent histories, and Ts is the computing time required for the sample. 





Ts = 't.N (5) 
Thus: 
q' = V. 't (6) 
where in expression (6) we have quantities that are independent of the size of our sample N. Finally: 
V sz- o2 (7) 
where D is the first moment. In problems that require a non-analogue treatment, S2 >> 02. Thus q' in expression (6) 
can be approximated by q in expression (2). 









and for the case of M responses, we have: 
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The well-known quantity ihe "figure of merit" (fom) used in such codes as MCNP to give a measure of the 






where fsd is th~ fra.ctional Standard deviation and Ts is the computing time for the sample N. If we define a "compound 
figure ofmerit"(fomc) for a number ofresponses i, i=1,M as: 
fomc ( M )-1 t-(fsd/. Ts 
(12) 
then ( q1c)-l and fomc are equivalent with the approximation of employing the second moment instead of the variance . 
Thus our objective is to maximize fomc, through the estimation using the DSA model of S~ and 1: (and of D; ). 
An immediate doubt that springs to mind is whether it is actually useful to optimize variance reduction parameters 
to more than one response. Even if we could find the optimum, perhaps it would be a very poor one- imagine a deep 
penetration problern and the calculation of doses at different spatial locations, for example araund an accelerator 
experiment. It may be that the sets of optimum variance reduction parameters related to each i.ru!i.Yi.!1l!i response are so 
different from one another, that it would be more efficient to run a calculation for each response in turn. However if the 
spatiallocations are near each other, or if we wish to calculate different responses at the same spatiallocation, then there 
will be a correlation between tracks that contribute to one response and tracks that contribute to another. Under this 
circumstance a multi-response optimization can be more efficient than a number of single response optimizations. 
In Ref. 13 the problern under consideration was an epithermal column attached to a research reactor for use in 
BNCT. Here a number of responses need tobe calculated at the same location: the neutron flux in a sufficient number 
of energy groups to give a reasonable spectrum, the fast neutron dose and the gamma dose. Under these circumstances 
the multi-response optimization was more efficient compared with single response optimizations, both in terms of CPU 
time and, more importantly as is emphasized in Ref. 13, in terms of human time and effort (see also Ref. I 4). 
Recently a multi-response optimization has successfully been made with 84 responses on a thermal neutron 
facility for calibration of dosimetric instruments (Ref. 15). The 84 responses were all point detectors and were made up 
of 6 neutron energy groups at 14 spatial points, with the objective of calculating a finer neutron spectrum (29 energy 
groups) at all 14 spatial positions. This is an unusually high number of responses and normally such a number would 
not be treatable. It was only possible because of the relatively small number of spatial cells (13) and energy groups used 
in the Iransport to define the phase space cells (8) (see Sec.!ILB). 
The multi-response facility has not yet been tested with the weight-dependent DSA. 
Ill. THE CURRENT SITUATION 
We now have the following situation: a method that finds the optimum population control (within the constraints 
of the cell model), that can work with any estimator (apart of course from pulse-height), that takes into accot1nt llll 
contributions to the second moment and that can handle any number of responses (with caveats given below). The DSA 
is attached to the code MCNP, currently version 4B (Ref. 1). Until recently the DSA could handle neutron and photon 
Iransport only. Under these conditions andin the energy range covered by MCNP4B, the approximation employed in 
the estimation of the second momcnt [the second version of the enhanced point-surface approximation used in the 
estimation of (<1>*)2] has proved generally excellent. An extension has recently been made to electron Iransport in 
MCNP4B (any combination of the 3 species - neutron, photon and electron- may be treated), and this is currently 
being tested. 
As far as the weight-dependent DSA algorithm is concerned, this functions under exactly the same circumstances 
as the weight-independent algorithm above, with the provisos already mentioned in Sec.ILD. It has in general bcen far 
less tested compared with the weight-independent algorithm. 
liLA Comparjson wj{h other methods avajlable 
A basic choice was to use Monte Carlo to generate the information required by the DSA. Therefore camparisans 
have not been made with approaches that employ adjoint deterministic calculations to generate importances. Such 
approaches can be very powerful under certain circumstances. They arenot of general application. Thus the method that 
has been used as a yardstick for the DSA has been the weight-window generator, andin particular its form in MCNP. 
We need to ask the following questions: 
1) How lang does it take to reach the optimum? 
2) How do we know we have reached the optimum? 
3) How good is the optimum? 
The third questionwill be taken first as it allows a moredefinitive reply. In Ref. 11 some camparisans were made 
between an early version of the cell model weight-independent DSA and the "quasi-deterministic weight-window 
generator" which, as its name imp!ies, is a development of the standard weight-window generator with added 
deterministic features. The camparisans concerned problems which had no transport biasing. In Ref. 11 it was found 
that for bulk penetration problems, the DSA and weight-window optima were quite similar. lnstead for streaming 
problems the DSA produced a better optimum than the weight-window. Such problems are characterized by a very 
!arge change in the expected response contribution (importance) of a track after a single sampling (see Ref. 11, page 
762). In the case of streaming, this sampling is of the angle that a particle exits from a collision that takes place at one 
end of the duct. In general the conclusions of Ref. 11 have been confirmed by other unpublished comparisons. A factor 
ofroughly 2 between the quality ofthe calculations was noted in Ref.ll. Inslead in Ref.l2 a factor ofapproximately 8 
for a deep penetration problern ("activation rate in wirein reactor core") was found between the DSA and the standard 
weight-window generator of MCNP. Again this problern had the charactcristic of a very !arge change in the expected 
response contribution of a track after a single sampling. In Ref. 10 some camparisans were made between the weight-
dependent DSA and the weight-window generator. The conclusions were tentative but similar to those above for 
weight-independent splitting/RR, although it is tobe noted that there was little difference in the quality of the streaming 
calculations in Ref. 10 when DXTRAN spheres were used. Unpublished camparisans between weight-dependent DSA 
and the weight-window generator for the "activation rate in wirein reactor core" problern of Ref. 12 have been made, 
the difference with the problern in Ref. 12 being the inclusion of a rather strong path length stretching towards the 
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central wire, creating thus a strong weight variation. Again the DSA gave a calculational quality 8 to 10 timesthat of the 
weight-window generator. 
The first two questions are linked- if we arenot sure when we have reached the Optimum, then we might spend 
Ionger before we are sure we have reached it. Furthermore the first question depends to some extent on user experience 
and also on Juck. In a rather informal discussion here we hope to show certain advantages that may be perceived in the 
DSA as far as the second question is concerned. 
We wish to adopt some kind of iterative technique to arrive at the optimum so that we can gauge how near we are 
getting. With a method that employs Monte Carlo to generate the requlred information, we must first start off with some 
guessed variance reduction parameters at the zero'th iteration. The run that employs these parameters will provide a 
response, an error, a figure-Qf-merit (measuring the calculational quality) and a set of generated variance reduction 
parameters. This set of paramete_rs is employed in the first iteration run that provides again a response, an error, a 
figure-Qf-merit and a set of generated variance reduction parameters. This set of parameters is employed in the second 
iteration run, etc. With the weight-window generator in MCNP, the set of parameters consists of the weight-window 
lower bounds in each space/energy cell. 
The inforrnation we have available at each iteration is the response, error, figure-of-merit and set of generated 
parameters. It is the author's experience that changes in the generated variance reduction parameters from iteration to 
itcration offer no enlightenment on the approach to the optimum. (Exceptions are gross or abs!'rd parameter values.) 
This is because wedanot know if an appreciable change in one of the variance reduction parameters (e.g. the weight-
window lower bound in some cell and in some energy group in MCNP) is important or not to our response of interest. 
Our postulate is that the only inforrnation we have is the response, error and figure-Qf-merit at each iteration. 
Now Iet us consider the situation with the DSA. As an example we take arealproblern that had a single response 
of interest and employed the weight-independent DSA. The first point to note is that the DSA allows all information 
pertaining to the second moment and time functions to be accumulated between iterations. (This is not a basic 
characteristic of the method and the weight-window generator could be reprogrammed to do this.) Variance weighting 
is employed for all the quantities that are accumulated. Secondly as with the weight-window generator, the actual 
variance reduction parameters, in this case the phase space cell importances, arenot examined, apart from a check for 
parameters that are clearly grossly in error. 
TableIshows the iteration procedure forthisprob lern. Most of the quantities have already been defined in Sec. 
II.F. CPU is the computer time for the run, MCT is the computer time for the Monte Carlo tracking - the difference 
between the two is time spent on book-keeping in generating the second moment and time functions. "stat fail" is the 
nurober of statistical failures (from 0 to I 0) forming pärt of the statistical checks in MCNP4B. As has been seen, D2Jq 
is similar to the figure-Qf-merit. In Table I all quantities under the heading "Generation of second moment and time 
functions" are direct estimates from the modified version of MCNP. All quantities und er the heading "Minimization of 
quality function" are from the functions summarized in Sec. II.E. (apart from D, the detector response) and are 
accumulated. The quantities under the heading "Generation of second moment and time functions" are also available 
with other methods based on Monte Carlo generation of information, such as the weight-window generator. Instead the 
quantities under the heading "Minimization of quality function" are peculiar to the DSA. Wehave a singleintegral 
quantity, D2Jq, which the DSA is maximizing. We see at iteration numbers 2 and 3 that the DSA is unable to increase 
this quantity appreciably. Therefore we conclude we have reached the optimum. 
We may also compare the direct estimate of D2Jq with the function value: D2Jq (init) at the same iteration, and the 
best function value: DZJq ( opt) with the direct estimate at the next iteration. (Actually rather than compare the D2Jq 
values in this fashion, it is of greater significance to compare the sz values which are more uncertain compared with the 
time values.) 
With the weight-dependent splittingiRR algorithm discussed in Sec. 11.0, we have already noted that the non-
integer approximation underestimates the second moment. Therefore when we make a table such as Table I with the 
weight-dependent algorithm, we expect the function value of S2 to be lower than the direct estimate. Examples of such 
tables with weight-dependent splittingiRR can be found in Refs. 10 and 12. We reproduce here (as Table li) Table V 
from Ref. 10 in which we see quite clearly the (small) underestimate in the functional value of S2 and the consequent 
overestimate in D2fq. [Note that in Table II the "S2 {opt)" and "-r (opt)" are not written, neither is the Monte Carlo 
tracking time (which was very near the CPU time for this problem), but the "q" values are written.] Thus in general 
with the weight-dependent splittingiRR algorithm we may employ the same "handles" as with the weight-independent 
splittingiRR algorithm in deciding when we have reached the optimum but with a small decrease in the amount of 
freedom in the sense that the direct estimate and function values of S2 differ because of the non-integer approximation. 
However the difference in the problems treated so far has not been !arge ( < 40% in Ref. 10). 
It is worthwhile here noting that the difference betwecn the direct estimate and the funclion values of sz can be 
!arge, even with the weight-independent splittingiRR algorithm, when the point-surface approximation breaks down, 
as happened in the problern "activation rate in wirein ·reactor core" in Ref. 12. However for the kind of problern in 
which this happens, the DSA is usually gi ving far superior results to other methods, even when the point-surface 
approximation begins to break down. 
In the case o.f more than one response, there stillexist the integral parameters s;c [defined as the sum of the 
normalized second moments as in expression (10)] and qrc [in expression (10)] and the same criteria may be used to 
approach the optimum, using these single integral parameters. An example of the optimization procedure for 4 
responses is given in Table III (where the percentage error and number of statistical failures- "sf' - are under their 
respective responses). This was actually a BNCT problem; the first 3 responses were neutron fluxes and the 4th 
response was the gamma ray dose. The metbad was unable to bring the error on the garnma ray dose down to the errors 
on the neutron fluxes because of a high correlation between the two quantities, with the neutrons producing the 
contributing gammas after the neutrons bad already scored. 
Thus to summarize, as discussed in Sec. II.B the DSA would certainly have much more difficulty in generating 
information compared with conventional methods based simply on the importance estimate if the exact second moment 
function were estimated (involving an estimate of a second order quantity). Instead employment of the point-surface 
approximation involves a square of a first order estimate and eases the statistics considerably. Then the availability of 
more information with the DSA compared with conventional methods allows tables such as Tables I, II and III to be 
composed which perrnits the process of data generation tobe controlled. lt may also be that the second moment function 
form shown in Sec. II.E allows some relaxation on the precision of the coefficient estimates, referring particularly to the 
weight-independent algorithm. (This point has yet to be properly examined.) 
I!I.B The main current problems 
I) Once reasonable coefficients of the second moment and time functions have been estimated, a multi-
dimensional minimization must be carried out to find the cell importances, F(J) and F(K) with the weight-independent 
algorithm or the cell starting weights, .Q(J) and .Q(K) with the weight-dependent algorithm. The code that carries out 
this minimization is built araund an IMSL routine called UMING. This routine carries out an unconstrained 
minimization. As we have the constraint of requiring +ve quantities, a Iransformation y=xZ is made. This actually 
further slows down the minimization which is already difticult due to the presence of many Iocal minima ["cusps", 
because of the integer operator in expression (25) of Ref. 9 reproduced in Sec. II.B] in the weight-independent 
splittingiRR second moment function. In fact the choice of an unconstrained minimization routine was probably a 
mistake, as a constrained routine might be faster. However the main problern is that IMSL is a commercial library 
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which is not available everywhere. Thus the DSA cell model codes are not 100% transportable and the minimization 
code should be rewritten using only open software. 
2) When we have a !arge number of phase space cells, species or responses, or a combination of these, the book-
keeping time in the modified form of MCNP that generates the second moment and time functions becomes an 
appreciable fraction of the tota~CPU time. We can see already in Table III that the Monte Carlo tracking time, MCT, is 
about 60 - 70% of the total CPU time. In this problem there were 4 responses, 28 spatial cells and 2 species (neutron 
and garnmal with 5 neutron energy groups and 5 gamma energy groups. For this problem, the useful tracking time is 
stillarensanable percentage of the total. Inslead for other problems the useful tracking time has fallen to only 20% of 
the total. Why? The problern seems to lie in the way the coefficients of the second moment function are tallied, with by 
far the warst culprit being the component accounting for splitting at cell boundaries. 
As noted in Sec. II.B, the enhanced point-surface approximation requires the boundaries between the cells to be 
subdivided both using the progimitors' characteristics at the boundary crossing point as weil as the progenies' 
characteristics at the next collision point or detector score. When we consider all boundaries between pairs of cells in 
energy and space (and species), we realize that we are dealing with a !arge amount of data. The problern is that this data 
is not formatted in a simple fashion. Apriori we do not have the informalion on which spatial cells are adjacent to each 
other, other than by observing the geometry. (This is a markedly different Situation from the weight-window generator 
where instead of looking at cell boundaries, we are interested in cells.) Because of this, a variable multi-level formal 
has been used, with pointers in one Ievel defining data locations in the next Ievel down. As an example we take the 
component of the second moment function accounting for splitting at cell boundaries: 
The first Ievel is for cells of type Kin Fig. 3. The second Ievel is for source cells Go in Fig. 4). The third Ievel is 
for cells of type J in Fig. 3. The fourth Ievel is for the response number and the coefficient for cells jo, J and K [as in 
expression (1) of Ref. 12 shown in Sec. II.E]. The fifth Ievel is for the sub-<:ell in which the progenitor is binned, the 
sixth Ievel is for sub-<:ell in which the progeny are binned and the sevenlh Ievel is agairr for the response number and 
the tallying of the intermediary coefficients through which the coefficiems at the fourth Ievel are constructed with the 
enhanced point-surface approximation. 
Now it is clear that when the amount of data becomes signillcant, non-negligible time is spent in searching for the 
correct location through the seven Ievels at all boundary crossing events. Furthermore when an item of data must be 
inserted for a new cell/sub-<:ell combination, the data from that poinl onwards must be shifted to Ieave space for the 
new item. These two appear tobe the main factors for the !arge book-keeping times in some problems. It is possible 
that a different programming structure might strongly reduce this "dead time". 
IV. THE FUTURE 
The main line of current development is the extension of the DSA to the higher energy domain und to other partiefe 
types: electrons, protons, pions, etc. As a step along this road, the DSA has recenlly been extended to electron and 
positron Iransport in MCNP4B. As noted in Sec. II.B, the multiple scattering feature for charged particles has an 
int1uence on the enhanced point-surface algorithm. This problem seems 10 have been solved but requires further testing. 
With more parlicle species and a greater energy range, problems will certainly be encountered with both the time 
wasted in book-keeping as weil as possibly with the minimization time (at least for weight-independent splitting/RR), 
both problems mentioned in Sec. III.B. This is because the nurober of variables will be greatly increased. The current 
idea is Ia include only the imporlant species within the DSA treatment and to ignore lhe other species. This is similar in 
some ways to how voids are trealed- the option exists of excluding a void from lhe DSA: when a lrack enters a void, it 
suffers ncither splitting nor Russian roulette; when a track leaves a void, splitting or RR is carried out using the 
importance of the cell to be entered and the importance of the last non-void cell. Applying the same idea to particle 
species, if a species A creates a species B which in turn creates a species C, and if A and C are DSA species, but not B, 
it is clearly important to know a priori that species B does not travel far compared with A or C. A number of automatic 
waming devices will need to be inserted to verify such hypotheses. 
Another possibile way ofgetting round the explosion in the number of variabes will be 10 group tagether particle 
species. Agairr warning devices will need to be included to verify that the grouped species Iransport in a similar fashion. 
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Weight-independent DSA testproblern 
Generation of second moment and time functions Minimization of quality function 
CPU Mc;T D fsd stat s2 't D2fq D sz 't D2fq S2 't 








21.4 19.4 5.31+10 13.9 2 
21.0 17.9 4.56+10 5.0 1 
16.0 13.8 4.82+10 4.4 0 
21.0 18.4 4.71+10 3.8 0 
-----
1.06+ 1 3.89-2 2.42 5.31+10 8.91+0 3.85-2 
3.17+1 1.46-3 21.6 4.64+ 10 3.55+ 1 1.42-3 
5.05+1 5.44-4 36.4 4.74+10 5.25+1 5.35-4 
5.42+1 4.97-4 37.1 4.73+10 5.77+1 4.91-4 
--- --
TABLEII 
Weight-dependent DSA testproblern 
2.92 2.39+1 9.69-4 
19.8 5.08+ 1 5.30-4 
35.6 5.63+ 1 4.89-4 
35.3 5.51+1 5.08-4 
Generation of second rnornent and time functions Minirnization of quality function 
CPU D fsd stat S2 't q D2fq D S2 't q D2fq 
(rnin) (%) fail (init) 
4.0 4.00-5 4.86 2 1.13-6 1.09-5 1.23-11 130.0 4.00-5 1.09-6 1.09-5 1.19-11 134.4 
4.0 4.16-5 3.22 1 3.16-7 1.83-5 5.80-12 298.4 4.06-5 2.18-7 1.75-5 3.81-12 432.9 
4.0 4.39-5 3.51 4 3.94-7 2.01-5 7.92-12 243.2 4.14-5 2.29-7 1.92-5 4.40-12 390.7 
4.0 4.27-5 2.95 2 2.68-7 1.98-5 5.32-12 343.0 4.17-5 1.95-7 1.94-5 3.77-12 461.1 
4.0 4.26-5 2.91 0 2.59-7 2.00-5 5.18-12 350.4 4.19-5 2.01-7 1.96-5 3.95-12 444.1 
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~ponse weight-indepcndcnt DSA restproblern 
Generalion of second moment and time funclions Minimiznlion of quillity function 
CPU MCT o, Dz Dz D4 5ic < IIQrc o, Dz 0, D4 s2 ' 1/qrc s2 't (min) (min) (%/sf) (%/sO (%/sf) (%/sO rc (init) (inil) (o~~l (opl) (init) 
33.5 28.3 5.75+10 1.99+11 1.26+10 1.26+8 6.12+1 4..39-2 0.37 5.75+10 1.99+11 1.26+10 1.26t·8 5.55+1 4.15-2 0.43 1.76+2 1.21-3 
11.2/2 10.5 /2 17.4/3 18.8/3 
125.0 69.9 4.76+10 1.75+11 8.45+9 8.02+7 6.20+2 u 9--3 1.35 4.83+10 1.76+11 8.61+9 8.86+7 433+2 1.06-3 2.18 246+2 1.50-3 
3.0/0 2.4/0 3.5/0 B.B/3 
120.0 78.0 457+10 1.68+11 8.40+9 8.11+7 2.79+2 1.52-3 2.36 4.70+10 1.72+11 8.48+9 835+7 2.80+2 1.48-3 2.42 2.59+2 1.60-3 
3.0/0 2.3/1 28/0 5.6/0 
300.0 189.4 453+10 1.68+11 8.34+9 8.68+7 3.99+2 1.62-3 1.54 4,61+10 1.70+11 8.40+9 850+7 3.68+2 1.58-3 1.72 3.05+2 1.48-3 
1.9/0 1.5/0 1.9/D S.0/1 
90.1 58.3 4.53+ 10 1.65+ 11 8.28+9 8.47+7 3.17+2 1.50-3 2.11 
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One of the strengths of Monte Carlo (MC) method for particle transport lies in its ability to handle the 
problern geometry in arbitrary detail. However, describing and verifying the problern geometry and the 
geometrical tracking of particles in the resulting geometry are the most complex and time consuming 
tasks of a MC particle transportproblern setup and calculation, respectively. The geometry description 
for MC calculation is typically provided by manually collecting coordinates and vectors from an 
engineering drawing which is a tedious and error-prone process. 
It seems, therefore, that an efficient and reliable geometry describing procedure is due. In 1997, a 
project was launched at FZK with the goal to build an interface between a Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) system and a MC particle transport code, in order to access the geometric and topological data 
of manifold solids in CAD systems and construct from it a geometry model for a MC code. The 
advantage of such an interface compared to an ad hoc graphical user interface for a particular MC code 
lies in the fact that it allows to access the full features of a modern CAD system facilitating the 
geometric modeling and enhancing the exchange of data with engineering codes. 
Besides several implementation issues, the main problern that arises in building such an interface is 
embedded in the intrinsic different description and representation of the modeling space in CAD systems 
and MC codes. The geometry needed for a MC calculation is a cellular decomposition of the problern 
space into finite collection of disjoint regions whose union is the problern space. (Such regions are not 
necessarily compact and regular.) CAD systems describe a shape of a rigid solid physical object as a 
compact and regular point set in 3-space either by defining its oriented boundary (boundary 
representation (B-rep)) or by its interior and closure (constructive solid geometry (CSG)). In both CAD 
systems and MC geometry, the mathematical modeling space encompasses the dass of semi-algebraic 
sets. 
The theoretical problern which has to be solved prior to the building of the interface is to find an 
equivalence relationship between cellular decomposition of space and a manifold solid represented as a 
compact and regular point set. Ultimately, the problern can be formulated as a conversion between 
different geometric representation schemes. This paperwill further elaborate the problernandin 
particular discuss following points: 
• Formal description of a MC geometry as a semi-algebraic set 
• Representation schemes of manifold solids in a CAD systems, and 
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..,.. One of the strengths of the Monte Carlo {MC) method for particle 
transport lies in its ability to handle the problern geometry in arbitrary 
detail. 
• Describing the problern geometry is a complex task. 
• Typically, it is provided by manually collecting coordinates and vec-
tors from an engineering drawing. 
..,.. The objective of our project is to build an interface between a Com-
puter Aided Design (CAD) system and an MC particle transport code. 
• Advantages of such an interface are: 
- Access to the full features of a modern CAD system, and 
- Ability to exchange data with engineering codes. 
e Following problems have to be solved: 
- Practical implementation issues, like how to access data of CAD 
systems, GUI, etc., are not discussed here. 
- Theoretical problems stemming from the intrinsic different de-
scription and representation of the modeling space. 
..,.. We proceed as follows: 
e A description of the geometrical particle tracking algorithm is given. 
e The geometry needed for MC particle transport is formalized as a 
semi-algebraic cellular decomposition of the problern space. 
• The representation of a rigid solid in CAD systems as a compact 
and regular semi-algebraic set is then described. 
• A conversion problern between the involved representation schemes 
is formulated. 
• Sketches of algorithms for conversion problems are given. 
2 Geometrical Partide Tracking 
..,.. We consider the transport of neutral particles in matter: 
• The flight path of a particle after traveling a distance u is given by 
the ray equation 
r =ro +Du (1) 
where r0 is the emission position, and D is the direction of flight. 
· • u can be sampled by 
u = -ln~ = 1u l:,t(u')du'. (2) 
• By decomposing the Problem space into piecewise homogeneaus 
regions, Eq.2 is solved by evaluating the path lengths in each region. 
..,.. The tracking algorithm solves instances of the so called point location 
problern in Rd which can be stated as follows. 
Let the set X C R d be the problern space which is decomposed into fi-
nite disjoint cl-dimensional regions Si, ... , Sn, i.e., X = Uf=1 Si with Sin 
Sj = 0 for i =I j, and Iet r be a ray segment starting at r0 and ending 
at rq. The goal is to solve following problems: 
• Determine all regions Si, .. . , Sm in X that contain r, and 
• Given a region Si C X and a point rq = r-ro EX, decide whether 
rq E Si . 
..,.. Main computational steps are: 
• Find all intersection points of a ray with the boundary of a region. 
• Determine which boundary element is intersected first. 
• Classify a ray segment with respect to a region. 
• =? lf a ray segment is classified outside, proceed to the next region. 
..,.. Required data: 
• Geometrie representation of the decomposition of the problern space. 
• Topological adjacency of regions in the decomposition. 
IJ1 
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3 Geometry Representation for MC Partide Transport 
Basic requirements 
..,. The geometric representation needed for MC particle transport should: 
o have sufficient descriptive power to model physical objects, 
o allow unambiguous representation of the mathematical model, i.e., 
interiors and boundaries of sets should be weil defined. 
o support efficient particle path tracking, 
o be easy to construct, and 
o allow the detection of an invalid geometry description. 
..,. The problern space is, in general, inhomogeneous, i.e., it is composed 
of materials with different ray attenuation coefficients. 
..,. By decomposing the problern space into piecewise homogeneaus re-
gions, the line integral of Eq.2 is transformed to a summation over seg-
ment pieces . 
..,. A useful dass of sets, which partially fulfill the above requirements 
are semi-algebraic sets . 
..,. Hence, the problern space for MC particle transport is weil represented 
by decomposing it into disjoint regions ( cells) and representing each 
region as a semi-algebraic cell. 
Geometry for MC particle transport 
..,. Let Rd denotes the cl-dimensional Euclidean space. A region refers 
to a non-empty connected 2 subset of Rd . 
Definition 3.1. Given a set X C Rd representing the problern 
space, a decomposition ofX is a finite collection of disjoint regions 
whose union is X. 
Definition 3.2. For 0 ::; i ::; d, an i-dimensional cell in Rd is a 
subset of Rd which is homeomorphic 3 to Ri. A decomposition of 
X c Rd is cellular if each of its regions is a cell. 
Definition 3.3. If each cell in a decomposition is semi-algebraic, 
then the decomposition is called a semi-algebraic cell decomposi-
tion. 
Definition 3.4. A subset ofRd is said tobe semi-algebraic if and 
only if it can be described in Rd by a set of polynomials. 
..,. Typically, a semi-algebraic set XC Rd is derived from sets 
hi = {(x1, ... , xd) E Rd I fi(xi, ... , xd) > 0}: (3) 
hm = {(xr, ... , Xd) E Rd I fm(Xr, ... , Xd) > 0} 
defined by polynomials fi, ... , fm by finite union, intersection, and com-
plementation. hi, · · · , hm are algebraic half-spaces. 
..,. Any semi-algebraic set XC Rd can be represented as 
n ffii 
X= u n{(xr, ... 'xd) ERd I !i,j(Xl, ... , xd) ~ 0}, (4) 
i j 
as {f· · > 0} = {-f· · < 0} and {f· · > 0} = {f· · = 0} U {f· · > 0}. ~- ~- ~- ~ ~ 
2 A set is called connected if it can not be written as a union of disjoint non-empty sets. 
3Two topological spaces X and Y are said to homeomorphic ( or of the same topology) if there exists a con-
tinuous bijective mapping f : X -+ Y which has a continuous inverse. Such mapping is called homeomorphism. 
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..,.. The representation of a semi-algebraic set is far from being canonical. 
..,.. The representation Iacks any geometric information . 
..,.. Semi-algebraic sets are more descriptive than algebraic sets 4. 
..,.. Following properties of semi-algebraic cells are evident: 
• A cellular decomposition is a generalization of triangulation, hence 
it is non-unique. 
• A cellular decomposition is unambiguous. 
• Cells have a finite number of faces, but are not necessarily compact. 
• Cells tauch each other at common faces. 
..,.. Some elementary Properties of semi-algebraic sets 5• 
Let XC Rd and Y C Rd be semi-algebraüc sets. 
• The sets X x Y c Rd x Rd, X',XnY, and X- Y are semi-
algebraic. 
• lfX ~ Y then dimX :S dimY, dim(XUY) = max(dimX, dimY), 
and if X=/= 0, then dim(X'- X) < dimX 6. 
• Every semi-algebraic set is locally connected if it is not the disjoint 
union of two non-empty closed semi-a~gebraic sets. 
• The number of the connected components of a semi-algebraic set is 
finite, and each connected component is semi-algebraic. The num-
ber of connected components of a semi-a/gebraic set is a measure 
of its complexity. 
e Connected components have the same sign sequence generated by 
the polynomials fi, ... , fn in the defirdng formula. lf points x1 = 
(xi, ... 'x~) and x 2 = (xr, ... 'xa) are in the same connected com-
ponents, then the sign sequence of fi(x 1), .•• , fn(x 1) is the same 
as fi(x2), •.• , fn(x2), the sign sequence being 1, 0, or -1. 
• A subset X of Rd is called an algebraic set if it is zeros of a polynomial system. 
6 R. Benedetti and J.J. Risler, Real algebraic and semi-algebraic sets, Hermann, 1990. 
G. Brumfiel, Partially ordered rings and semi-algebraic geometry, Cambridge UP 1979. 
M. Shiota, Geometry of Subanalytic and semi-algebraic set, Progress in Mathematics, Birkhäuser, Boston, 1997. 
6For convenience, we assume dim0 = -1. 
4 Representation of Solids in CAD Systems 
Theory 7 
..,.. Within the field of computer aided-design, solid modeling deals with 
an unambiguous representation of rigid solids. 
..,.. An abstract solid with following properties is assumed: rigid, homo-
geneously three dimensional, of bounded volume, and boundary. 
..,.. A suitable mathematical modeling space for such solids are subsets of 
Rd that are bounded, closed, regular, and semi-algebraic. Such sets are 
called regular sets (to be denoted by r-sets) . 
Basic notions. Let X c Rd and Iet X' denotes its complement. 
• The closure X of X is the set X augmented by its accumulation 
points. 
• A set X is closed if X = X. 
• The boundary ßX of a set X is the set ßX = X n X'. 
• The interior int(X) of X is the set int(X) = X - ßX. 
Definition 4.1. A set X is closed and regular (r-set) :if it is equal 
to the closure of its interior, i.e., X= int(X). 
..,.. Under the standard set operations, r-sets are not algebraically closed, 
but with the so called regularized set operations they form an alge-
braically closed system. 
..".. A relation that maps elements of the mathematical modeling space M 
into a representation space R. i.e., s : M -7 R, is called a representation 
scheme. 
..,.. s is said to be an unambiguous or complete if the inverse s-1 is a 
function. lt is unique if it is an injection (one-to-one). 
..,.. At least six families of complete representation schemes are currently 
known: the most widely used are Constructive Solid Geometry represen-
tation (CSG-rep) and Boundary representation (8-rep). 8 
7 A. A. G. Requicha, Representations for Rigid Solids: Theory and Systems, Camp. Surveys, 12(4), 437-464, 
1980. 
8 B-rep is de facto industry standard because of its ability to naturally model solids with arbitrary surfaces. 
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Constructive Solid Geometry Representation 
..,.. A CSG representation of a rigid solid S, which is a compact regu-
lar semi-algebraic set in some real space, is a Boolean form <P, i.e., an 
expression composed from literals and symbols, where literals refer to 
primitives and symbols refer to regularized set Operations ( union, inter-
section, difference, and complementation). 
..,.. We say that the solid S is defined by its CSG representation <I?, and 
that the CSG representation <P is a defining formula for S: 
s = <P. (5) 
S is then the set of points in some Rd that satisfy <P. 
..,.. CSG representations are unambiguous, but not unique. 
..,.. A CSG representation does not contain explicit information about the 
boundary of the represented solid. 
11-- Thus, it is expensive to determine whether a CSG representation 
defines a non-empty set or two representations define the same solid. 
..,.. The data structure used to implement CSG-reps are directed acyclic 
binary trees. lnterior nodes represent either regularized set operations or 
rigid motions. Leaf nodes are either primitives or defining arguments of 
rigid motions. 
Boundary Representation 
..,.. A solid can be represented unambiguously by its boundary and its 
topological orientation, i.e., the side of its interior. lt is assumed that 
the boundary of a solid in 3-space is a closed oriented 2-manifold 9. 
..,.. A B-rep of a solid S is a representation of its boundary in the following 
form 
n 
ßS = U(snhi) :.... {6) 
i=l 
where hi, ... , hn are the half-spaces bounding the solid S . The sets 
(Sn hi) are called the faces of S. 
..... as, int(S), and S' are unions of connected Sets . 
..,.. f)S is an algebraic set, hence semi-algebraic, and its unique up to the 
reordering of the half-spaces. 
..,.. Faces in f)S are either disjoint or intersect at common edges. Three 
faces intersect at isolated vertices. Edges intersect at vertices. An edge 
may have two vertices or none . 
..,.. The data structure for a B-rep of a solid has two parts: 
• a topological description of the connectivity and orientation of bound-
ary elements (vertices, edges, and faces), and 
• a geometric description of faces, i.e., algebraic equations for the 
functions defining the half-spaces . 
.,.. There are many implementation variants for the data structure of B-
reps. The oldest appears to be the so called winged-edge representation 
for polyhedral solids: it is essentially a table recording the topological 
connectivity and orientation of vertices, edges, and faces. 
9 An i-manifold M in R d with i < d is a set that is locally homeomorphic to R', i.e., for every point of 




Assernblies of Solids 
...,.. Our intended application -MC particle transport- operates on sys-
tems, like detectors, nuclear reactors, shielding systems, etc., which are 
generally assernblies of different parts made up of different materials . 
...,.. Moreover, the geometry representation needed for MC particle trans-
port has to describe the whole problern space, including interior voids of 
individual parts, which is not explicitly covered by the representation of 
the part, and the space between the parts. 
...,.. ln general, CAD systems provide no operations on assernblies other 
than rigid motions. Typically, a representation of an assembly is then a 
logical hierarchy which reflects the spatial relationship between discon-
nected single parts . 
...,.. For our purpose, an assembly should be converted to a single con-
nected piece which corresponds to the cellular decomposition of the prob-
lern space. Thereby, the following issues should be considered: 
• internal voids in individual part, 
• voids between parts, and 
• shared boundaries . 
...,.. The last point means that if two parts touch each other in an assem-
bly, then their spatial relationship is encoded so that the parts are zero 
distance apart, but in the context of our intended application, the two 
parts would share a common boundary. 
5 Conversion between Representation Schemes 
Basic considerations 
...,.. The representation of geometry of solid objects in CAD systems is 
different from the geometry representation used in MC particle transport. 
...,.. Assurne that an assembly of solids is given, and Iet it corresponds to 
the cellular decomposition of the problern space for MC particle trans-
port. Then, a single solid in an assembly corresponds to some cells in a 
decomposition. '·•· 
...,.. Our goal is to solve the following problem: 
Given a solid by its CSG- or B-representation, find a semi-algebraic rep-
resentation for each cell defining the interior and exterior of the solid. 
We refer to this problern as a CSG to cell conversion, or as a B-rep to 
cell conversion. 
...,.. Conversion between different representation schemes is a weil known 
problern in solid modeling: 
• Methods for CSG to B-rep conversion are weil establish~d. They are 
known as boundary evaluation algorithms 10 . 
• The problern of conversion from B-rep to CSG is yet unsolved. ln 
fact, there exists solutions for simple polygons in the plane. ln 
case of non-simple polygons, curved solids, and in 3-space, many 
questions remain unanswered and are topics of current research . 
...,.. ln what follows, we deal with the conversion problem. The CSG to cell 
conversion is straight forward and less interesting, as most commercial 
CAD systems use B-reps. Therefore, we are primarily concerned with 
the B-rep to cell conversion problern and treat this case in detail. 
10 A. A. G. Requicha and H. B. Voelcker, Boolean Operations in Solid Modeling: Boundary Evaluation and 
Metging Algorithms, Proceedings of the IEEE, 73(1}, pp. 30-44, January 1985. 
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CSG to Cell conversion 
..,.. The CSG to celf conversion probfern is tractable in a straight forward 
way, since both representations describe a point set in some Rd in the 
same way, namefy as a semi-algebraic set. 
..,.. The following differences are obvious: 
o ln a CSG representation the primitives are bounded half-spaces, 
whife they may be unbounded in a cell decomposition. 
• A CSG representation uses regularized Boolean Operations, in con-
trast, for a cell decomposition, standard Boolean operations are 
sufficient. 
• A CSG representation describes only the bounded interior of a solid, 
where as a celf decomposition has to include also the unbounded 
exterior of the solid. 
..,.. A sketch for a CSG to celf conversion algorithm: 
• A CSG to cefl conversion is achieved for a Boolean form of a solid by 
simply dropping the demand for the boundedness of the half-spaces 
and the regularity of the Boofean operations. 
• The exterior of a solid is given by the complementation of the 
Boolean form describing the solid, although this not the most con-
cise form in the sense of the present application. 
B-rep to Cell conversion 
..,.. An instance of the B-rep to cell conversion problern is .the B-rep to 
CSG conversion problern which is being studied currently in the solid 
modefing research. 
..,.. Most known methods for B-rep to CSG conversion problern consider 
simple polygons in the plane. They can be can be divided into two 
groups: 
• Convex hull methods: produce monotone Boolean formulae 
for the CSG of a simple polygon by recursivefy splitting1ts boundary 
into simpler chains using the vertices of the convex hull of the chains. 
These methods seem to be inefficient for non-polygonal objects and 
in higher dimensions. 
• Decomposition methods: represent polygons by decomposing 
them into simple convex pieces. The Boolean form for the CSG is 
then the union of the intersection terms defining the convex pieces . 
Depending on the type of decomposition, convex piecesomay or may 
not overlap. 
..,.. The decomposition method seems to lend itself for the B-rep to cefl 
conversion problem. Moreover, it has been recently applied to the B-
rep to CSG conversion problern in 3-space including restricted classes of 
curved solids. 
..,.. ln the following we deal with an algorithm for the B-rep to Cell 
conversion problem. Our approach is based on that of Shapiro and 
Vossler 11 . 
11 V. Shapiro and D. L. Vossler, Separation for Boundary to CSG Conversion, ACM Transactions on Graphics, 
12(1), pp. 35-55, January 1993. 
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Preliminaries 
..,.. Let S be a solid a nd Iet its B-rep be given by 
n 
. 88 = u(snhi) (7) 
i=1 
where hi, ... , hn are the half-spaces bounding the solid. We say a half-
space hi and its complement h/ constitute a partition of the space E = 
Rd 12_ 
..,.. The space E ;,. Rd can be decomposed into disjoint regions using 
the half-spaces hi, . .. , hn bounding the solid S and their complements 
h/, ... , h~ as follows: 
N n 
E=unhfi (ai = { } or ai = {'}, for i = 1, ... , n). (8) 
k=1 i=l 
..,.. The product terms Ck = nf=1 hf; are called constituents. The total 
number of distinct constituents is at most N ::; 2n, and they are always 
disjoint. 
..,.. lf non-planar half-spaces are present among hi, . .. , hn, then con-
stituents may be composed of some connected components thus 
Mk 
Ck= U CCm,k (9) 
m=l 
where CCm,k is the m-th component of Ck. and Mk is the total number 
of components in ck . 
..,.. Note that N ::; M = "L:f=1 Mk. lf all half-spaces are planar, then 
N = M, which means each constituent has only one component. 
12 
Definition 5.1. A partition of a set E is a collection of disjoint subsets of E whose union is E. Two sets 
X -{' 0 c E and Y -{' 0 c E are said to constitute a partition of E provided that X n Y = E, X U Y = 
0, X' U Y = 0, and X U Y' = 0. 
Theorem 5.1. 13 Each non-empty _set obtained from the sets 
hi, ... , hn by applying the operations oj union, inter~~ction, and 
subtraction is a union oj a certain number oj constituents. 
..,.. By the above theorem we have the following: 
Given a set of half-spaces hi, ... , hn deduced from a B-rep of a solid 
S, and if they are sufficient for a CSG representation of S, then the 
Boolean form for S is a union of a certain number of constituents. 
..,.. The CSG representation achieved so is canonical, i.e., it contains all 
half-spaces and their complements, and therefore is inefficient. 
..,.. The sufficiency of a given set of half-spaces hi, ... , hn for a CSG 
representation of S is established by the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.2. 11 Given a set of half-spaces hi, . .. , hn and a solid 
S, there exists a CSG representation for S using hi, ... ; hn if and 
only if all connected components oj every constituent have the same 
classification with respect to S. 
..,.. Conversely, if one of the connected components of a given con-
stituent has different dassification with respect toS, then the half-spaces 
hi, ... , hn are insufficient for a CSG representation of S. 
13K. Kuratowski and A. Mostowski, Set theory, North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1968. 
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A Sketch for an Algorithm . ..,.. 8ased on the above, an algorithrn 
for the solution of the 8-rep to cell conversion problern includes following 
steps: 
• Decornpose the space using hi, ... , hn frorn the 8-rep of the solid 
S. This step produces constituents Cks, which rnay be cornposed 
of connected cornponents CCm,kS. 
• Find characteristic points in each CCm,k and classify each CCm,k 
with respect to all constituents and with respect to the solid. 
• lf every CCin,k of a given Ck have the sarne classification and.this is 
true for all Cks, then the union of the constituents classified inside 
is a canonical CSG representation of Sand we terrninate. 
e 8ut if CCm,ks of a given Ck have different classification with respect 
to S, then hi, ... , hn are insufficient for a CSG representation of S. 
• In the latter case, a set of additional so called separation half-spaces 
are introduced into the available half-spaces in such a way that 
CCm,kS ofthat particular ck are separated. 
• Return to the first step. 
Comments. ..,.. The algorithrn is not yet irnplernented, and we are 
currently dealing with the following problerns: 
• Finding characteristic points in the connected cornponents is diffi-
cult; this is a known problern in algebraic geornetry. 
• The classification of the connected cornponents with resiPect to con-
stituents and with respect to the solid require exhaustive searches, 
therefore, it is cornputationally expensive. 
• Constructing separation half-spaces is hard, this is also a known 
problern in algebraic geornetry. 
• CSG representations achieved by this algorithrn areverbose and have 
to be optirnized. Optirnization of 8oolean forrns is a problern known 
in switching theory and it is difficult to cope with. 
• etc. 
6 Summary 
• The objective of our project is to build an interface between a CAD 
systern and an MC particle transport code. 
• 8esides practical irnplementation issues, we are faced with a con-
version problern between representation schemes. 
• To solve this problem, we have forrnalized the geometry needed for 
MC particle transport as a serni-algebraic cellular decomposition of 
the problern space. 
• Thus, a correspondence with the representation of a rigid soHd in 
CAD systerns has been established. 
• A conversion problern between representation schernes has been for-
mulated. 
• Sketches of algorithrns have been given. 
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The Monte Carlo Method for neutron transport calculations has been developed about half a century 
ago. It is now extensively applied in reactor physics analyses. Y et Monte Carlo methods for the 
calculation of sensitivities were developed only much later. Since any meaningful scientific or technical 
calculation is lik:ely to be followed by an estimate of the relevant sensitivities, and since the Monte Carlo 
methods for calculation of sensitivities are elegant, Straightforward and weil established, one might 
expect that these calculations should also be widely applied. However, their actual use is much less 
frequent than that of conventional Monte Carlo calculations. The reason for this might weil be the fact 
that relevant publications on Monte Carlo calculations of sensitivities mainly dealt with specific types of 
responses (such as the average reaction rate in a cell), while no explicit formulations of the algorithms 
for other kinds of calculations were given. Another reason, of course, is the fact that until recently the 
public versions of many of the popular Monte Carlo codes did not incorporate a standard option to 
calculate sensitivities: the latest version ofMCNP (4B) has already some sensitivity capabilities, 
although not for point detectors. 
In this work we present the explicit prescriptions for the Monte Carlo calculation of sensitivities of a 
point detector (or ring detector) to material parameters: cross sections, average number of fission 
neutrons, and number densities of isotopes. This algorithm, which is an extension ofHall?s differential 
operator method, has been incorporated in our local version of the MCNP code. As an illustration, the 
sensitivities of a few experiments to material parameters are discussed. 
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Calculation of Sensitivities by 
- "Brute Force" 
- Use of adjoint fluxes (deterministic) 
- Correlated Sampling (Monte Carlo) 
~ I -Differential Operator (IVlonte Carlo) I 
Sensitivities 
Calculation of Sensitivities by 
- Brute Force 
- Use of adjoint fluxes (Sn) 
- Differential Operator (Monte Carlo) 
- Correlated Sampling (Monte Carlo) · 
Brute Force: 
For each change of p recalculate r(p+öp ). 
a:r/ap ~ (r(p+op)- r(p))/op. 
(Problems: Time consuming. 
Are the changes öp small enough?) 
Adjoint Fluxes: 
Example: 
D = D(x,v) = detector•s response to a neutron 
r = (D'Jf), where ( ... ) J ... d3xd3v · 
'V = solution of the transport equation H'Jf=S · 
'V*= solution of the adjoint tr. eq. H*\jf*::::D · 
if H = H+öH 
then ör = r-r~ -(\jf* 8H \jf) 
(Solve transport equation for each response. 




Gontributions of Path i to Flux at Point Detector 
ri3 = contribution of 
2nd trajectory 
of path i 
Pi2 
Source _____-
Pi2 = probability to 
arrive from 1 to 2 
Special case: Detector response independent 
of cross sections in yellow region 
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trajectory (collision) 3 
to flux at point detector 
Contr:lbutions of'iPath i to Flux at Point Detector 
Source 
Pi2 ::; probabi/ity to 
arrive from 1 to 2 
Specialcase: OnlyJlux terms Pij 
6 
5 
ri5 = contribution of . 
trajectotjt (coflision) :5 
to flux atpoint d~teotor 
are a.ffected by d:furiges in cross sections in yellow region. 
Gontributions of Path i to Flux at Point Detector 
Pi2 
Source ____--
Pi2 = probability to 
arrive from 1 to 2 
Special case: Only response terms rij 
ri3 = contribution of 
trajectory (colfision) 3 
to flux at point detector 
are affected by changes in cross sections in yellow region. 
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ri4 = contribution of 
trajectory (co/lision) 4 
....--- to flux at point detector 
<Li : oll poths i (=histories)) 
Pi - IIk Pik (llk : oll trojectories k of poth i) 
j . 
ri Pi = LJ fiJ II Pik (LJ : oll trojectories j of poth i). ln MC codes 
k=1 
ru ore actuolly summed along the path . 
. ·-------~------·· -- ---- -·---------~ ·--·--·-·--·--~----·-----·-··· --· ·-·· ·-·-4------------·· ---· 
r· p . . I I 
d· 
cra(E) r· P· = dO'o;(E) I .1 
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o(r·P) 
Sai = O"a (E) acr~ (~) 
Ji { arij nj a (nj P )} 
- cra(E) I, a (E) . pik + rij acr (E) - Ik 
j=l <Ja k=l . a k-1 
- ... 
The logarithrnic derivative of the respqnse term rij is 
. The logarithmic derivative of the flux term Pik is 
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The logarithmic ~erivatives of the response- a.J?:d flux terms.tq p are 
Po: ·_j_(.enri,) =""~tot cx z(Ed )A,d z 8p ~ L.J ' ' ' 
o; z . 
·.:-. 
and. 
The logarithmic derivatives ofthe response- and flux terms to ·v are 
v _j_ (.enr .. ) = 0 




· => Collecting ru at each collision we simultaneously 
also collect: 
riJ { a(ln ru)/dPn + Lk (()(ln Pik)/apn) } 
The expresslons multiplying rii are evaluated analytically. 
They are simple to calculate and many of them are zero. 
OTHER RESPONSES 
(a) fij not explicitly dependent on a cross section, e.g. flux in cell 
(J' a (tnr .. ) = 0 
a acr lJ 
a 
(b) ri.i = Cij Lao(Ej) (linear in a given cross section). 
e.g. track length estimator of keff : Cij = V (Ej) Aj 
Lao(Ej) = fission cross section of a given isotope. 
cr a (tnr .. ) = cr"(E) driEi) = ö ö(E- E.) 
a da lJ .. dcr (E) a,ao J 







subroutine schematic sensitivity monte carlo 
common/sencom/count(ntime),dcount_dsig(nerg,nsig,ntime),bj(nerg,nsig) 
count = 0 ; dcount_dsig = 0; , .... 
================================================================== 
loop on paths 
do ipath=l,npath 




loop on trajectories 
itraj=itraj+l 
CALCULATE THE COUNT NOW IN TIME(ITIME) 
count(itime)=count(Itime)+count_now. 
UPDATE BJ (FLUX TERM MULTIPLIER) 
do isig=l,nsig 
if(arriving traj not in sensivity cell) goto 500 
ierg=index of colliding energy 










if(distance to detector in senscell.eq.O}goto 600 
do isig=l,nsig- - -
ierg=index of detector energy 
count del=~count now -













until last trajectory 
loop on trajectories of the current path finished 
============================================================== 
enddo 
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Monte Carlo Calculation of Point-Oeteetor Sensitivities · 
to Material Parameters 
R. L. Perel, J. ~· Wagschal, and Y. Yeivin 
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Racah Institute of Physics, 91904 Jerusalem, Israel 
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Abstract- Hall's differential operator method for the Monte Car/o calculation of sensitivities was ex-
tended so as to apply topoint-detector-type problems. By this method, the evaluation of the sensitivi-
ties oj the detector response (or, equivalently, those of the neutron f/ux at the detector) to material 
parameters oj interest (cross sections, average number of fission neutrons, number densities) is con-
current with that ofthe very response. In such a Monte Carlo game, the neutronhistories, or paths, 
are sampled, collision.by col!ision, and the calculated contributions of each col/ision to the response 
and to its partial derivatives with respect to the parametersof interest are accumulated. Foreach path, 
these sums are the estimates for th'e response and its respectivesensitivities. The Monte Carlo evalua-
tions are then the respective averages of the individual path estimates. This procedure was app/ied to 
the analysis of the time-of-flight spectra of the leakage from several of the Livermore pu/sed spheres. 
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Workshoptobeheld at Forschungszentrum Karlsruht, May 12-14,1998 
Assessment of Uncertainties in Monte Carlo 
Particle Transport Calculations 
Abstract 
Bernd R.L. Siebert 
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesansta] Q.102 
Bundesallee 100, D 38116 Braunschweig 
In many applications of Monte Carlo methods to particle transport problems it is desirable or even 
necessary to estimate the uncertainties associated with the computed results. This is especially true for 
applications in metrology or if the results are used in sensitivity studies, e.g. the work by Hall(2). The 
uncertainties associated with the computed results arise mainly from three sources: 
• the affordable sampling statistics 
• the estimators and the variance reduction employed and 
• the uncertainties associated with the input data, e.g. geometry, material composition and cross 
section data. 
There are several methods available to estimate the uncertainties. The newest version of MCNP(3) uses 
the differential operator technique for perturbation studies. This method (PERT- card in MCNP) is 
closely related to the method developed by Hall. There are also other methods available which either 
substitute or complement the differential operator technique. In this presentation an attempt will be 
made to discuss some of these methods with special emphasis laid on their implementation in home 
made Monte Carlo codes. The methods will be demonstrated using the integration of functions 
depending on one or two parameters as a simple example. Furthermore, the calculation of the response 
of a recoil proton telescope(4) will serve as a more practical example. 
The author is just about to begin the study mentioned above. The main aim of this contribution is 
therefore to provoke discussions and potentially fmd collaborators on these topics. 
1. Hall, M.C.: Cross Section Adjustment with Monte Carlo: Application to the Winfrith Iron 
Benchmark. Nucl. Sei. Eng. 81 (1982) p 423-431 
2. Briesmeister, J., (Editor): MCNP- A General Monte Carlo Code N-Particle Transport-Version 
4B Report: LA 12625-M, 1997, Los Alamos, USA). 
3. Used for the determination of neutron fluence for incident neutron energies ranging from 10 to 
lOOMeV. 
Last modified: Thu Apr 2 12:55:08 1998 
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Monte Carlo Partide Transport Calculations. 
Bernd R.L. Siebert 
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt Q.1 02 
Bundesallee 100, D 38116 Braunschweig 
Revised and Extended Version 
Presented in part at the Workshop on 
Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology, 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, May 12-14,1998 
Abstract: 
In many applications of the Monte Carlo method to particle transport problems it is desirable or even 
necessary to estimate the uncertainties associated with the computed results. This is especially true for 
applications in metrology or if the results are used in sensitivity studies. 
Apart from systematic uncertainties inherently associated with the use of an incomplete model the 
uncertainties associated with the computed results arise in Monte Carlo calculations from mainly three 
sources: 
• the affordable sampling statistics 
• the estimators and the variance reduction employed and, last not least 
• the uncertainties associated with the input data, e.g. geometry, material composition and cross section 
data. 
First, the term model will be defined and the various sources of uncertainties encountered in the 
comparison of experimental and calculated results will be briefly discussed. Then some methods available 
to estimate the propagation of the uncertainties associated with the input data will be briefly discussed. 
These methods are brute force, randomisation of input data, correlated sampling and the differential 
operator technique. Emphasis is given to the estimation of the sensitivity of the results with respect to the 
variances associated with input data. The perturbation of input data is seen as a possible method to 
achieve such an estimation. 
Finally, it will be concluded that all but the brute force method are in part suitable for the assessment of 
uncertainties in Monte Carlo transport calculation and that an increased effort in code development is still 
needed in order to fully utilise the potential of these methods. In the appendix the calculation of the 
response of a proton recoil telescope is discussed as an example for the need to estimate the sensitivity of 
the results with respect to the variances associated with the input data. 
The main aim ofthis contribution is to provoke discussions and potentially find collaborators on tltese topics. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Systematic uncertainties associated with the model used are often a major contribution to the 
total uncertainties in Monte Carlo calculations. A model is in general approximate and only a 
theory may be believed to be exact. A theory is a formulation of apparent relationships or 
underlying principles of certain observed phenomena which has been verified to some degree. 
A theory therefore serves two purposes: it 'explains' observed data and, by the process of 
induction, predicts the outcome of potential experiments. Models possess some features of a 
theory but are usually or perhaps even in general limited in scope. They attempt to describe 
known data rather than to predict new information: models are not founded on first principles 
but are merely descriptive. For instance, target theory(l) as applied to the photographic action of 
X-rays is indeed a theory, however, its numerous offspring applied to biological cells are better 
termed models. In this paper the term model is used for the computational image of an 
experiment, i.e., as a general term for all input data and the algorithms used for simulating an 
experiment(2). Such an image is always an approximation to reality. Apart from technical 
restrictions such as finite computing resources there are limitations in describing the 
experimental situation. 
Indeed, modeHing is therefore often an iterative process which is promoted by a careful 
comparison of calculated and experimentally measured results and an analysis of the deviations 
seen. A basic requirement for a meaningful comparison is the analysis of the variances which 
are not associated with the experiment and the model itself. The affordable sampling statistics 
is for both, experiment and computation, a source of uncertainty. The experimental method is 
as well a source of variance as the estimation scheme and the variance reduction methods 
employed in calculations. The geometry and material composition may be viewed as being 
part of the model. Here, however, they are treated as input data which influence the 
interactions of the transported particle and we are interested in the contribution of the 
uncertainties associated with them to the uncertainties associated with the computed results. 
Finally, the uncertainties associated with the input data which describe the interactions of the 
transported particle, i. e. first of all cross sections, are in some applications of special interest. 
The reduction of variances associated with experimentally measured results will not be 
discussed in detail here. The sampling statistics in calculations can in most applications be 
improved by the use of appropriate variance reduction methods. However, caution is needed, 
as these techniques -apart from point estimators- merely redistribute the variances. For a 
given problern the estimation of particle fluences may be quite sensitive to the use of either a 
surface crossing ( cut-off angle) or track length e'stimator and furthermore to the size of the 
area or volume, respectively. The uncertainties of the input data can not be reduced below 
certain values as measured values are associated with finite uncertainties, e.g. values for 
lengths, material composition and densities, isotope ratios and last not least cross sections or 
quantities derived from cross sections (W-values, stopping power, kerma or heating numbers). 
In addition, especially with neutron cross sections there are often strong covariances 
encountered, which stem from the use of reference cross sections, e.g. H(n,p) and the methods 
used in their determination. 
The perturbation of input data is a method which allows to estimate the sensitivity of the 
results with respect to the input data. The total uncertainty may then be obtained by 
multiplying the sensitivity matrix from the left and from the right with the specified standard 
deviations the input data. The determination of a sensitivity matrix may be quite cumbersome 
in practice and it may be necessary to resort to approximate estimates ofthe total uncertainty. 
However, any such approximation should be consistent with the ISO guide to the expression 
of uncertainty in measurement(3). 
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BRUTE FORCE METROD 
The most simple approach to analyse the propagation of uncertainties associated with input 
data in Monte Carlo transport calculations would be to simply make a serious of calculations 
with changed input data. Obviously, this method can only be applied to cases where the 
calculated results differ significantly as the variance for the difference -assuming statistically 
uncorrelated runs and Poisson statistics- is proportional to (2· <a> +<.6.> )/(N·.6.), where <a> is 
the unperturbed expectation value, <a> + <.6.> is the perturbed expectation value and N is the 
number of histories. With other words, small differences tend to be masked by random noise 
unless expensive long runs are made. Furthermore, if the sensitivity with respect to several 
potentially correlated input data is to be examined one needs many runs and a complex book 
keeping. 
It is interesting to note, that this brute force method would work perfectly with deterministic 
algorithms such as the finite element method (FEM). A perturbation of input data would lead 
to results which by definitionarenot masked by random noise. Even in problems which are 
on account of their complex geometry and/or significant contributions from high order 
multiple scattering best solved with the Monto Carlo method it could be an interesting 
approach to create a simplified model for FEM calculations and use FEM for an approximate 
sensitivity study. 
RANDOMIZATION OF INPUT DATA 
A Straightforward possibility to study the propagation of uncertainties associated with input 
data in Monte Carlo transport calculations is to sample from a Gaussian probability<4) density, 
and to use different tallies to sort the results with respect to the sampled input data. For 
instance, sample a total cross section from: 
(1) 
where s is a measure of the uncertainty of the total cross section and use n tallies for 
P"1(t) = p E[O,l/n), ... [(n-1)/n,l.O]. The problern ofrandom noise would still be serious, if a 
sensitivity analysis is tried and the expectation values of the n tallies do not differ sufficiently. 
However, if s is a correct measure of the uncertainty of this total cross section, then its global 
influence could easily bee seen by appropriate estimators. 
In principle, an arbitrary number m of input data can be randomised as shown in Eq.(1). 
However, it would be already cumbersome to compute mn tallies with sufficient statistics and 
simply not feasible ifthe correlation ofthe input data is tobe seen also. 
On the other hand, it is possible to compute only one mean value but list for each contribution 
to the mean value the value, its weight and the values of all randomly selected input data use 
in the calculation of this value. This list file could then be used to determine the sensitivities 
of the mean value with respect to the randomly sampled input data. To that purpose one 
determines the mean values of estimand, y, as seen in N histories and the m input data xp: 
N N N N 
y = L wv · Yv I L wv and xf.l = L wv · xf.l,v I L wv (2) 
V= 1 V= 1 V= ) \1= ; 




where the components of s are given by (s11 , s12, ••• shn' s22, s23 ... s2m, .... smm) and the ones of - - - -
L1 xv are then correspondingly given by ((x1 -x1,v)'(x1 -x1,v), (x1 -x1,v)'2''(x2 -x2,v) .... ). 
The standardleast squares solution ofEq. (3) yields an estimate ofthe sensitivity matrix. It is 
to be noted, that the sampling of the value, its weight and the values of all randomly selected 
input data use in the calculation of this value are partially correlated. A possible gain is seen 
with a strictly correlated sampling of the input data1• Here, however, extreme caution is 
needed in order to avoid an undue biasing. 
CORRELATED SAMPLING 
Correlated sampling is a well established tool to directly compute small differences. The 
masking by random noise is avoided by sampling the unperturbed and the perturbed values 
with the same chain of random numbers<5> or simultaneously. The latter approach, simul-
taneaus correlated sampling<6> is closely related to the differential operator technique which 
will be discussed below. The use of the same chain of random numbers works fine with 
simple integration problems. However, if in a transport calculation slight changes of an input 
datum lead to large differences for subsequent multiple scattering then this method can not 
maintain the needed correlation. 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR TECHNIQUE 
The newest version of MCNP<7> uses the differential operator technique for perturbation 
studies which is closely related to the method developed by Hall<8> and in detail demonstrated 
by McKinney and Iverson<9>. 
The differential operator technique is based on the use of a Taylor series in up to second order 
to express the dependence of the Monte Carlo estimand on changes in the input parameter. 
However, the existing implementation ofthe method (PERT-card in MCNP) is stilllimited in 
scope. A very strong restriction is that the PERT-card does not work with point estimators 
and is not yet applicable to electron transport. Another restriction with the present 
implementation is the restriction, that only the statistical weight but not the physical state of 
the transported particle may depend on the perturbation. F or instance, if an angular cross 
section distribution density is perturbed, then with a given random number and a given 
perturbation one would not only change the statistical weight of the produced or scattered 
particle, but also its energy. 
It should be mentioned that also the commercially distributed neutron transport code 
MCBEND2 allows for an uncertainty assessment based on the differential operator technique 
by Hall<8>. 
1 lnstead of a Gaussian one could of course use an actually given probability density. In order to facilitate the 
correlated sampling of the randomised input data also a discrete distribution density could be advantageous, 
e.g. at -2cr, -cr, 0, cr, 2 cr. 
2 A vailable from AEA Technology, Winfrith Technology Centre, Dorchester, Derset DT2 8DH, UK 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The assessment of uncertainties in Monte Carlo particle transport calculations has been shown 
to be a complex problem. The uncertainties associated with the model itself, the schemes 
used for the estimation and the variance reduction methods applied are in praxis of 
importance. However, the discussion in this contribution concentrated on methods to estimate 
the sensitivity of the calculated results with respect to the uncertainties associated with the 
input data. All methods discussed but the brute force method are seen as suitable for the 
assessment of uncertainties in Monte Carlo transport calculation. However, an increased 
effort in code development seems to be still needed in order to fully utilise the potential of 
these methods as meaningful and efficient approaches to estimate the sensitivity of the 
calculated results with respect to the variances of the input data. In any case, correlated 
sampling is needed to avoid the masking by random noise. The greatest potential is seen with 
the differential operator technique. However, the method of correlated randomised sampling 
of the input data is also seen as an interesting powerful method. 
The appendix describes the Monte Carlo Simulation of a Proton Recoil Telescope. This 
problern seem tobe well suited to try and to improve both, the differential operator technique 
and the correlated sampling from randomised input data. 
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APPENDIX: Monte Carlo Simulation of a Proton Recoil Telescope 
The calculation of the response of a recoil proton telescope (RPT) is a practical example for 
the need to assess the uncertainties of the results. The RPT considered here is designed for 
the deterrnination of neutron fluence for incident neutron energies ranging from 10 to 
1 00 MeV. Its essential parts are a hydrogen containing radiator in which neutrons produce 
recoil protons via the reaction H(n,p ), slits to deterrnine the spatial angle for the proton 
emission, and a thin and a thick silicon sensor to deterrnine the energy loss (thin => ~ E) and 
the total energy (thick => E) of the proton. The result of a measurement are the spectrum 
( energy distribution densities) of the detected protons and a matrix, ~ E versus E. The peak in 
the spectrum allows to determine the incident neutron energy and their fluence directly, if 
mono-energetic neutrons are used or via an unfolding procedure the deterrnination of the 
incident neutron spectrum. The matrix is used to discriminate protons against 2H, 4He and 
other "unwanted" ions. The code for the simulation of this RPT and the sensitivity analysis 
are in part based on previous work<10•11 l. 
The main sources of uncertainties are associated with the H(n,p )-cross section and its angular 
distribution density, the number density of H-atoms in the radiator layer, the size and 
geometry of the radiator, the position, thickness and diameter of the slit and the stopping 
power and straggling data used in transporting the proton from its origin in the radiator to the 
and inside the silicon sensors. 
The variance of the elastic H(n,p )-cross section are very small, but correlated with respect to 
the incident neutron energy. The variances of the angular distribution density of the elastic 
H(n,p )-cross section are not very well known and must be estimated by comparing different 
evaluations. A possible but not yet forrnulated approach could be to describe this cross 
section by a Legendre expansion and to specify a covariance matrix for the Legendre 
coefficients. Here, a perturbation implies via the kinematics a change in the proton energy ! 
As the radiator is thin one may can assume that the uncertainty of the number density of H-
atoms in the radiator layer is propagated linearly to the results, however, an additional source 
ofuncertainty is a possible inhomogeneity ofthe hydrogen density. The size and geometry of 
the radiator are quite well known, nevertheless it is of interest to study the influence of 
possible deviations from the assumed values. The same comment applies to the position, 
thickness and diameter of the slit. Due to the high energies considered stopping power data 
are only taken from the Bethe region far above the Bragg peak and it is sufficient assume 
merely an uncertainty ofthe values without changing the dependence on energy. But again, a 
perturbation implies via the energy loss a change in the proton energy ! Straggling in energy, 
range and direction leads to fairly small changes. However, their perturbation influences 
both, the proton energy and its direction of flight. The range straggling influence those 
protons which lose almost all of their energy in the edges of a slit. 
In summary, the calculation or the response function of a RPT is for two reasons an almost 
perfect example to test and develop methods to estimate the sensitivity of the response 
function with respect to the variance of the input data. First, the model of the underlying 
physics is quite simple and second, the propagation of the variances of the input data is 
sufficiently complex as to require improvements of the above discussed methods. 
Suggestions and or collaboration on the implementation of both, the differential operator 
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Dynamic reliability presents a fully integrated dynamic approach to system reliability, able to account for 
all aspects of the problern : changes in the hardware status, dynamic evolution of the system, operating 
procedures, scenario history ... In this framework, the interaction between the dynamic evolution of the 
process variables describing the system behaviour and the stochastic or deterministic transitions 
between component states is modeled : 
• depending on the system configuration, the evolution equations of the variables can differ; 
• the values taken by these variables influence the transitions, either by defining a threshold at 
which a control device is triggered, or by affecting the value of some transition rates. 
A coupling thereby appears between the deterministic dynamic modelling and the stochastic process 
between states. A trajectory of the system in the process variables space is thus a piecewise 
deterministic curve with random or deterministic bifurcations between its parts. Some of these 
evolutions could bring the system out of a safety domain defined in the variables space. This situation 
corresponds to a system failure. All the information on this process is contained in the probability 
density to find the system in a given state, with given values of the variables, as a function of time. 
Reliability characteristics are then expressed as tunetionals of this pdf. But the computation of such a 
high-dimensional pdf is a very demanding numerical task for realistic installations. MC simulation 
appears as a good candidate to tackle this dimensionality problem. However, an analog algorithm is 
inefficient for the estimation of the very small risk probabilities of engineered systems. Various ways of 
improving the simulation efficiency have been propounded and will be reviewed during the talk : 
• First, a formal analogy has been established between dynarnic reliability and neutron transport. 
This provides a framework for developing biased algorithms (e.g. approximate zero-variance 
schemes) or for defining efficient estimators. 
• The concept of mostprobable evolutions (MPEs) was introduced. When an initiating event 
occurs, a transient is induced; the system has then a large probability to evolve up to a first 
control threshold without undergoing any stochastic transition; the corresponding control device 
is also very likely to work as expected, and so on ... until a safe situation is reached. These MPEs 
will be often followed in an analog game. Therefore, they can be played and memorized before 
the Simulation itself. Different efficient algorithms were deduced from this memorization 
approach. 
• Hybrid techniques appear very efficient. They are based on a further development of the MPE 
concept: the complete deterministic tree based only on transitions on demand (when thresholds 
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are reached) can be computed beforehands; MC trials are then used to estimate the perturbation 
due to seenarios (not included in this tree) consecutive to a first stochastic transition. 
• Many parameters in dynamic reliability are not always precisely known, and can thereby be 
distributed : transition rates and probabilities, response times of the control and protection means, 
parameters of the dynamics ... A MC simulation can give allowance to them, but much larger 
numbers of histories are required for a given efficiency. To avoid this Situation, different 
techniques are considered : double randomization, correlated sampling, or estimators embodying 
the mean effect of uncertain parameters. 
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-r no influence on the final outcome and its likelihood 
• variation in the timing of eYents? 
-r no effect on scenario outcomes and frequencies 
• effect of process variables and operator behaviour on scenario devel-
opment? 
-r C definition of success criteria 
Always realistic ?? 
Dyna1nic reliability 
Event trees 
timing nnd erdering of evcnts? 
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1r(i,x,t) probability that the system is at time t 
in state i in dx about x 
---+ Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (Markovian assumption) 
87r(i, x, t) + d' (- (-) (' - t)) + \ (-) (' - t) -.- 2V q; X 1T 2,X, -"i X 1T ·t,X, 
Characteristics 
• number of states! 
I: p(j ---+ ·ilx)1r(j, x, t) 
#i 
• N > (») 10 for realistic applications 
---+ specific solution schemes : 
• discrete event trees 
• :\Ionte Carlo simnlation 
• other approaches 
Integral form : 
1r(i, x, t) = hn 1r(i, ü, 0)5(x- g;(t, ü))e- J; >.;(g;(s,ü))dsdii 
+ ~kn p(j-+ i I ü)dü fot o(x- g;(t- T, ü))e-J;-r >.;(g;(s,ü))ds 
X1r(j, ü, r)dr 
Generalized unreliability 
Two failure modes: 
• transition from state j E X to failed state f. E Y 
• escape of a safety domain D in phase space 
1- R(t) = th. 2: 1r(j, x', t'). [2: p(j-+ llx')Hv(x') 
O 1?. jEX lEY 
+ 5(t- t') (1- Hv(x'))] dx' dt' 
1.0 
O"l 
Monte Carlo shnulation 
in dynamic reliability 
Advantages 
• i'dontc Carlo almost insensitive to dimensionality problems 
• Direct estimn.tion of functionals of 7r('i, x, t) 
• Still applicn.ble in the presence of uncertainties 
• Representative sample of histories (---+ no combinatorial explosion) .... 
An analog algorithm 
a. Sampling of i and x at t = 0 
b. Sampling of the ncxt transition time 
c. Computation of :t(t) in state i 
tlim reached? safety border crossed? 
d. Sampling of new state j : j E Y? 
i f-- j; go to b. 
---+ stop 
---+ stop 
Last-event estimator : f ( t) = H ( t - t f) 
Monte Carlo estimation of unreliability 




• failurcs = rare events 
---+ most histories wasted 
---+ poor statistical quality of the estimation 
---+ very large munher of historics mandatory 
---+ inacceptable eompnter times 
• Is the sample of trajectores representative? 
Figure of merit 
t>
2 : variaw:e of the gmne 





Towards JVIC games with higher FOMs 
Aualogy with ueutron transport theory 
Estimation of n reaction rate 
Free-flight est.imator 
l\In:;t probable evolutions 




Analogy with neutron transport 
theory 
Conceptual analogy 
'l'n•n.::por! Prob-:t!J!li,::t ic dnlc.n:i .. :': 
·-··-··------------------
( t)lli:Sion x nb:-;oq:d ion t t·.ul~il ion 
-) ----~..-.r .• :~lli·dn~ 
~:t,d t' i :;:lütE' k (fttJ!(~d ;...;l~t\t·) 
:::tdtf' j " (l>per.-dj,.)nul :·d,tl~·) 
lt:-:::Jiou 
Formal analogy 
Integral form of transport equation : 
-+ w(P) = j T(P', P)Q(P') dP' + j j C(P", P')T(P', P)w(P") dP" 
p = (r, v, w) 
IJ!(P) = eollision clensity 
with Q(P) = ~onrce clensity 
T(P',P) = trnaistion kernel 
C(P", P') = collision kernel 
Integral form of C-K equation : 
rr('i, E, t) = fn,. rr(i, ü, O)o(x- lh(t, ü))e- J; >-.,(ii;(s,ii))dsdü 






xrr(j, ü, r)dr 
( i, :!;, t) 
(j, x', t') 
(k, x", t") 




Q(j, x', t') = rr(j, x', t')o(t') 
T(j, ,~;', t'; i, :f:, t) = >..i(:f:)ö(x- !h(t- t', :f:')) 
xe-f~-<' ,qy,(s,x')]dsSjH(t -·t') 
IJ(k -+ J. 1 x") C(k, .f:", t"; j, x', t') = >..k(x") · · r5(x'- x")c5(t'- t") 
ca(P')o(P"- P) + c,(P') Cs(P', P") 
Sincc~ J ... rlP = "' r'Xi ... dt f ... rL75 : 
~ Jo lR.n 
' 
JT(P', P)dP = 1 
JC(P", P')dP' = 1 ( cf. no fission) 
J Q(P)dP = 1 
1.0 
00 
Devising eff:icient g~mes 





free-flight between P and P' 
absorption in P' 
scattering from P' to P" 
unbiased estimation --7 conservation of -MJ.(f_), expected score from P 
• Biased gall!El~ 
--7 biased kernels T and C 
--7 interesting rare events more often sampled 





r ·--~--- -·-----··--·· J 
~Free-flight est!m~tor ~ 
During the il!_P:_[!fg!~~ PP', we score : 
• from P' : the probability of escaping D in state i before tz;mi 
• from P : the probability of a transition to a failure state. 
{ • (1-- J.' -·) !: ) '':3: 6'111.1f .. -~ ~ J -vt 
D 
' ' " p(j --l- ilx) r.I (-)H(T ) f(T: i, :1:. t ':L t) = L.. \ ·( ·' L D X - t 
jEY ''' .!. -----------
- r:'"'A;(Ijj(s- t',:r'))dt' (1 H (-·(t - t' .-.I)))H.(T- t ) +e lt . - D g, ·out , .J; out 
-+ multiple contributions to the score in each history 
( scores eYen if no fnilure occurs : e:~:pecterl V!}lue~) 
-+ much better statistical accuracy 
fr~- ff.:j~t A-~1_ -k,t. •:-t :· l(j 1 
~.1-
·...:::: ,_,(;)_;, 
~t~.·)·-··-.,. "'• I,,. 
-' I 
/I I I ~ I __. , 
---· 1- ~ft /; /; -; .. 
~ 
~ 
I Most probable evolutions (MPEs) J 
Well-protected systems 
--7 accidental transients mitigated with a large probability 
Stochastic transition 





Initial state i 
7r( i, 0) 
/• 
control threshold 1 




control threshold k 
PHk)7r(-i, 0) -
"' 
1-Iemorization : i 
....." 
~Xe' •j: (--7 Ps) 
~~ (+Pt --7 Pout) 
m1~S10n time ( k~ seer•) 
f1 'lr(.:,o) 
--7 memorization of the main characteristics of the MPEs during apre-
simulation stage 
--7 use of memorizcd information to speed up the simulation 
lmportant memorized features : 
• probabilities to follow a MPE up to a given stage 
• partial scores collected up to the different stages 
Improved games 
l.a. Analog simulation with !?YP.M~ of most dynamic calculations 
l.b. ~a..!ffi?li.n_g of the stage of a MPE where an unexpected event occurs 
--7 [acceleration 
statistical accuracy "' analog simulation 
2. "Qn~~~tg<!_ey_e!ltJ9rr.e.fl to occur before the missiontime in each his-
tory + correction of results 
--7 [slower 
much more accurate estimations 
(large effective number of runs) 
3. Independent estimations of g_n~fu1.Q!l~i~ .f2J!9i!!o.n<\l to a kind of un-
expected event along a ~IPE 
--7 [computer time "' game 2 
systematic investigation of rare events 
Memorization 
acceleration of 
m1 analog game 
~ 
--7 1 Variance reduction 
techniques 
• stratified sampling 
definition of lüstories worth 
to be played (in an analog wav) 
~
.____) 
• survival biasing ( ~ free-fiight estimator) 
0 
0 
!Perturbation of-;;;_-det~rministic cliscrete event tree I 
--------------··--~---·----- - .. 
Extensi<2.!L.Q.f_t!le M~!! 
Assumption: all control/protection systems have constant response times 
-4 Determinist.ic: event tree : built while considering solely 
transitions on demand 
-4 to be calculated before the simulation 
,.---c·--
r--r-;:=- ,_ _____ -. 
r--c~= 
----------------------------·t 
Sequences induced by a stochnstic transition = pertnrbation 
-4 systematic ?vlC investigation of such seenarios from each secti011 of 
the deterministic tree 
-4 hybrid approach between cliscrete ewnt trees and ?-.1C simulation 
j Variance-recluction techniques j 
Efficient :rviC games 
-4 simulation restricted to possibly interesting seenarios 




-4 no new information if the failure actually occurs 
-4 failnre f.Qr]?id~~!! at each sampling + introduction of statistical w<:'ights 
[• new state sampled from the set of operational states 
l_. next transition time samplecl before exiting D 
Stratified sampling 
Monte Carlo MPE-based estimation of unreliability 
--1- estimation of a linear combination of random variables with known 
coefficients 
S = l:ßeSt 
t 
--1- independent batches of Nt histories 
Problem: 
What are the optimal Ne 's minimizing 
D2 (E(S)) = l:ßi Ve 
t Ne 
o for a given computer time T = Z::t NtTt ? 
Solution: 
Ne ßt~ 
N = -2:-ßn...!...l.;;,;; rv,; -v.=m 
m ~T,: 
approximated in the simulation 
Probability threshold 
3 unexpected events along MPEs with insignificant probabilities 
--+ probabiiity threshold to cut off branches of the continuous ET 
--+ meaningless histories not played and computer resources saved 
rApplica·Üon : a PWR pressurizer J 
• 6 components --1- QQQ component states 
• ll process variables 
• initiating event : fast decrease of the average primary temperature, 
return to its setpoint 
0 safety domain : limits of p and e triggering the scram 
o inacceptable states : multiple failures of protection systems 
game number of histories computation time 
analogue 10000 2h1-l/ -!0" 
memorization 10000 14"3 
biased game 10000 12'22"4 
stratified sampling (a = 0.1) 10801 21'36., 
stratified sampling ( a = 0.2) 10839 21'37·: 
stmtified sampling (a = 0.5) 1207-! 25'55·: I 
I 
Comments: ------
• expected values compulsory for large reliable syst.ems 
• stepwise beha.viour = way to valiuate the estimar.ions 
• cohercnt estimations for all methods with free-flight estimator 
• important acceleration due to memorization 
• better statistical accuracy when forcing transitions 
• biased game and VRTs : estimation of small contributions to risk 
• VRTs : very high efficiency 
0 
N 
Summary of MC games 
Analog game : 
Analog sampling of events + free-flight estimator 
l\1emorization : 
Analog sampling of the stage of a MPE up to which dynamic calculations 
are bypassed 
Biased game : 
Unexpected event forced to occur before the mission time 
Stratified : 
Estimations of the unreliabilities conditional to the various failures likely 
to occur along a i\IPE 





























··-·-· biosed gome 
····· strotified ( a = 0.1) 
-- strotified ( a = 0.5) 
100 110 
Fisure 1: Estimation of unreliability 
-cnclcoue 
memÖ:izotion 
-·- biosec gerne 
--·- strctified !X = 0.5 
120 
····· strctified f er= 0.1) 
-- strotified er = 0.2l 
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··-·-· biased game 
••··· stralified ( a = 0.1) 





















Figure 3: Standard deYiation 
-- strctifiec ~ r.c = 0.1) 
.. · strctifiea \ a = 0.5) 
· --- - ar.c!cgue gcme 
-----·- memorizction 
--- biased gerne 
t~==~~=~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
6.0 L....---'-----'----l-----'-----J 
70 80 90 1 00 11 0 1 20 
Fi!':nre -!: Fi'Zures of merit 
[Handling uncertaint~e~] 
U ncertainty sources : 
.....,..,....._..., '%H"';r4 4 Ari ;r.:a;g. ....... 
• initial distribution of i 
• distributed parameters in the dynamics 
o distributed transition rates and probabilities 
o distributed control systems or human operator response times 
0 
Uncertainties in an analogue simulation 
• sampling of parameter distributions 
+ at the beginning of an history 
+ whenever necessary 
• random walk with sampled data 
More random parameters ~ more histories to be played 
Efficient 1-IC simulation with data uncertainties? 
• free-flight estimator 
• memorization-based techniques? MPEs function of : 
* initial value of x 
* values of transition rates and probabilities 




Sampling of uncertain data before pla.ying a batch of histories 
-7 memorization before each batch 
Computation time 
Without uncertainties : 













T1 = trn + Nth 
T> = mtm + Nth 
random walk 
distributed data 
~ arw +add 
( 
2 ? ) 
m n . 
mn=_V 
~{: :N 
I Con~lusi~~~ I 
• Dynamic reliability = framework for a global treatment of reliability 
• Numerical challenge ---7 :\Ionte Carlo simulation 
• Analog a.lgorithm inefficient 
---7 free-flight estimator 
---7 memorization 
---7 systematic iuvestigation of possibly clangerous seqnenccs 
• Efficient games applicable to large-scale installations 
• Possible efficient tretament of parametric uncertainties 
• .-\pplicability to level-2 PS:\ stuclics? 
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Weight Updating in Forced Monte Carlo 
Approach to Dynamic PSA 
M. Marseguerra, E. Zio 
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering 
Polytechnic of Milan-Italy 
Via Ponzio 34/3, 20133 Milano, Italy 
ABSTRACT 
In dynamic PSA (Probabilistic Safety Analysis), in addition to the stochastic failures, which are normally 
accounted for in the classic, event tree/fault tree--based approach, one has to consider the physical 
evolution of the process variables. Correspondingly, the controllprotection system needs tobe 
simulated, its intervention being demanded when anyone of the process variables crosses 
pre--established thresholds. 
The Monte Carlo methodology lends itself to an efficient estimate of the reliability of systems with 
dynamic features. In this respect, the high reliability of current components and controllprotection 
systems renders prohibitive the use of analog Monte Carlo, thus making the use of variance reduction 
techniques almost mandatory. 
In the present paper we taclde a new problern arising in this context. More specifically, once the next 
failure time is forced and the weight of the representative point is correspondingly updated, we have to 
follow the system dynamics up to that time, e.g. by numerical integration of the equations pertaining to 
that hardware configuration. During this time, some process variables may reach the pre--established 
thresholds, thus requiring the intervention of the controllprotection system. Each intervention modifies 
the system hardware configuration, thus invalidating the choice of the forced failure time and the 
accompanying Monte Carlo weight of the representative point. 
This issue is here analyzed in details and suitable expressions for a proper weight updating are provided. 
=--
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WEIGHT UPDATING IN FORCED MONTE 
CARLO APPROACH TO DYNAMIC PSA 
M. Marseguerra, Enrico Zio 
Department of Nuclear Engineering 
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110 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
• Dynamic Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) = PSA + physical time-
evolution. 
• Issues to be accounted for: 
- ordering and timing of events; 
- dependence of failure rates and criteria on the process variables: 
- human operator actions; 
- controfjprotection devices. 
• N eed to follow the dynamics :::?- computational burden enörmously 
increased. 
OBJECTIVE 
• Monte Carlo is an efficient tool for dynamic PSA but computationall} 
demanding 
~ 
Biased Monte Carlo 
HOW TO BIAS IN MONTE CARLO DYNAMIC PSA? 
N 
A DEFINITION: ACCIDENT DURATION 
Accident Duration = the time required to drive the system towards a safe 
state or for the accident to reach an unrecoverable state. 
• Accident duration < < Mission Time 
• Dynamic PSA E Accident duration 
Co,Ao C1,A1 C2,A2 
1 I I 
~-------,r--------. 







f i y 1uC c_ 
lvl2;r5tJ"Crr.o~ i' lio 
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
Failure on demand -·· PM2. 
-/" ·- - . . .. . ) •.••.• I -12 -- ~ 
PM1 PM2 
w 
l I I I . . t- -
Q 't~ , 1:~--~2------~---T;Iss---; 
PM3 
-----,-'- - - -:-~ 
No failure q_n demand 13 
FORMAL TREATMENT 
• Deterministic T's of control intervention are not known 'a priori' =} 
zero-story with only dynamics. 
• Failure time cdf of the mixed-type 
!\.._, Ci ~z.,C. (\~,C~:. 
- t E b,_,_ ,--.t.:i-:H-<1._-) "'<:--~__,. 
'· I I --- - -··1 ;tr j---
t"o ~L 'l:"~ ~-1 t !;.. 
k_-1 
Fk(tj>.., q) = 1- [TI (q1e-,vt..')]. e-.\k(t-rk-d t E b..k 
!:::1 
- t =Tl- ( discontinuity) .f t t ___ -I '? __ _ 
o -!. z. - '4.-o !:.'='Cl< 
k-1 
Fk ( Tk j>.., q) = 1 - [IT ( q1e-,\zl\.z )] • e-,\kl\.k 
!=1 
k 
Fk+I(rtl>..,q) = 1- [IT(qze-,\zL\.z)] 
!=1 
• Failure time pdf 
- t E b..l-
ik(tj>.., q) = >..k[f.- Fk(tj>.., q)] t E b..k 
-t=Tl· 
/k(Tkj>.., q) = Fk+1(rtl>.., q)]- Fk(r;j>.., q)] 
k-1 
= [IT (qze-,\'L\.')]. e-,\k6."Pk 
l=1 
~ 
'l~= ~ (c-:\~~~) 
+ + 
'(_~ := F~tl ( l f- I ~I ~) 
0.9 ................ ·-r ............... l .............. ··~· ... ~; .j •••••••• : ••• :~~t 
: : ~ 
::: L I T T : , 
~~~' . . •t~ ( ~ ~,. . ' . ................................. ....... ......................... ································ . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ································ ....... ························· ...... . 
. . . . 
0.4 f- .............. ·:·............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. ·:· ............. . . . . . . . . . 
0.3 f- .............. -~·............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. -~· ............. . 
. . 
. . . . 
0.21-··············t·.~·············~····~·· ......................•.. 
0.11- ............... :...... .. . : 1[2.. - +: ·······:······ ········ ············ 
'l.j_.:.rc-i ~ ~ 
00 0.04 0.06 
T!me(h) 
0.08 0.12 
4 'L<- c-3 (::'4- zs_-r:_ 
• 
ANALOG MONTE CARLO 
r]; = Fk(r;I.A, q) 
rt = F~&(rti.A,q) 
I' +I 
• r"' U(O, 1) 
a. r > r;;; then the failure occurs at a time t > r n -+ no failure within 
Ta; 
··~·~ 
o ~:T~ t 
b. r < r;;; at what timet< Tn does the failure occur? 
~I
o t ~:IQ 
b1. rt ::; r < rk+l; then, the failure occurs at 
1 1- r ) 
t _ - . ln( k 1 , A " = 'Tk-1 . Ak rnl:l (qte-AIL>.I 
b2. r]; :::; r < rt; then, the failure occurs at 
t = Tk:-1 
U1 
BIASED MONTE CARLO 
• Force transitions to occur within Ta. 
• Favour those failures which are more critical, i.e. for which the suc-
cessive grace time is shorter (point A). 
>.., q ::::} >.. *, q* 
• Only first failure after initiating event is forced because: 
- if after first forced failure the system is still in the safe region 
>..'s would still be very small ---+ further weight reduction woulc 
make the weight negligible; 
- if the first failure is of a CP device then the system enters thE 
grace region where the .A's reach large values ---+ analog. 
• Failure time cdf 
- t E L').g. 
- t Tlc 
Fk(ti.A*,q*) 
Fk(tl>..*, q*) = Fn(r;-1>..*, q*) t E b.k 
Fk'+l(r,tl>..*,q*) = Fk+I(r,ti.A*,q*) 
Fn(r;-1>..*' q*) 
Fk'(rk"I.A*, q*) = Fk(rk"I.A*, q*) 
Fn(r;-1>..*, q*) 
• Failure time pdf 
- t E b..l. 
- t-Tlc 
fk'(tl>..*,q*) = !k(tl>..*,q*) 
Fn(r;-j>..*, q*) 
fk'(rki>..*,q*) = fk(rki.A*,q*) 
Fn(r;-j>..*, q*) 
• Unbiased result ::::} weight updating 
- t E b..~c 
fk(tj>..,q) = >..k. 1- Fk(tj.A,q) * _ * * 
fZ(tj.A*,q*) >..t: 1- Ft(ti.A*,q*). Fn(7 n i>. ,q) 
- t -n. 
-t E llk 
fk(rki>., q) _ [fl7.=-l(q1e->-z6.z)]. e->-k6.kPk · 
fk'(rkj.A*,q*)- [I1k l(q*e->-76-z)]. ->.•ßk *. F~(r;i>.*, q*) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
• Monte Carlo dynamic PSA requires biasing. 
• Coupling of deterministic and stochastic times makes it non-trivial. 
• Practical approach is proposed based on the pre-simulation of the 
dynamics in a zero-story to determine deterministic times of inter-
vention. 
• Biasing renders the simulation more efficient (numerical examples). 
• Appropriate choice of the biased parameters allows to zoom in on fail-
ures which are considered critical as they Iead the system to portions 
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lnfluence of the Photoneutrons on the Kinetics 
of Beryllium Reflected Core of the Budapest 
Research Reactor 
G. Hordosy, A. Kereszturi, Cs. Hegedus, P. Vertes 
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute 
Reactor Analysis Department 
Budapest, Hungary 
Some important reactor materials such as deuterium and beryllium have non-negligible photon-neutron 
cross-section in the energy range of fission product' s gamma radiation. Although the influence of this 
effect is negligibly small for stationary state of a rector core, the delayed photons from short-living 
fission products can result kinetic effects analogaus tothat of the delayed neutrons. 
The Budapest Research Reactor has a beryllium reflector and the control rod worth measurements are 
based on the doubling time method. In this paper the calculation of the parameters necessary for the 
evaluation of these measurements taking into account of the photoneutrons is described. For this 
purpose a nurober of Monte Carlo calculations were performed with different photon energy spectra 
because the spectrum of the delayed photons depends strongly on the time elapsed after the fission 
event. Due to the large number of necessary calculations and to the low cross-section of the 
photoneutron creation process the variance reduction methods have high importance in these 
calculations. It is shown that the neglection of the photoneutrons Ieads to an underestirnation of the 
control rod worth. 
= 
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Influence of the Photoneutrons on the Interpretation of 
the Control Rod Worth Measurements at the Budapest 
Research Reactor 
G. Hord6sy, A. Keres.ztlui, Cs. Hegedus, P. Vertes 
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute 





Motivation, possibility, history 
Budapest Research Reactor: beryllium reflecto•· 
Kinetic effects 
Necessary : a code for photoneutron treatment 
and a code for calculation of spectrum of delayed photons from fission 
products 
photoneutron production inclusion into MCNP4A by F.X. GaUmeier in 
OAK RIDGE [2] 
delayed y : TIBSO by PCtet· Vertes in KFKI AEKI [1] 
December 1996 : question to MCNP fontm 
reply from F.X. GaUmeier 
~ h" w start: t ts year 
result at present : the effect is not negligible 
future plan: inclusion into the 3D ldnetic code KIK03D (3] 
Budapest Research Reactor 
water cooled water moderated 
atmospheric pressure 
Russian made VVR-SM type fuel 
unit cell boundary 
fuel with clad 
water 
IaUlee pitch = 3.5 cm 
220 - 230 fuel elements in the core 
Technical data : 
thermal power : 10 MW 
max. thermal flux: 1.4 x 1014 n/cm**2 s 
max. fast flux: 1.0 x 10 1~ n/cm**2 s 
cooling water temperature : 54- 60 Celsius 
"meat" : uranium-
aluminium eutectic 
clad : aluminium 
1 mm thiclrness 
36 % enrichment 
active length : 58 cm 
Use of the reactor : isotope production, solid state physics, reactor 
pressure vessel , neutron activation analysis, neutron radiography 
Differences between VVR-SM and VVER t·eactors : fuel geometry, 
enrichment 36 %, atmospheric pressure, berylllum rejlector 
Delayed neutron groups 
Total number of neutron from a fission : v 
Number of prompt neutron from a fission : (1-ß) v 
Number of delayed neutron ft·om a fission : ß v 
Delayed neutrons : from fission products with delay time from less then 
a second to about a minute 




+ delayed photons 
Point kinetic eguations (5) 
frequently used approximation : space dependence neglected 
N 
~ dn(t) = p- ß n(t) + l:Aic,-(t) 
dt A i~l 
dc,(t) = ß n(t)- Aic;(t) 
dt A 
keif -1 
n : mimher of neutrons in the system; p = reactivity 
keJJ 
A : prompt neutron lifetime; C; : density of the Jlrecursor in group i, ß; 
and c,- averaged over the system. Averaging is performed with neutron 
flux from a static, space dependent calculations 
Inhour equation : •·od worth from flux increase 
p=a(A+ L ßj J 
j=lAj+ a , 
a = ln 2 IT1n 
photoneutrons : considered as emitted from fictitious precursors with 
density C; • , decay constant A.; • and abundance ß; • 
N 
1.11 
Calculational steps : 
• Delayed gamma particles due to the decay of fission products are bom 
in the fuel region. 
• Gamma radiation is attenuated by the fuel and reflector regions. 
• Gamma particles •·eaching the reflector region induce photoneutrons. 
• The photoneutrons reaching the fuel region result fissions 
• The time-dependence of this fission rate caused by the photoneutrons 
are fitted by a sum of exponential functions. Determining the 
coefficients and decay constants of these functions the additional 
delayed neutron groups are identified. 
y source rate in the fuel : proportional to fission density distribution from 
a kcode MCNP calculation 
lnfluence of prompt photons on l<crr is negligable 
Enet·gy spectrum of delayed photons from fission products as a function 
of time : calculated by TIBSO taldng into account 1265 isotopes. 
Production rates and decay constants from the servers of NEA Data 
Banl{, the Los Alamos National Libmry, the IAEA Nuclear Data Section 
and from the Brookhaven National Labomtory. 
Eight photon energy groups witb boundaries in MeV : 1.67. (threshold 
energy in beryllium for photoneutt·on production), 2.0, 2.4, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 
4.5, 5.0, oo. 
Photons below the (y,n) threshold of Be are omitted. About 12% of 
photon has enet·gy over threshold at any time. Total number of photons 
in the first 100 sec is 6.84 andin the next 900 sec is 4.0. 
Angular dependence : isotropic 
Photon transport : the secondary photons produced by electrons 
neglected, the simple physics options of the MCNP4A [4] used. This 
means that 
• at photoelectric events the fluo•·escent photons are neglected and the 
event is tJ·eated as pure absorption by implicit capture (the photon 
weight is reduced and the history of the photon with reduced weight is 
followed) 
• at Compton scattering the Klein-Nishina formula is used (f1·ee electron 
approximation) because the threshold energy fot· photons of interest is 
1.67 MeV 
• at pair production, the original photon disappears, the created 
positron is assumed to be annihilated immediately and thus two 
photons created with energy 0.511 MeV and with opposite directions. 
It was checked in a fully detailed photon-electron calculations that the 
number of photons going from the fuel into the reflector region and 
having energy higher then 1.67 MeV is influenced less than the statistical 
uncertainty with these approximation. 
Photoneutron production in the reflecto1· 
GaUmeier 
MCNP4A modified by 
Using a fixed gamma som·ce due to a particular time after a fission event 
and normalised to unity : the numbe•· of fissions caused by the 
photoneutrons and the incoming neutron cunent at the core surface per 
source photon 
Multiplying with the photon intensity from one fission: the same 
quantities per fission 
Performing these steps with several spectra due to different times : 




A numbet· of calculations, low cross-sections: variance reduction 
Weight-window genemtor: FOM increased from 4-6 to about 1200 
Calculations with 400.000 source photons on ORIGIN 2000 Silicon 
Graphics under IRIX 6.4 : 10- 15 minutes, rel. error 0.008- 0.01 
Calculation of the point ldnetic parameters 
Approximations : 
• The shape of the fission source is fixed (not depending on time). 
• The worth of the neutrons originating from the fission caused by the 
photoneutrons is the same as the worth of neutrons originating from 
normal fission. 
The derivation of the additional point l<inetic parameters is based on the 
curve of the fission rate due to photoneutrons from one fission. The 
integral of this curve- denoted by ß* - gives the total number of fission 
caused by the delayed t>hotoneutrons originated from one fission. This 
value is equal to the total fraction of the additional delayed neutron 
groups because the number of neutrons resulting from the photoneutron 
effect due to one fission is vß*(l-ß) = vß* if we supJlOSe that v is the 
same for the fission from the photoneutrons as for the normal fission 
The partial fractions (ß*j) and decay constants (A.*j) can be determined 
by fitfing the expression 
N * N * * * 
H(t)= 2: ..1-~C .(t)= 2: A-Jß -e-A-i 
. 1 . J . 1 J 
}= )= 
to the curve of fission rate obtained from the Monte-Cario calculations 
Condition for ß* is satisfied: 
oo N * * I H(t)dt = L ßj = ß ' 
0 J=l 
The best fit : by N=4 
Fitted parameters of the additional delayed neutron groups : 
ß*= 1.132E-04 
i 1 2 3 4 
ßi* 2.94534E-06 4.08960E-05 3.24097E-05 3.69290E-05 
A-i* 1.83795E+OO 1.28757E-Ol 1.41045E-02 1.83498E-03 
Table 1. The fitted additional delayed neutron group parameters 
N 
-....J 
Influence on the evaluation of the controlt·od measurements 
A control rod was withdrawn from the core step by step. The reactivity 
was evaluated by using the in-hour equation with and without the new 
delayed neutron group. 
The obtained reactivity values in units of cent (i.e. in units of ß) are 
shown · 
control control b.h [cmJ Measured Evaluated Evaluated 
rod rod doubling reactivity reactivity 
position Jlosition time without with 
h1 [cm] h2 [cm] T1J2 [s] additional additional 
gt·oups groups 
(cent] (centl 
3.0 13.0 10.0 229.0 3.49 3.81 
13.0 20.0 7.0 141.0 5.37 5.75 
20.0 27.0 7.0 109.0 6.69 7.10 I 
27.0 35.0 8.0 79.0 8.71 9.15 
35.0 42.0 7.0 113.0 6.49 6.90 
42.0 52.0 10.0 104.0 6.96 7.37 
52.0 70.0 18.0 300.0 2.73 3.01 
Reactivity change measurements using the doubling time 
Evaluated total reactivity without Evaluatcd total reactivity with 
additional delayed neut.-on groups additional delayed neutron groups 
rcentl [cent] 
40.44 43.09 
Total reactivity of the measured control rod 
The t·esults show that the evaluation not taking into account the 
photoneutron Ieads to a 6.6 % underestimation of the control rod worth. 
Reason : Ionger "lifc time" 
Future plans : 
Investigate tbe space dependence of this kinetic effcct in a more accurate 
manner. A series of modifications in the KIK03D three-dimensional 
nodal kinetic code are planned. (KIK03D is a codc with coupled 
neutronics and thermohydraulics develOJled in KFKI AERI. It is widely 
used for safety analysis ofWWER-440 power plants.) 
Tbe additional response matrices requit·ed for this modifications are 
planed to be derived from the Monte-Cario calculations. The use of the 
three-dimensional couplcd kinetic calculations seems to be important 
because of the strong space dependcnce of the static and the 
photoneutron-induced fission density. 
References: 
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fission density from static calculation 
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Application of MCNP to Accelerator Shielding 
.1. R6denas, G. Verdu 
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P. 0. Box 22012, E-46071 Valencia, Spain 
The shielding thickness in a linear electron accelerator is directly proportional to tenth-value thickness, 
which depends on the shielding material and the energy of the incident radiation. It can be obtained 
from curves recommended by DIN-6847, the most suitable standard to estimate shielding requirements 
in medical radiotherapy installations using linear electron accelerators. On the other hand, the 
tenth-value thickness can be estimated in terms of dose rates calculated for two different values of 
shielding thickness and related distances. 
MCNP code has been used to determine doses at distances considered, for various energy values up to 
50 MeV and the following materials: concrete, barytic concrete, aluminium, iron, copper and lead. 
Shielding thickness values have been tak.en in such a way that for each energy the obtained doses differ 
by a magnitude order at least. The photon source was point isotropic and monoenergetic, with all 
particles being emitted inside a small solid angle. 
Results from MCNP have been compared with values recommended by DIN-6847. They match 
reasonably well except for lead, in which the behaviour is very different. Concordance for the other 
materials would have been better if we had considered a continuous actual spectrum rather than a 
monoenergetic source. 
As to lead discrepancies, it can be said that the MCNP version used did not include the transport of 
photoelectrons, Compton electrons nor electron-positron pairs. At higher energies these electrons 
collide with hard atomic nuclei producing electromagnetic radiation (Bremsstrahlung). These 
phenomena become more evident in lead. Therefore, calculations should be repeated using the latest 
version of the code in order to find out if a better behaviour of lead can be predicted. 
Another line of development would be the estimation of the actual X-ray spectrum for the accelerator. 
For a continuous actual spectrum, the maximal value of z within the spectrum energy range should be 
used. If the spectrum is well known, the tenth-value thickness can be obtained by decomposition. 
Moreover, for higher values of energy the interaction of photons in the shielding material can produce 
.neutrons. This should be taken into account in order to estimate the right shielding requirements. 
Hence, it is necessary to develop a routine to estimate those photoneutrons. 
An additionallirre of work could be to obtain the method used by DIN-6847 to elaborate the 
recommended curves and then both methods and models can be compared. 
Last modified: Thu Apr 2 14:03:26 1998 
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INTRODUCTION 
lmportance of accurate estimation of doses produced in 
partiefe accelerators used for radiotherapy. 
ICRP 60 ,;; reca/cu/ation of shie/ding. 
Two standards, NCRP-51 and DIN-6847, have been 
comparative/y analysed. 
11 DIN-6847 is based on various semiempirica/ approaches, 
which should be adequately verified. 
111 Accelerator shielding calcu/ation methodology. 
'' .:. : .. ·: ..• · 
11 Estimation of the tenth-va/ue thickness for X-rays produced 
in medical electron acce/erators. 
111 MCNP- Monte Carlo method has been app/ied. 
SHIELDING ANALYSIS 
11 Calculation scheme: 
+ Estab/ish the geometrica/ features of the reference point; 
+ ldentify a/1 types of radiation invo/ved in the calculation; 
+ Obtain the shielding thickness si, from equation (1) for each 
type of radiation. 
111 tenth-value thickness, zi = z" depends on the shielding 
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111 MCNP code has been used to determine doses at distances 
considered, for various energy values up to 50 MeVand 
materials of interest. 
111 Shielding thickness va/ues (s1, s~ have been taken in such 
a way that for each energy the doses obtained differ by a 
magnitude order at least. 
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DIRECT RADIATION 
Results MCNP 3.2 
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SCATTERED RADIATION 
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Comparison for Al 
ALUMINIUM 
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Comparison for Barytic Concrete 
BARYTIC CONCRETE 
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Results MCNP 4A 
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' Concr·ete 
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RE MARKS 
For primary radiation, the same curve may be used (without 
significant errors) for different materials: 
+ concrete and aluminium, 
+ iron and copper, even barytic concrete. 
111 For secondary radiation, results proved that the single table 
given by the guide is sufficient to obtain tenth=value 
thickness independently of incident beam energy. 
111 Electron transport has been incorporated to MCNP 4A, so 
a/1 phenomena formerly omitted are now taken into account 
+ results are quite improved not only for Iead but also for 
the rest of materials, especially at higher energies. 




Two versions of MCNP (3.2 and 4A) have been used to 
estimate tenth-va/ue thickness for X-ray direct and 
scattered beams in medica/ electron acce/erators. Resu/ts 
have been compared between them and with values 
recommended by the DIN-6847 standard. 
11 /t is not easy to perform experimental dose measurements, 
in particular in a linear accelerator, so it turns out the 
importance of simulation methods. 
11 Since the primary beam spectrum in an accelerator is 
generally unknown, a monoenergetic source has been 
considered. Fora continuous actual spectrum there should 
be used the maximal value of z within the spectrum energy 
range. lf the spectrum is weil known, the tenth-value 
thickness can be obtained by decomposition. 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Estimation of the actual X-ray spectrum for the accelerator 
At higher energies, the Interaction of photans in the 
shielding material can produce neutrons. This should be 
taken into account in order to estimate the right shielding 
requirements. 
• lt is necessary to develop a routine to estimate those 
photoneutrons. 
11 An additionaffine of work could be to obtain the method 
used by DIN-6847 to elaborate the recommended curves 
and then compare both methods and models. 
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Monte Carlo Simulation of Groundwater 
Contaminant Transport 
ABSTRACT 
M. Marseguerra, E. Zio 
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering 
Polytechnic of Milan-Italy 
Via Ponzio 34/3, 20133 Milano, Italy 
One of the most vulnerable spots of nuclear power systems is the hazard posed by the radioactive 
wastes at the end of the fuel cycle. Currently, the most widely pursued end so1ution consists of 
disposing the radioactive wastes in repositories buried in deep geologic formations of presumed high 
stability. Licensing of such repositories is conditioned on the assessment of the reliability of such 
confinement for quite extensive periods of time ranging from 10,000 to 1 million years. 
Over such long time scales the repositories may 1eak, thus releasing contaminants to the surrounding 
medium. The released contaminant may reach the groundwater and be transported for substantial 
distances, eventual1y returning to the biosphere where it poses a hazard for the human hea1th and the 
environment. 
In the present paper, we propose a phenomenological model based on the Kolmogorov--Dmitriev 
theory of branching stochastic processes in which a distributed source releases contaminant which is 
transported over a bidimensional medium whose physical properties are stochastic in space. 
The proposed model is implemented within a Monte Carlo scheme which exploits variance reduction 
techniques. 
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF 
GROUNDWATER CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT 
M. Marseguerra, Enrico Zio 
Department of Nuclear Engineering 
Polytechnic of Milan, Italy 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
• Performance assessment of high-level radioactive waste repositarief 
relies on predictive models 
• Burial in geolagic farmations ::} cantaminarrt trauspart in graundwa· 
ter ( main vectar far return to biasphere) 
MODELS OF CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT 
Ad vection-dispersian 
- deterministic 
- equilibrium adsartpion/desorptian phenomena 
- scale effect 
· Kolmogorov-Dmitriev 
- elementary particles and phenamena follawed singularly 
::} fiexibility 
- adsartpian/ desaq)tion reactions described explicitly 
::} non-equilibrium 
- pgf damain 




- N z spatial zones, z = 1, 2, ... , Nz 
(lD, 2D, 3D) 
- Partide kinds: 
solutons: .sz = N. solutons in zone z 
trappons: tz = N. trappans in zone z 
- System state: 
s = (s1,s2,···,sNJ 
t (t1 t1 t1 . t2 t2 . tNt tNt tNt ) = 1> 2, ••• , N"> 2, ••• , N"> 1 '2 , ••• , N., 
EQUATIONS FOR EXPECTED VALDES 
ßS~, t) =- [1 + b + a] S(z, t) + fS(z- 1, t) + bS(z + 1, t) + dT(z, t) 
äT(z, t) = -dT(z, t) + aS(z, t) 
STOCHASTIC BIDIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT 
To~ILtl.+r . 
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Possible moves of the contaminant 
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The stochastic region in which contaminant transport occurs 





Domain of influence for biasing 
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Amplification factor e vs. distance from target pixel 
• The shape of the amplification factor e should be chosen coherentl} 
with that of the domain of infl.uence. 
Inappropriate choices may lead to: 
excessively small weights at the collection points; 
- excessively large weights to unfavoured trajectories. 
RESULTS 
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Contamlnant concenltatfon at the targat locaUons: l:*lsad case 
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Time evolution of the contaminant concentration at the target locat·ions: 
biased simulation · · .. --·--·-
U1 
N 
x 10_. Dl•!rlbutlon ol ari1valllmos atlhe rocatlon (40,12}:analog caso 
Distribution of arrival times at location (40,12}: analog simulation 
1.8~ 
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The stochastic region in which contaminant transport occurs 
{1,1} = source ; ~ = wells for human consumption 
C7C C7C <P <P 
target analog biased analog biased 
(Ip,Jp) (tc = 2.51min) (tc = 21.6min) (tc = 2.5lmin) (tc = 2i.6min) 
(40, 12) 3.03 ·10 -() 9.92 ·10 .-, 4.34 ·101u 5.45 • 101 U 
(40,14) 2.13 ·10 ·() 5.96 ·10 .-, 8.78 · 10w 1.43. 1011 
(40, 16) 1.40 ·10 ·G 3.39 . 10 7 --- . 2.03 ·1011 4.03 ·1011 
(40,18) 8.56 ·10 '7 1.04 ·10 .. , 5.44. 1011 4.30 ·101 :6 
{40, 20) 00 5.62 ·10 -~ 0 1..26. 10~.4 
Table 3. Figures of merit for the estimates of concentration in the vaTimts 
. pixels at t* -2 · 104 y. 
tc = computer time ( min} 
C7C = standard deviation of the concentration in (Ip, ]p) at t* 




• Kolmogorov-Dmitriev model offers a flexible structure to describe the 
many phenomena occurring in contaminant trasnsport, even under 
non-equilibrium conditions. 
• High-order systems of equations ==;. Monte Carlo 
• Possible introduction of stochastic models of spatial heterogeneity 
• Rare events =9 effi.cient biasing techniques can be formulated. 
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Point and Surface Activities of Radionuclide 
Chains in Porous Media by a Non Analog 
Monte Carlo Simulation 
O.F. Smidts and .T. Devooght 
_Service de MetrolQ.gk 
Universite Libre de Bruxelles 
1050 Bruxelles- BELGIUM 
In the risk assesment of high1y radioactive waste in deep geological repositories, the migration of 
radionuclide chains in porous media by advection and dispersion processes are of main concem. The 
computation of activities (or cumulated activities over time) in confined zones of the medium are 
required in most of the contamination seenarios (e.g.: radionuclides extracted from wells, discharged to 
rivers or accumu1ated on the upper surface of the geological medium). In this context, we address here 
the problern of computing doses by Monte Carlo at specific points or on specific surfaces with low 
statistical uncertainties. 
The random walks of the Monte Carlo simulation are constructed from an integral equation applied 
recently to the migration of a radionuclide chain [1]. The simulation uses the solution of an adjoint 
reference problern to improve the efficiency of the calculations [2]. 
During a pre-processing step, transition probabilities from any location of the domain to specific points 
or surfaces are computed and memorized. These additional transitions are taken into account in a 
re-organized simulation with new banches in the walks. This method allows to force, at each step, 
transitions of random walkers to specific zones where their presence is expected with a very low 
probability. 
The organization of the simulations will be described and the computation of point and surface scores 
will be illustrated by numerical results. 
1. Smidts, O.F. and Devooght, J. "Analysis of the transport of radionuclide chains in a stochastic 
geological medium by a biased Monte Carlo simulation, Nuclear Science and Engineering, in 
press (1998). 
2. Smidts, O.F. and Devooght, J. "A non analog Monte Carlo simulation of transport of 
radionuclides in a porous medium", Mathematics and Computers in Simulation, in press (1998). 




Point and surface activities of 
radionuclide chains in porous media 
by a non analog Monte Carlo simulation 
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osrnidts@metronu.ulb.ac.be 
1. Introduction 
2. Integral equation 
3. Transport of one radionuclide 
4. Transport of a radionuclide chain 
5. Simulation with a random field 
6. Cumulated and instantaneous activities on 
surfaces and at points 







Risk assessment of radioactive waste repositories 
-+ transport of radionuclide chains 
~ Wator llow dlrecllon in aqullcr 
0 Oralnancc direcllon in aquUcr 
and 
Gcological Cross-Scction and Conceptual Hydrologkai Regime at the 
Mol Sire. 
PRA studies -:- ( c1.unulated) activities: 
• on upper surface of the geological medium 
• in local regions 
• at extraction wells 
-+ difficulties encotmterecl in analog simulations: 
long and unlikely pathways 
scores on surfaces and at points 
:::} application of non analog Monte Carlo: 
integral equation 
c(r, t) Q(r, t) + j dt' j dr' K (r',t'!r, t) c (r', t') 
J.-L = j dt j dr f (r, t) 
..._"__" 
c (r, t) = score by M.C. 
pay-off 
ft.mction 
:::} construction of random walks 
( n ° , pho tons, aerosols, ... ) 
c Q+Kc :::} c = (I- K)-1Q 
---'- expansion in Neumann series 
c Q + K:,Q + /'\,2 Q + /'\,3 Q + ... 




2. Integral equation 
advection-dispersion-retention PDE in a porous 
medium 1) U S: 
{ 8[~~').] + \lr1 [iJ(r').]- \lr1 [n(r') \lr1·] 
+..\ w (r')} c(r', t 1 ) = S(r', ti) 
where w = () R 
+ botmdary conditions on S: 
n { -D(r') \1 rl c(r', t') + q(r')c(r', t')} = ß(r') 
integral formulation not unique 
definition of an auxiliary problem: 
{-wo :t·'- iJo \lr1·- 'lr1 [Do '1r'·] +.\wo} c~ 
adjoint reference problern 
c* = c*(r' t'lr t) 0- 0 ' ' 
o(r'- r) o(t'- t) 
-~h.,l lt 1 -1 )jus(r) c(r, t) = ;
0 
dt' dr1[To- (t- t')] c0(r1 , t'lr, t) S(r1 , t') 
t-T0 v 




lt dt1  dr1 {w(r1) c0 + [To- (t- t 1)] 
t-T0 v 
[ 
fJc* - * - ( = - *) *]} I I 6.w fJt~ + 6. q\7 rl Co + \7 rl 6. D \7 rl Co - .A6.w Co c(r , t ) 
__..... us c 
with { 
Q+lt dt' ~ dr' [Kv(r', t'jr, t) 
t-To Jv 
+ 82 (r'- r~)Ks(r', t'jr, t) J us(r')c(r', t') 
6.w = w(r') -wo ; 6. q = q(r1 ) - lio 
= =I -6.D = D(r ) - Do 
role of c~ ? 
----. infl.uence on the efficiency of the M.O. simulation 
----. c~ "guides" the simulations (like the importance 
ftmction in neutron transport) 
::>- may also be applied to lD problems 
01 
3. Transport of one radionuclide 




Q(r, t) =?- PQ_"D,PQ-'rS and fQ_"D, fQ_"S 
Kv(r', t'lr, t) =?- pv_"v,pv_"s and fv_"v, fv_"s 
Ks(r', t'l·r, t) =?- ps_"v,Ps_"s and fs_"v, fs_"s 
in practice: 
• simplified kernels Kv and Ks and source term Q 
• pre-processing of pq_"v, PD-'rS, · · · 
• computation of 2., ~v, ~s in statistical weights 
Q Kv Ks 
during the simulation 
4. Transport of a radionuclide chain 
Nr-member chain: 
• >..i . >..j k >..k 
'!, --+ J --+ A --+ 
i,j, k ... = states of a particle 
---+ generalized integral equation: 
~ts(r) A(r, t; i) = Q(r, t; i) 
Nr jt 1 + L dt' dr' [Ki-i(r',t';jjr,t;i) 5j,i 
j=l t-To D 
+ I -i-i(-' t' .,_ ") (1 " ) ] (-') A(-' t' ") \. r , ; J r, t; t - uj,i us r r , ; J 
where A(r, t; i) = Ai c(r, t; i) 
---+ one integral equation in (r, t; i) 




• J (source) 
• Q(r, t; j) 
• brauch j ~ i or j ~ j ? 
if j ~ j : Kj ....... j 
if j ~ i: Kj ....... i 
in practice: 
• simplified kernels j{j- j and j{j _,. i and source 
term Q 
• pre-processing of pi- i ( = 1 - pj _,. j) 
Q yj- i }'j- j 
• computation of =, ~, ~ in statistical 
Q J{J-' J{J-J 
weights during the simulation 
5. Simulation with a random field 
random parameters in the transport equation : 
N~ 
new realization of the random fi.eld 
l 
NI particle trackings ~ intermediate score 
final score 
How many particle trackings ( M) for 1 realization of 
the ranclom fi.elcl ? 




IJparticle tracking ? 
---~+IJ-i\1 randon1 parameters 




6. Cumulated and instantaneous activities 
on surfaces and at points 
Cumulated activities 
•1To dt r dr Ai(r, t) 
o Js.e 
---+ ehrring the pre-processing step: 



























T0 1 1To 1 Np 1To dt dr Kv + dt dr Kv + L dt Kv(r1 , t 1 lrm, t) 
tl 1) tl S m=l tf 
---+ new organization of the simulation (1 Radionuclide) 
branches: TJ,S,S.e(f.= l, ... ,Ns),rk(k= l, ... ,Np) 
--------..:----·----,.-----·S 
, .. st 
yZ.~ 
X = dead-end for the random walker 




•Ai(rk, To) rk EV 
=:} integral equation 
'A(rk, To; i) = Q(rk, To; i) 
Nr 1T0 { 
+ 2::: dt' Ir: dr' [ Ki-+i(r',t';jlrk,To;i) 8j,i 
j=l 0 'D 
+ Kj-+i(r', t'; jjrk, To; i) (1- 8j,i)] us(r') A(r', t'; j) 
simulation with the pay-off function: 
f = Kj-+j8· ·+Kj-+i(l-8· ·) J,t J,t 
in neutron transport: f-;- -, - 1 ". 
in this context: f-;- lt-t~l 37 2 (sharp Gaussian 
















































































































































































Score on horizontal planes after 40 miliions years 
1.6 r-----,----.-----,.----,-----,-----.,-----,-----, 









-240 -235 -230 -225 -220 
Depth (m) 
-215 
Cumulative activity at points 
-210 -205 -200 
0.035 r-------------~--------------~----------~-----------~~ 
Analytical solution -




















































Analytical solution (1) -
Solution byTRACKS (1) ~-+--~ 
Analytical Solution x 1.0E+04 (2) ····· 
Solution by TRACKS x 1.0E+04 (2) H--j 
z 
jO 0 fln, 
.;e·· 
-100 -50 0 50 
z (m) 
100 150 200 
lnstantaneous activity vs time atz = 160 m 
N:::. 40 1 ooo Analytic solution --
Monte Carlo ~ 
z r 
.2.. 'L) 0 Nt\. 
-1 6o 11'1'\. 
.Sß\A/'14. 
.;f 00 .m. 
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- application of non-analog Monte Carlo to 
transport of R.N. chains in porous media using an 
adjoint reference problern 
- needs a pre-processing (transition probabilities) 
- not too time-consuming (simple non negative 
kernels and source term) 
- efficient for a radionuclide chain ( state of a 
particle) 
- double randomization technique ---" minimization 
of computational costs ( application in PRA for 
uncertain parameters) 
- computation of activities on sm·faces and at points 
with good accuracy (biased transitions) 
- needs an additional pre-processing but of moderate 
cost (no new pre-processing when rk is moved in 
the same geologicallayer) 
- "singularity" in the pay-off f1.mction for 
instantaneous activity: limited consequences in 
practice 
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Monte Carlo Applications in Fusion Neutronics 
V. Fischer 
Forschungszentrum Karlsmhe GmhH 
Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktmtechnik 
Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe, Germany 
Fusion neutronics is devoted to problems dealing with neutron and photon radiation transport in fusion 
reactor systems where 14 MeV source neutrons are generated through (d,t) fusion reactions in the 
plasma chamber and subsequently are transported through the surrounding matter. The Monte Carlo 
method is a suitable computational technique to simulate the truly random path of a neutron in matter 
based on stochastic nuclear interactions with the nuclei. 
With regard to fusion reactor applications, there are, in addition, further major advantages of the Monte 
Carlo method over the deterministic approaches: the ease and flexibility in representing even a complex 
problern geometry as is typical for tokamak fusion reactors, the possibility of using continuous energy 
cross-section data thus not being subjected to approximations and limitations when generating and 
applying group averaged data and, finally, the absence of any numerical convergence problems. 
At Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, the Los Alamos National Laboratory Monte Carlo code MCNP is the 
main computational tools for applications to fusion neutronics problems. In the paper, an overview is 
given of different task areas with specific examples for blanket and shield design related issues currently 
being performed in the framework of the European Fusion Technology Programme for ITER, the 
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, as well as for a Demo-type European tokamak 
reactor. The focus is on typical design-related neutronic issues such as blanket and shielding 
performance in terms of tritium breeding, nuclear power generation, radiation penetration through the 
bulk blanket/shield system, radiation streaming through void gaps, as well as the resulting loads to the 
superconducting toroidal field coils. For addressing these problems, suitable three- dimensional torus 
sector models of the different reactors have been developed with the help of the MCNP code. In 
addition, examples are given of applications to analyses of fusion benchmark experiments which are 
mainly being performed to validate both the Monte Carlo code and the underlying nuclear cross-section 
data against fusion relevant integral experiments. 
The paper finally aims at identifying issues which, in the author's view, require future development work 
to allow the successful application of the Monte Carlo technique in this and possibly other areas such as 
advanced means for sensitivity/uncertainty calculations, integration of bum-up calculations and use of 
~AD generated geometry models in the Monte Carlo calculation. 





Monte Carlo Applications in Fusion 
Neutranies 
U. Fischer 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe- Technik und Umwelt 
Institut für Neutronenphysik u. Reaktortechnik 
Overview 
I. lntroduction 
II. Fusion Neutronics: Tasks, Methods, Tools & Data 
111. Application Areas: Demo, ITER, NS & Experiments 
IV. Development Goals 
Workshop on ,.Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applicalions in Energy and Technology". 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. May 12-14. 1998. http://imwww.fzk.de/mc·workshop 
lntroduction 
Fusion reaction 
d + t a + n 
3.5 14.1 MeV 
=> Nuclear interaction processes 
+ first wall & blanket 
+ vacuum vessel/ shield 
+ magnetic field coils 
+ divertor & other reactor components 
=> Fusion Neutranies 
+ Simulation of neutron & gamma - transport 
* 14 MeV source neutrons 
* Secondary neutrons & photans 
Workshop on ,.Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology". 




Computational Methods & Tools 
+ Macroscopic description 
deterministic, numerical approximations 
:::? Boltzmann transport equation 
e. g. SN- proeedure (discrete ordinates) 
o Codes: ANISN, ONEDANT (1 d) 
DORT, TWODANT (2d) 
+ Microscopic description 
probabilistic, individual partiefe histories 
:::? Monte Carlo simulation of random pathways 
• Codes: MCNP, TRIPOLI, MORSE 
=> Monte Carlo preference in fusion neutranies 
• Continuous energy eross-section data 
• Flexible geometrieal modeHing 
• Aeeuraey limited by statistieal and data 
uneertainties only 
=> LANL Monte Carlo code MCNP 
Workshop on ,.Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology". 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. May 12-14. 1998. http://inrwww.fzk.de/mc-workshop 
Fusion neutranies 
Nuc/ear data needs 
+ Neutrontransport (14 MeV) 
cr a (E), O'tot(E) E: neutron energy 
O'nem (E, E', ).1.) JPCOS (B), B=scattering angle 
Energy-angle distributions for neutron emitting reactions: 
e/astic scattering, (n,n'y), (n,2n), ... 
+ Gamma transport 
y - produetion eross-seetion, - speetra, 
y - interaetion eross-seetion data 
+ Nuclear response data 
• Tritium produetion <:rn,t(E) 
• Power produetion: kn(E), k1 (E) 
• Gas produetion <:rn,H(E),crn,He(E) 
• Radiation· damage: crd(E) 
• Aetivation and transmutation <:rn,x(E) 
Workshop an ,.Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology", 




Fusion reactor materials 
• Breeder materials: Li, Pb-17Li, Li4Si04, LiAI02, 
lhZr03, LhO, LhTi03 
• Neutron multipliers: Be, Pb 
• Structural materials: SS-316, MANET, V-5Ti, SiC 
~Fe, Cr, Mn, Ni, Mo, Cu, Co, Nb, V, Si, C, ... 
• Cooling materials: He, H20, Pb-17Li, Li 
• Other materials: B4C, Nb3Sn, W, AI203, MgO 
=> Nuclear data libraries for fusion applications 
+ FENDL-1,-2 (IAEA, ITER-project) 
+ EFF-1 ,-2 (European Fusion File Project) 
+ JENDL-FF (Japanese Fusion File) 
+ ENDF/B-VI (US nuclear data file) 
=> Available as working libraries for use with MCNP 
(continuous energy representation) 
Workshop on .. Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applicafions in Energy and Technology". 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. May 12-14. 1998. http://inrwww.fzk.de/mc-workshop 
Fusion neutranies 
Tasks and Objectives 
Nuclear design analyses for fusion reactors & 
related systems 
FZK Nuclear Fusion Project <::::>EU Fusion Technology 
Programme 
+ Blanket Development 
Nuclear design & optimisation (Demo & ITER) 
+Tritium breeding & nuclear heating 
+Radiation shielding 
+ Activation & afterheat, radiation darnage 
+ Nuclear Data Base 
Benchmark data testing & validation 
(EFF-, FENDL-projects; ITER) 
+ Analyses of integral experiments 
+ C/E-data, uncertainties 
+ Neutron Sources for Material Testing 
Design analyses, code & data development 
+IFMIF- International Fusion Material Irradiation 
Facility (IEA-activity) 
+ Gas Dynamic Trap (GDT) Mirrar (Novosibirsk) 
Workshop on "Monfe Carlo Methods and Models for Applicalions in Energy and Technology". 





+ Monte Carlo code MCNP (Versions 4A, 48) 
J. Briesmeister (ed.): MCNP- A General Monte Car/o N-
Particle Transport Code, Version 48, Los A/amos National 
Laboratory, Report LA-12625-M, March 1997 
+IBM RISC/6000-595 
+IBM SP/2-256 Parallel Computer 
(running under PVM "Parallel Virtual Machine'J 
Nuclear Data 
+ Fusion Nuclear Data Libraries 
+ EFF-1 I -2 -3 (European Fusion File) 
+ FENDL-1 I -2 (Fusion Evaluated Nuclear Data) 
+ JENDL-FF (JAERI) 
+ Intermediate Energy (IE) Data Evaluations 
+ FZK-INP Obninsk (RF) (up to 50 MeV) 
+ LANL IE Data Files (up to 150 MeV) 
Computational models 
Three-dimensional geometry models developed 
(manually) with MCNP 
Workshop on .,Monte Carlo Melhods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology". 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. May 12-14. 1998. htlp:/ /inrwww.fzk.de/mc-workshop 
Applications 
Application Area 1: Demo Blanket Development 
(EU Fusion Techno!ogy Lang-term Programme) 
Objective: Development of an Engineering 
Design for a Demo-relevant Breeder Blanket 
Nuclear design & optimisation of blanket using 
appropriate 3d torus sector model of EU Demo tokamak 
reactor {"DEMONET') 
+ EU Helium-cooled pebble bed (HCPB) 
blanket with Li4Si04 pebbles as breeder and 
Beryllium pebbles as neutron multiplier 
+ Tritium self-sufficiency 
Global tritium breeding ratio (TBR) ~ 1. 05 
+ Thermal-hydraulic & mechanical Iayout 
Nuclear heating, radiation shielding 
+ Safety analyses 
Activation & afterheat calculation 
Critical issues: 
+ Maximum temperature in Li4Si04 pebble bed 
=> uncertainty in nuclear heating 
+ TBR-uncertainty 
Workshop on .,Monle Carlo Melhods and Modelstor Applications in Energy and Technology", 
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TBR-comparison for HCPB DEMO blanket 
(MANET as structural material) 
U4SI04 25 at% lJ.6 
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Application Area II: ITER Test Blanket Design 
(ITER project, Test Blanket Programme) 
Objective: Test and Validation in ITER of a 
Blanket Concept Relevant to Demo 
Design & evaluation of a module using 3d ITER torus 
sector model including test blanket port and modules. 
+ EU HCPB Test Blanket Module 
+ Tritium generation in module 
Online tritium recovery + post-irradiation release 
+ Thermal-hydraulic & mechanical Iayout 
Heat removal, attachment, maintenance 
+ Shielding analysis for port section 
Deep penetration + streaming through gap 
Specific issue: 
+ Possibility of Validation of Code & Data in Complex 
Gonfiguration (tokamak + small size blanket module) 
=> uncerlainty in calcu/ation (spectra & responses) 
=> uncerlainty in experiment 
=> C :f: oC vs. E:toE 
Workshop on "Monle Carlo Melhods and Models for Applicalions in Energy and Technology", 






Radiation Ioads to the TF-coil and the vacuum vessel at BTM first 
wa/1 fluence of 1 MWa/m 2 
Peak dose to electrical 
1 insulator (Epoxy) [rad] 
I 
Peak displacement I 
darnage to copper stabiliser 
[dpa] 
Peak fast neutron fluence I 
(E>0.1 MeV) to the NB3Sn 
superconductor [cm·2] 
Peak nuclear heating in I 

















Activation & afterheat 
H. Tsige-Tamirat, FZK-INR 
Activation and afterheat calculations (TBM-1) 
• Code system for 3d activation calculations 
* MCNP/FENDL-1 
=> neutron transport calculations 
* FISPACT/EAF-4.1 
=> activation inventory calculations 
=> EAF-4.1 (European Activation File) activation data 
• Irradiation conditions 
* continuous irradiation at full power (1500 MW) over 0.3 years 
=> 0.36 Mwa/m2 first wall fluence 
* structural material: EUROFER LA steel 
* material compositions with minor eiemental constituents & 
impurities 

















• nuclide inventory 
- specific activity 
- gamma dosc rate 
- decay heat 









Application Area 111: Nuclear Data Testing & 
Integral Experiments 
(EFF!FENDL, ITER project) 
Objectives: 
(1) Benchmark Testing and Qualification of 
Fusion Nuclear Data 
(2) Validation of the Nuclear Performance 
of Engineering Design Systems 
Computational analyses of integral 14-MeV neutron 
experiments to arrive at C/E data for relevant nuclear 
responses. 
(1) TU Dresden lron Benchmark Experiment 
EFF-project, Fusion T echnology Programme 
+ 30 cm thick iron slab irradiated by 14-MeV 
neutrons 
+ Measurement of neutron & photon leakage 
spectra at 300 cm distance from slab 
+ C/E-comparison (full 3d model) 
+ Sensitivity/uncertainty analysis using MC Point 
Detector Sensitivities (R. Perel, et al.) 
Workshop an ,.Monfe Carlo Mefhods and Models for Applicafions in Energy and Technology". 
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U. Fischer, 16.06.1997 
I 
TUD iron slab experiment: CIE data for integrated neutron spectra 
- Results based an MCNP4A calcu/ations for fu/1 3d geometry 
(2.56 ± o.28)·1 o-7 
(4.51 ± 0.21)·10-B 0.993 0.975 0.826 
(3.42 ± 0.19)·1 o-9 0.739 0.899 0.637 
(1.59 ± o.07)·1 o-s 0.870 0.909 0.720 
(3.2 ± 0.31)·10-7 1.021 0.980 0.913 








TUD iron slab experiment: uncertainties in ca/culated neutron fluxes due to uncertainiies in 
56 Fe cross-section data and comparison to experimental data. 
Resu/ts of 3d MC sensitivity calculations for point detector responses. 
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Application Area 111: Nuclear Data Testing & 
Integral Experiments (cont'd)) 
(2) ITER Bulk Shield Experiment at the Frascati 
Neutron Generator (FNG) 
ITER project, Task T-218: Co-operation ENEA 
Frascati, TU Dresden, CEA Cadarache, FZK-
Karlsruhe 
+ Mock-up of ITER inboard shield system 
(blanket, vacuum vessel+ TF-coil) 
+ lrradiated by 14-MeV neutrons ("point source") 
+ Various measurements: activation rates, fission 
rates, nuclear heating 
=> neutron + y - spectra inside Mock-up 
+ C/E data for spectra & design relevant 
responses 
=> how weil can we predict responses in 
design calculations ? 
Specific issues: 
=:> sensitivity to specific cross-section data 
=:> uncertainty in experiment & ca/culation 
=:> C + 5C vs. E+5C <=> design app/ications 
Workshop on ,.Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology", 















fng noutron generato~ -
shioldinq uock-u_p configuration 
uf. na.rch 1996 
probid = 03/22/96 17:26:45 
basi;:~: 
( 1.000000, • 000000. ,000000) 
( ,000000, 1. 000000, ,000000) 
origin: 
( . oo. 60.00, .00) 
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ITER Bulk ~hield experlment 
Position A: C/E data for integrated neutron spectra 
/ 
0.99 0.89 
(2.47±0.13) ·10"7 1.02 1.02 1.04 0.97 1.0 
0.98 0.99 1.00 0.9 




ITER Bulk shield experiment 




0.1 - 1 
1 - 5 0.84 0.86 0.77 0.78 0.09 
5-10 1.07 0.99 0.97 1.5 
E > 10 0.87 0.81 0.83 1.5 







Application Area IV: Neutron Sources for 
Fusion Material Irradiations 
Objective: Design & Development Qualification 
of Fusion Nuclear Data 
Design analyses & optimisation with regard to the 
needs of fusion material research (neutron fluences, 
radiation darnage & gas production) 
(1) International Fusion Material Irradiation 
Facility (IFMIF) 
IEA-activity, EU Fusion Technology Programme 
+ Accelerator-based d-Li neutron source 
+ d(Li,xn) source function :::::;. neutron yield 
+ Irradiation characteristics: dpa & gas production 
+ Data base development E ;:::: 20 MeVneutron 
energy :::::;. transport + activation/transmutation 
(2) Gas Dynamic Trap Neutron Source 
+ Nuclear assessment & design of test assembly 
+ Irradiation characteristics: dpa & gas production 
+ Shielding analysis 
Workshop on ,.Monle Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and T echnology". 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. May 12-14. 1998. hllp:/ /inrwww.fzk.de/mc-workshop 
Overlapping Deuteron Beams 
(Total Power: 250 mA @ 30 to 40 MeV) 
MediumFluence Module (1-20 dpa/yr) 
Low Fluence Module (0.1-1 dpa/yr) 
Specimen Capsules 
High Fluence Modules (>20 dpa/yr) 
Flowing Lithium Stream (2.4 cm Thick at Target) 





Test Cell Gonfiguration 
IFMIF 





Material Test Zone Sl22 
Plasma 
tube 
Neutral Beam lnjector 
Gas Dynamic Trap (GDl) Neutron Source 
GDT - Neutron Source 





Fig.2 Comparison of first wall neutron spectra in ITER, IFMIF and GDT·NS 
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Development Goals for Applications in Fusion 
Neutranies 
+ Full MC based sensitivity calculations 
+ Track length + point detector estimators 
+ Secondary distributions 
+ No restrictions in geometry 
=> MC based assessment of data related 
uncertainties in design calculations (tokamak) 
=> Checking against experiments (uncertainty) 
=> Use of double randomization technique ? 
+ Use of CAD-generated geometry models 
=> easy & flexible transition of technical drawing 
to MC model 
=> easy model modifications 
+ Full 3d- burn-up calculations 
=> 3d activation system MCNP/FISPACT (existing) 
=> feed back of nuclide inventory to into MCNP 
Workshop on ,.Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology". 




Co-workers at FZK 
E. Daum, M. Sokcic-Kostic, D. Leichtle, H. Tsige-
Tamirat, E. Wiegner, P. Wilson, D. Woll, U. v. 
Möllendorff, A. Möslang 
Co-operations 
EU: ENEA Frascati & Bologna, TU Dresden, CEA 
Saclay & Cadarache, UKAEA Culham, ECN Petten, IRK 
Vienna 
International: ITER JCT, JAERI Tokai-mura, ASIPP 
Hefei, University Jerusalem, University of Ljubljana, 
INPIIPPE Obninsk, BINP Novosibirsk, IAEA/NDS 
Projects 
Nuclear Fusion Project (FZK) 
European Fusion Technology Programme (EU) 
(EFF, ITER, Long-term Programme on Demo Blanket 
Development & Materials) 
FENDL (IAEA/NDS) 
Workshop on .,Monte Carlo Mefhods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology", 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. May 12-t 4, 1998. http://imwww.fzk.de/mc-workshop 
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Monte Carlo Sensitivity Analysis of 
Deep-Penetration Benchmarks to Iron Cross 
Sections 
ABSTRACT 
R. L. Perel, .T..T. Wagschal and Y. Yeivin 
Racah Institute of Physics 
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
91904 Jerusalem, Israel 
The evaluation of radiation darnage in stainless-steel reactor pressure vessels requires reliable iron cross 
sections. However, cross sections in general, and those of iron in particular, in even the more recent 
evaluated-cross-section libraries are not yet reliable enough to satisfy the needs of user communities. In 
the analysis of any problern involving the calculation of physical quantities (?responses?) which are 
functions of cross sections (?parameters?), an essential element is the evaluation of the partial 
derivatives, i.e. the sensitivities of each response to every parameter. Sensitivities are necessary for 
determination of uncertainties in the calculated responses, for assessment of consistency of all the given 
(differential and integral) data, and for adjustment. 
We have recently formulated an algorithm for Monte Carlo calculation of point- detector sensitivities to 
material parameters, and applied this algorithm to evaluate the sensitivities in three different types of 
deep penetration benchmark experiments characterized by measurement of the neutron leakage ( or a 
functional of it) from an iron sphere driven by a (pulsed or continuous) neutron source at its center. The 
experiments analyzed were: Livermore iron spheres pulsed by 14 MeV neutrons, and the Czech NRI 
and the NIST iron spheres, driven by Cf-252 sources. Following abrief description of the experiments, 
the sensitivity analyses of the time-of-flight spectrum of leakage from the Livermore pulsed sphere, the 
energy spectrum leaking from the NRI sphere and of various fission-rate ratios in the neutron field 
outside the NIST sphere are elaborated. As one of the results of the analysis, we propose alternative 
experiments, which are more sensitive to differences in some important iron cross sections. 
Last modified: Thu Apr 2 13:53:28 1998 
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Sensitivity analysis: 
• Guidance for planning experiments 
• Evaluation of cross sections 
• Adjustment · 
.,/ 
Main lron lsoto(:!e: Fem56 
Elastic scattering: · 
maximal energy loss: 6.9o/o · 
(for E=1.5 MeV: ::::: 1 OOkeV) 
1st Ievei inelastic scattering: 
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In our laboratories there is a group making extensive use of transpoft codes to calculate the nuclear 
radiation fields for several kind of applications. These are confined essentially in the frame of Fusion 
Technology; it is not mean a restriction as many examples will show. 
Between the used transport codes, the Monte Carlo code MCNP has grown in significance, along the 
years, due its capability to handle complex geometry models, generally in 3-D, the use of continuous 
energy nuclear data and the powerful means to treat deep penetration problems, as required in most of 
the applications. The designers too, as in ITER, suggest explicitly MCNP as reference tool. It has also a 
solid background in documentation and quality assurance and its development has followed and still 
today follows strictly the computer and software technology development. These items, too, have 
contributed to the increase of its significance compared to the other methods and codes. At the 
moment, about 80% of our computertime is spent for MCNP runs, in our laboratory. 
An overview is given of the different fields in which MCNP has been used, in the last years: 
• In the design of the reference Breeding Blanket for the ITER machine. Neutronics has played a 
key role in the selection of the final design which has the main goal to breed > 0.8, satisfying all 
the thermal constrains. 
• In the shielding analyses of ITER respect to the Toroidal Field Coils. The powerful variance 
reduction techniques have allowed the proper treatment of the deep penetration problern (till 2 
meters of materials to cross). Moreover the capability to handle complex geometries has allowed 
the analyses of the streaming through any single penetration (ports and gaps). 
• In the analysis of the experiments performed with the Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) facility. 
The experimental results obtained in different configurations can be compared with calculated 
ones to validate the code itself or the nuclear data used. A big amount of work has been published 
which has involved many laboratories. A general satisfactory agreement has been found with all 
the main experimental data, (within 20-30% for all nuclear responses at 100 cm of depth). In 
some cases the electron transpoft capability of MCNP have been used in these kind of 
calculations. 
• In the diagnostic system of the multi-collimator in JET andin ITER. MCNP has been used as 
calibrating method. Strong source biasing has been required in this case to reach reasonable 
accuracy. 
• In the design of IGNITOR machine, for the analysis of nuclear loads and of activation 
components. 
• For the Long Term activity (DEMO reactor), the analysis suppofting the design of the ITER Test 
Module (ITM). 
211 
MCNP has shown satisfactory capabilities to handle these problems. It will be shown also how the latest 
version MCNP4B with the multiprocessing capability (PVM) together with the available SP2 machine 
in Frascati (16 processors) has given greater impulse and morepower to our analyses capability. 
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Presented by: dr. Luigino PETRIZZI , 
Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla fusione, C. R. Frascati, Via E. Fermi 27, Frascati ROME, ITALY 
The C.R. ENEA Frascati laboratories are dedicated mainly to the Fusion Technology, all the activities are grouped in one big 
division. 
A subsystem of it is the neutronic section, it has the scope to develop research with neutrons for the technological development of 
fusion. It is divided in two subgroups: one is working on the experimental activity and the other on calculation essentially. The last 
develop an ensemble of activities all together called "Computing Methods for Neutron Transport". 
The group makes extensive use of transport codes to calculate the nuclear radiation fields for several kind of applications. There 
are Sn codes: ANISN, DORT; Monte Carlo codes: MORSE (now out ofuse), MCNP (version 4B). Other codessuch as ANITA 
(now out ofuse), FISFACTare used to calculate from the neutron fluxes the activation induced in irradiated materials. An other 
code used is the system NJOY, capable to prepare cross section data in ENDF format to be used in transport codes. This was clone 
in the past for preparing MCNP library from the European Fusion File (EFF). 
Between the used transport codes, the Monte Carlo method and the code MCNP in particular has grown in significance, along the 
years. lt is capable to treat complex geometry models, as needed in many fusion technology applications. It makes use of 
continuous energy cross section data, avoiding any of the problems connected withmultigroup data preparation, resonance 
treatment and similar. MCNP has also v~ry powerful and tested variance reduction tools which give a big help the deep 
penetration problems, as required in many applications. Its reliability is very weil known. In the ITER design, it irexplicitely 
suggested the use of MCNP as reference, and most of the work performed is in ITER frame. The code has also a solid background 
in documentation and quality assurance and its development has followed and still today follows strictly the computer and 
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software technology development. Now the RAM, the hard-disk capacity (Giga Bytes), the multiprocessing capability Iets Monte 
Carlo calculations run for very complicated models intimes comparable to the cpu spent by Sn 1-D calculations ten years ago. 
About 80% of our computertime is spent for MCNP runs, in our laboratory. 
At the moment the latest version ofMCNP the 4B is installed in our machines. Three Workstation IBM RISC 6000 are available to 
our section in exclusive use: one, the oldest is used actually as disk or as server, because its available RAM is too low for any our 
applications. The other two RISC, a 41T and the newest 43P are used full time for short (1 hour) calculation. For very hard 
applications we have available in a !arge computing centre, in common use with all the other laboratories, an SP2 AIX IBM 
machine, with 16 nodes available. Each sing1e node is equivalent in computing power to twice a 41 T and 1.5 times a 43P. The SP2 
is a system thought for parallel application. We have installed the multiprocessing version of MCNP on it. The gain in computing 
power is linear with the number ofnodes available (each node has the same speed). In theory the gain that we can have is 30 times 
respect to anormal 41T machine, if all the 16 nodes are available. Actually not all the nodes are available at the same time. A 
queuing system, called Load Leveler, administrates the work. Classes are defined, with limited number of nodes available and 
limited time. A factor of ten has been experienced. This is very effective in our capacity to run problems with very hard variance 
reduction. An analysis which requires 1 month of computing time, in 3 days on the SP2 is done!! And still, the computing centre 
administrators are working for an improvement of the SP2 system. 
An overview will be given ofthe applicationsofMCNP clone in our group, in the last five years. Theseare confined essentially in 
the frame ofFusion Technology. Foreach ofthese applicationsemphasis will be given to the peculiar features ofthe MCNP code, 
which had relevance for the application. 
1. In the design of the reference Breeding Blanket for the ITER machine. Neutronics has played a key role in the 
selection of the final design which has the main goal to breed > 0.8. 
Workshop on Monte Carlo Methods and Models for Applications in Energy and Technology 
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The first effort has been the modelling. Full description3 dimensional MCNP model ofiTER machine, starting from the general 
model, developed inside the JCT during the summer l995.The general model reproduces ITER, according to the TAC 8 design 
assumptions. 
Taking advantage of the symmetry of the system a 9° degree slice has been modelled. In toroidal direction there are: l inboard 
module and one and half outboard modules, 2 cm gaps (toroidal and poloidal) are in between the modules. 
The neutron source is simulated by a user supplied FORTRAN subroutine in which, reading an extemal data file, a set of CO-
ordinates x,y,z are generated. The algorithm has been firstly developed by M.Sawan (Wisconsin Un.) The probability associated 
to each set of co-ordinates are derived from a map of the neutron source neutron power, equivalent to the D-T interactions density 
map. 
Calculations have been performed for the original ITER Joint Central Team(JCT) proposal of breeding blanket in which toroidal-
poloidal shells of alternate materials follow the first wall profile. In the modelling of the brceder blanket Iayout, we tried to avoid 
any material dilution, reducing the unceiiainty due to modeHing and material homogenisation. The JCT proposal has showed a 
TBR performances under the assigned goal, in the reference coverage, due to the presence of headers which reduces the breeder 
coverage to a critical point. 
The calculations have been performed also for the alternative European (EU) blanket proposal based on unit cellsa beryllium bed 
is confined in between two cooling poloidal radial plates where breeder rods are placed in proper radial-toroidal positions. The 
basic cell is repeated in toroidal direction filling the blanket module. 
The internals of each module have been described in great detail, close as much as possible to the actual unit cell Iayout. This 
work has been possible thanks to the powerful "repeated structure" capabiHty of MCNP (U, FILL, TRCL cards), together with a 
FORTRAN routine which automatically writes the model input, for cell and surfaces. This routine has the advantage to be 
adaptable: the side wall thickness, the nurober of unit cell per toroidal length, the breeder thickness are adjustable parameters!n 
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this way a design modification can be easily taken into account. To have an idea of the complexity of the fmal model of the 
breeding blanket, more than 1000 cells were necessary. Such an effort would be really impossible without the help of an 
automatically input generator. 
The results obtained for the EU proposallook promising (0.95 in the new reference coverage, and an extended thickness). 
The TBR analyses is completed also by nuclear heating calculations, very important for the designers to check the thermal-
hydraulics consistency. 
The TBR calculations performed on the two designs were the basis for a selection exercise done in Oct~ber 1997 in S. Diego in 
which the ITER Director (dr. Aymar) selected the EU proposal as the reference ITER design for the Breedmg Blanket. 
2. In the shielding analyses of ITER. 
In the body of the neutranie analyses performed for the Breeding Blanket there is also the assessm.ent of ~ts .shield~n~ capability 
towards the Toroidal Field Coil (TFC) system. The nuclear Ioads on the TFC should be below ass1gned hrn1ts. Th1s Is a second 
strong requirement for the Breeding Blanket. A full 3-D shielding analysis has been performed using the Weight Win~ow 
Generator (WWG) ofMCNP. This powerful variance reduction technique has allowed the proper treatme~t ofthe.d~ep penetratlon 
problern (till2 meters ofmaterials to cross).Many days ofCPU on SP2 were necessary to reach a suffic1ent statlst!cal error (one 
month for a full map ofthe machine). 
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Moreover the capability to handle complex 3-D geometries has allowed the analyses of the streaming through any single 
penetration (ports and gaps). A detailed analysis has been performed for the Shielding Blanket ofiTER to study the effect of the 
streaming of the radiation through the gaps in between the modules. This had the scope to give to the designers the information of 
how much the bulk shielding performances can be reduced by the gaps penetrating the blanket. 1 
3. In the analysis of the experiments performed with the Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) facility. 
FNG is a weil known fusion facility. Many experiments have been performed in different configurations. All of them have been 
oriented to ITER. The work has been performed through international collaborations, and many laboratories and universities have 
been involved. The main objective of all the experiments was to compare the experimental results (E) obtained in different 
configurations with calculated ones (C). Discrepancies between Experiments and Calculations (C/E;e 1) ~e assigned to the 
nuclear data used, assuming that the uncertainty due to the modeHing and the code itself is negligible. 
A model ofthe FNG facility has been set-up and distributed among also the other Iabs collaborating to the same task. 
A proper source routine has been written by M. Pi !Ion to sample in a proper way the neutron source. The processes of damping of 
the D beam in the Tritiated target, its straggling, and kinernatics of the nuclear D-T have been described in detail. 
In rnany calculations performed the WWG generator and energy cuts were used as the maintool of variance reduction. Their 
pararneters depend heavily on the particular quantity to be calculated. 
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A general satisfactory agreement has been found with all the main experimental data, (within 20-30 % for all nuclear responses at 
100 cm of depth). · 
In some cases the electron transport capability ofMCNP have been used in restricted local portion ofthe rnodel. 
I 
4. In the diagnostic system of the multi-collima_tor in JETandin ITER. 
MCNP has been used as calibrating method. Strang source biasing has been required in this case to reach reasonable accuracy. 
5. In the design of IGNITOR machine, for the analysis of nuclear Ioads and of activation components. 
In this case neutron fluxes have been calculated in selected places, in conjunction of the code FISP ACT doses have been 
calculated outside the cryostat to verify the requirernent <I 00 J.l.Sv/h. 
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The following features ofMCNP have been experienced and gave help in solving problems: 
I 
• Full 3-D model with complex geometry 
• Repeated structure, TRCL, FILL, LIK.E, U cards 
• User supplied source sampling routines 
• Variance reduction: WWG, CUT, source bias. 
• Electron transport, locally 
• X-ray polarised transport 
• PVM 
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6. For the Long Term activity (DEMO reactor), the analysis supporting the design oftheITER Test Module (ITM). 
The shielding capability of the ITM object towards the TFC, for the water cooled liquid breeder option, has been verified. This 
work has been performed through a collaboration with CEA. 
7. Through a collaboration with CNR Institute of Space Astrophysics MCNP has been used in the design of a detector 
for measuring hard X-ray. 
In this case the only photon transport capability ofMCNP has been used. 
The designed detector is a polarimeter based on the Campton scattering of linearly polarised photons. A modification of the 
subrautirres ofMCNP treating the Campton scattering has been necessary to handle properly this problem. 
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1. Design of the reference Breeding Blanket for ITER 
Viewgraphs ofthe modeland more significative results 
• For the former Joint Central Team proposal 




Fig l.a poloidal section of the breeding blanket model (with new top and bottom header) 
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Fig. 2a Cross section of the inboard blanket (poloidal header can be easily seen) 
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Fig. 2b Cross section of the outboard blanket (module #9) 
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Horizontal section of one breeding module (inboard at z=590 cm, module #11) 
Radial Build of the Breeding Blanket Section 
Region by Materials Zone Thickness-cm (porosity) 
Function lnboard Outboard 
Tile Be 0.5 0.5 / 
First Wall Steel - Water - Steel 0.5 - 0.4 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.4 - 0.5 
Multiplier Be 2.0 (0.15) 1.6 (0.15) 
Breeder Steel - Li2Zr03 - Steel 0.1 - 1.0 (0.3) - 0.1 0.1 -1.0 (0.3)- 0.1 
Multiplier Be 3.5 (0.15) 3.0 (0.15) 
Coolant Steel - Water - Steel 0.3 - 0.3 - 0.3 0.3- 0.3 - 0.3 
Multiplier Be 5.0 (0.15) 4.3 (0.15) 
Breeder Steel - Li2Zr03 - Steel 0.1 - 1.0 (0.3) - 0.1 0.1 -1.0 (0.3)- 0.1 
Multiplier Be 6.8 (0.15) 5.4 (0.15) 
Coolant Steel - Water - Steel 0.3 - 0.3 - 0.3 0.3 - 0.3- 0.3 
Multiplier Be - 8.6 (0.15) 
Breeder Steel - Li2Zr03 - Steel - 0.1 -1.0 (0.3)- 0.1 
Multiplier Be - 1.7 (0.3)* 
Coolant Steel - Water -Steel - 0.3 ·- 0.3 - 0.3 





3-D MCNP results 
model including updates suggested by JCf (details of headers and side walls) 
Zone Module# Reference Extended Full 
Coverage Coverage Coverage 
Baffle I - 0.021 0.021 
2 0.037 0.037 0.037 I 
3 0.035 0.035 0.035 
m 4 0.033 0.033 0.033 
5 0.028 0.028 0.028 
6 0.027 0.027 0.027 
7 0.038 0.038 0.038 
8 0.080 0.080 0.080 
9 0.098 0.098 0.098 
10 0.105 0.105 0.105 III _ I0.042 _ I0.042 I 0.042 OB door 
12 0.089 0 0.040 0.040 .040 
Limiter 13 - 0.112 0.112 
Limiter 14 - 0.093 0.093 
Baffle 15 - 0.051 0.051 
Total 0.563 0.840 0.929 
Reference Full Breeding Reference Full 
Coverage Coverage Zone t..R Coverage Coverage 
&' & (cm) in & & 
Reference Reference Enlarged Enlarged Enlarged 
Module Thickness Thickness Thickne~s Thickness Thickness 
No. 
1 0 0.012 +9 0 0.015 
2 0.019 0.020 +9 0.022 0.023 
3 0.023 0.024 +10 0.027 0.028 
4 0.022 0.022 +9 0.027 0.027 
5 0.024 0.025 0 0.024 0.025 
6, 7, 8 0.074 0.076 0 0.074 0.076 
9 0.022 0.022 +4 0.024 0.024 
10 0.020 0.020 +4.5 0.023 0.023 
11 0.022 0.023 +4.5 0.025 0.026 
12 0.031 0.033 0 0.031 0.032 
Total IB 0.257 0.276 0.277 0.299 
13 0.037 0.037 0 0.037 0.037 
14 0.041 0.042 0 0.043 0.044 
15 0.048 0.049 +7 0.055 0.056 
16 0.063 0.064 +7 0.072 0.074 
17 0.062 0.064 +7 0.073 0.075 
18 0.031 0.033 +7 0.036 0.037 
19 o'o.öTI 0.094 0.032 +7 010.035 0.108 10.036 
~ 10.030 0.032 +7 10.035 10.037 
21 0.060 0.061 +7 0.070 0.071 
22 0.060 0.061 +7 0.069 0.070 
23 0.050 0.051 +7 0.056 0.057 
24 0.043 0.043 +7 0.052 0.052 
25 0.037 0.038 +7 0.042 0.043 
26 0 0.032 +7 0 0.038 
Total OB 0.593 0.733 0.675 0.835 
Global 0.850 1.009 0.952 1.134 
TBR 
L.__ _ -- -
2. Shielding anlyses of ITER 
Viewgraphs of the model and more significative results 
• For the shielding blanket: analyses focussed on the effect ofthe gaps in between 
the modules 
• F or the breeding blanket: analyses focussed on the shielding capability towards 
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figure 2.2: horizontal section of Outboard blanke! at midplane with scoring cells signed (a through e) 
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Shielding analyses of the breeding blanket for ITER 
Calculations have been performed by means of MCNP code (version 4A) /1/, using a full 3-D 
model, inclusive of the Toroidal Field Coil system and the breeder blanket layout. Hard variance 
reduction technique has been required to reach a satisfying statistical error in the scoring cells. 
Radiation loads in topical points behind the breeder blanket have been calculated along all the 
poloidal contour and compared to the required limits. The highest radiation values have been 
recorded behind the inboard blanket at midplane where, even the neutron wallloading is lower, the 
reduced thickness cannot damp the radiation to values lower than the outboard. In the following 
table radiation loads calculated in case of breeder blanket vs limits are reported (as the S. Diego 
meeting). · · 
Peak dose to electrical insulator 
(Epoxy) [rad] 
Peak nuclear heating in the coil 
case [mWcm-3] 
Peak nuclear heating in winding 
pack [ m W cm-3] 
0.14 
0.05 
Other required physical quantities, related to the radiation loads, are below: 
• Helium production in the breederback plate (appm 3 years) 
• Hydrogen production " " 
• Dpa in stainless steel ", " ( dpa 3 years) 
• Helium production in the first layer ofvacuum vessel (appm 3 years) 
• Hydrogen production ... " " " " 
• Dpa in stainless steel ," " ( dpa 3 years) 
• Helium production in the second layer ofvacuum vessel (appm 3 years) 
• Hydrogen production ... " " " " 












The total amount of heat deposited by the radiation on the TFC system is estimated to be less than 8 
kWatt on the 20 coils when the limit is 17 kWatt (calculations tobe finished in ten days). 
J. Briesmeister, Ed., "MCNP, A General Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code, Version 4A'' LA-
12625-M, (1993). 
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Shielding analysis 
~ Focussed on the shielding capability towards the TFC (GDRD 
requirements). Other quantities such as the dpa, helium production in 
the backplate have been measured too. 
~ A more complicated model has been required with the addition of 
~ splitting surfaces 
,00 
~ Variance reduction has been applied (WWG ofMCNP) to reach a 
statistical error of 5% (benefit from the PVM) 
~ The total power~ on the 20 TFCs is 6 kW (with ports shielded) 
lower than the limit (17 kW). 
L. Petrizzi 
BI anket Meeting 
ITER Garehing JWS 26-30 January 1998 
3. Analysis ofthe experiments performed with the Frascati Neutron Generator 
(FNG) 
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4. Design ofthe diagnostic system ofthe multi-collimator in JETandin ITER 
Viewgraphs ofthe system and the modeland summary ofthe results 
232 
Calibration of the neutron profile monitor 
diagnostic at JET by means of the Monte Carlo 
code for Neutron and Photon transport MCNP. 
Massimo Rapisarda 
Associazione Euratom-ENEA sulla Fusione 
Frascati Research Centre, via E. Fermi 27, 00044 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the JET neutron emission profile monitor 
collimation geometry. The direct Iine-of-sight chords illustrate 
the overall viewing extent within the JET vacuum vessel. 
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Fig. 1. Artist's impression of the JET neunon cmission profilc monitor. Tbc location of the two bulk sbield assernblies are shown 
relative to the main structure of JET. ··· '' · 





wax mixture (50:50) 







Fig. 3. Horizontal camera shield assembly (32 tonnes). The 
location · of the removable detector box and rear shield are 
shown relative to the main bulk shield in which are embedded 
the 10 collimator channels. The removable rear shield con-






























Low Yield (2.45 MeV neutrons 
Horizontal camera Vertical Camera 
Real Optie. Real I Optie. eh. Real Optic. Real I Optic. I 
67.6 82.9 0.82 ± 1.6% 11 5.8 6.6 0.85 ± 5.8% 
69.5 84.9 0.82 ± 1.6% 12 8.1 9.1 0.89 ±4.9% 
71.5 85.7 0.83 ± 1.6% 13 13.8 14.9 0.93 ±3.8% 
73.2 87.7 0.83 ± 1.6% 14 19.7 22.4 0.88 ±3.2% 
74.9 89.5 0.84± 1.6% 15 30.1 33.8 0.89 ±2.6% 
75.1 89.3 0.84± 1.6% 16 37.8 42.2 0.90 ±2.3% 
74.0 88.6 0.84 ± 1.6% 17 40.9 46.6 0.88±2.2% 
71.9 86.0 0.84± 1.6% 18 41.2 47.7 0.86±2.2% 
69.0 85.1 0.81 ± 1.6% 19 36.1 42.5 0.85 ±2.3% 
68.1 82.7 0.82 ± 1.6% 
Table 2. 
Hh~h Yield (2.45 MeV neutrons) 
Horizontal camera Vertical Camera 
Real Optic. Real I Optic. eh. Real Optic. Real I Optic. 
14.6 16.7 0.87±2.6% 11 5.9 6.6 0.89 ± 4.6% 
14.2 16.1 0.88 ±2.6% 12 8.3 9.3 0.89 ±3.9% 
23.0 27.9 0.82 ±3.8% 13 13.8 14.9 0.93±3.1% 
24.0 29.7 0.81 ±3.8% 14 27.3 35.1 0.78±4.1% 
22.5 28.7 0.78±3.8% 15 24.9 31.7 0.79±4.1% 
24.1 29.1 0.83 ± 3.8% 16 26.5 31.9 0.83 ±4.1% 
24.3 28.3 0.86 ±3.8% 17 24.3 31.1 0.78±4.1% 
24.0 28.6 0.84±3.8% 18 27.2 33.2 0.82±4.1% 
14.4 16.4 0.88±2.6% 19 26.1 31.7 0.82 ± 4.1% 
14.7 16.7 0.88±2.6% 
Table 3. 
Hieb Yield (14 MeV neutrons) 
Horizontal camera Vertical Camera 
eh. Real Optic. Real I Optic. eh. Real Optio. Real I Optio. 
1 15.5 16.7 0.93±2.2% 11 6.2 6.6 0.94±5.0% 
2 15.3 16.1 0.95 ±2.2% 12 8.6 9.3 0.92±3.5% 
3 26.3 27.9 0.94±3.3% 13 14.2 14.9 0.95 ±3.5% 
4 28.4 29.7 0.96 ± 3.3% 14 32.4 35.1 0.92±3.5% 
5 26.0 28.7 0.91 ±3.3% 15 30.1 31.7 0.95 ±3.5% 
6 28.0 29.1 0.96±3.3% 16 32.5 31.9 1.02 ± 3.5% I 
7 27.2 28.3 0.96±3.3% 17 30.8 31.1 0.99 ±3.5% 
8 27.0 28.6 0.94±3.3% 18 31.7 33.2 0.95 ± 3.5%-·· 
9 15.3 16.4 0.93±2.2% 19 30.8 31.7 0.97±3.5% ' 
10 15.6 16.7 0.93 ±2.2% I ' 
Table 4. -
D-T (14 MeV neutrons) 
Horizontal camera Vertical Camera -
eh. Real Optic. Real I Optic. eh. Real Optic. Real I Optic. 
1 7.30 7.28 1.00 ±2.2% 11 6.10 6.54 0.93 ±2.5% 
2 6.94 6.89 1.01 ± 4.8% 12 1.73 1.51 1.15 ± 4.5% 
3 5.52 5.47 1.01 ± 4.8% 13 1.98 1.50 1.32 ± 4.5%-· 
4 6.04 5.85 1.03 ±4.8% 14 7.27 6.26 1.16 ± 4.5% 
5 5.33 5.62 0.95±4.8% 15 7.27 6.18 1.18 ± 4.5% 
6 5.91 5.86 .1.01 ± 4.8% 16 7.39 6.43 1.15 ± 4.5% 
7 5.52 5.42 1.02 ±4.8% 17 7.14 6.05 1.18 ± 4.5% 
8 5.66 5.72 0.99±4.8% 18 7.57 6.54 1.16 ± 4.5% 
9 7.06 7.09 1.00±2.2% 19 7.23 6.19 1.17±4.5% 
l_Q_ 7.37 _7.1L 0.9~:!:2.~,__ -----L--· _ -------~- ____ 
I . tl 'i. I; i I 
.... I ,., 1..1:.-; 1'. " -· 
.... :··-=~:~-~:~~~----~ ~--~--~-=~:~.L ... ~ I 
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5. Design ofiGNITOR machine 
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6. Shielding calculation for the design ofthe ITERT Test Module (ITM) 
Activity for the Long Term (DEMO reactor) 
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Fig. 1. Vertical cross section oftheITER model, rnodified to indude the port and the 
TDM. 
iter test ~odule:GO 
probid = 12/16/97 15:01 
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Fig. 3. Horizontal section of the TBM and the back shield atz= 150 cm (middle of 
the port) showing the layers in the components. 
iter test ~ule:04 
probld = 02/10/98 11:25:44 
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Fig. 4. Vertical cross section ofthe TBM intersecting the indentation, the water 
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Fig. 5. Horizontalcross section ofthe model showing the relative positions ofthe 
magnet and ofthe TBM. 
1 
iter test mo&ule:310 -+--~~~~__._j~~~~~~~~~~~L....~~~~4 
0 
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( o.oooooo, 1.oaoooo, a.ooeooo) 
( 1380.00, 180.00, 140.00) 
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Fig. 6. Enlargement of the section ofthe magnet showing the three layers where the 
energy deposition is calculated 
In the back of the steel frame: 
Cell20 Cell21 Cell22 
n.h.: 0.1 W/cm3 ± 10% n.h.: 0.07 W/cm3 ± 11 % n.h.: 0.04 W/cm3 ± 14% 
In the additional back shield: 
cell 31 cell 32 cell 33 cell 34 
15 mW/cm3 ± 15% 6 mW/cm3 ± 24% 4.5 m W/cm3 ± 22 % 2.3 mW/cm3 ± 28% 
In the water tank and ducts in the top ofthe module (see figs. 2 and 4) : 
cell 41 cell42 cell43 cell44 
5.4 W/cm3 ± 20% 1.1 W/cm3 ±30% 1W/cm3 ±40% 0.7 W/cm3 ± 30% 
Conclusions. 
The insertion of the TBM in the horizontal port of ITER does not alter the shielding around 
the Toroidal Field Coils enough to pose at risk its functioning. Provided that the 
characteristics of the module are those described above, and that an additional steel shield of 
40 cm is located in the back of the module there is no reason to worry for the nuclear heating 
in the magnet. 
This result does not depend significantly on the choice of the TBM composing material 
because the geometry of this experiment interposes large masses between the plasma source 
and the magnet in any case. A possible source of worries, the presence of lead in the module, 
which generates many gamma rays when hit by neutrons, is neutralised by the thick and 
massive materials between the module and the coil. 
The 3 cm mechanical gap around the frame of the module results too thin to weaken the 
shielding of the magnet, although it can be a serious source of radiation towards the 
experimental pit. Neutron streaming through such operrings can be conspicuous if the gaps are 
straight, but, since simple modifications in the design can blind the neutron paths, there is no 
reason to worry for their contribution to the level of radiation in the pit (the radiation passing 
through the module and its case is the real unavoidable source ofproblems). 
Finally, it must be noticed that, once the geometrical model of the assembly has been 
perfected and the distribution of the weight windows assessed, it is relatively easy to modify 
details or material compositions to perform again the calculation, should minor variations in 
the TBM assembly intervene. 
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TREATMENT OF COMPTON SCATTERING OF LINEARLY 
POLARIZED PHOTONS IN MONTE CARLO CODES 
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Abstract-Tbc basic formalism ofCompton scattering oflinearly polarized photans is reviewed, and some 
simple prescriptions to deal with the transport of polarized photans in Monte Carlo simulation codes are 
given. Fortran routines, based on tbe dcscribed method, have been included in MCNP, a widely used code 
far neutrons, photans and e1cctrons transport. As this improved vcrsion of thc code can be of general 
usc, thc implementation and thc procedures ta employ the new versian of the code are discussed. 
Copyright © 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 
I. INTRODUCTION 
While many efforts have been dcvoted so far in 
developing Monte Carlo codes able to deal with the 
radiative transfer of unpolarized photon beams (see 
Andreo, 1991 for a review), the problern of treating 
the polarization-dependent photon-particle inter-
actions has not receivcd yet the deserved attention 
despite its weil recognizcd importance (e.g. Fernau-
dez et al., 1993). On the contrary, any trcatm,nt of 
photon transfer problems in which Rayleigh andfor 
Complon scattering plays an important role should 
in principle include the polarization dependence of 
the angular distribution of scattered photons, unless 
thc geomctry of both the matter and the incidcnt 
radiation is perfectly spherical. In fact, even for 
unpolarized incident beams, the scattering process 
produces linearly polarized photons, which in turn 
produce an azimuthally anisotropic distribution of 
subscqucnt scattcrcd photans or photoelectrons. We 
recall in Section 2.1 the relevant equations for 
Campton scattering when polarization effects are 
taken into account. For the sake of simplicity our 
treatment will neglect the distribution of the electron 
momenta, and therefore the Campton profile (see 
Ribberfors and Berggren, 1982). This is ignored also 
in the MCNP code (Briesmeister, 1993) with which 
we will deal in the following. 
Wehave developed computational routines to deal 
with the polarization-dependent Campton scattering 
in Monte Carlo simulations. The routines were 
originally developed for astrophysical studies (Matt, 
1993 and references therein) in situations where only 
scattering by free electrons was relevant and, thcre-
fore, they do not include any form factor. For 
Campton scattering by bound electrons and Ray1eigh 
scattering, the polar scattering angle should instead 
be determined accordingly to the proper form factors. 
Radiation transport codcs in the public domain often 
include detailed descriptions of such functions. 
Assuming, as it is usually done, !hat the form factors 
are independent of polarization~ we can therefore 
restriet ourselves to deal, for bound electrons, with 
the azimuthal scattering angle only. This needs to be 
done for Campton scattering alone because, as far as 
the azimuthal distribution is concerned, Rayleigh 
scattering can be considered as a particular case af 
Campton scattering. The formulae for the polar (for 
free electrons) and azimutha1 scattering angles as a 
function of the random gcncratcd numbcr can be 
found in Section 2.2, along with a simple formalism 
for easily treating the trauspart of polarized photans 
and evaluating thc dcgrce and angle of po1arization 
of the ernerging photon distribution. 
The majority of the most widely used photon 
Iransport codes do not include polarization effects 
(Fernandez et al., 1993). Weisskopf et a/. (1989) and 
Costa et al. (1990) used Monte Carlo programs to 
optimize the geometry of polarimeters for X-ray 
astronomy based on Thomson scattering (e.g. 
Novick, 1974). These codes, however, are rather 
specific in their purposes and are not in the public 
domain. It could therefore be worthwhile to include 
the treatment of polarization effects in widely used, 
multi-purpose public codes. This has recently becn 
done for the EGS4 code by Namito et al. (1993) and 
for the GEANT3 package by Swinyard et al. (1991). 
The improved version of GEANT3, however, is not 
public and, moreover, it is not suitable for low energy 
X-rays transport (Brun et a/., 1987), due to its 1ow 
energy (10 keV) cut-off and the Iack of the alomic 
form factors. 
We have implemented our routines in the 
Monte Carlo program for neutrons, photans and 
electrons Iransport MCNP. Our first goal was to 
study the capability of a hard X-ray polarimeter of a 
new concept, based on the Campton scattering in 








Design of a scattering polarimeter for hard X-ray astronomy 
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Abstract 
The design of a new hard X·ray Campton scattering polarimeter based on scintillating fibres technology is 
presentcd and studied in detail by means of Monte Carlo ca1culations. Scveral different configuralions and materials 
have been tested in order to optimise the sensitivity in the medium/high energy X-ray band. A high sensitivity over 
the eo.ergy band 20-200 keV is obtained for a two material configuration. The advantages deriving from employing 
a new scintillating material, the YAP (YAIOJ), are also discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Since the first observation of a celestial X~ray 
source, Sco X-1, perfonned with a sov.nding rocket 
about 30 years ago [lj; the impravement in the 
imaging and spectroscopic techniques for X-ray as-
tronomy have been spectacular (see Ref. [2) for a 
reccnt review), and furtht:r important. developments 
are expected in the near future. In order to have a 
more complete picture of the mechanisms responsible 
for the X-ray emission in cosmic sources, it would be 
very important to add polarimetric informatians to the 
spectroscopic, imaging and temporal ones (e.g. Rcfs. 
(3), [4)). Unfortunately, the intrinsic difficulties in the 
X-ray polarimetric techoiques and the limited collect-
ing area of mast tclescopes ftown so far prevented an 
extensive scarch for polarisation in X-ray sources. 
Actually. the X-ray polarisation is knawn at present 
for only one source, the Crab Nebula [5]. 
Only one X-ray polarimeter is at present scheduled 
for near fun.ire missions. SXRP (Stellar X-Ray 
Polarimeter [6)), on board the satellite Spectrum-X-f 
(to be launched in 1996), will be able to search for 
linear polarisation as low as a few pcrcent in many 
galactic X-ray sources, in the cnergy band -6-20 keV 
plus two narrow bands araund 2.6 and 5.2 keV. 
It would be very interesting to extend polarimetric 
measurements in the hard X-ray band (say, above 20 
keV), both for the intrinsic astrophysical interest of 
such energy region, and because it would permit the 
use of balloons instead of the much more expensive 
• Correspanding author. Tel. + 39 6 9424589. fax + 39 6 
9416847, c·mail feroci@saturn.ias.fra.cnr.it. 
and complex satellites, a use which is prevented at 
lower energies by atmospheric absorption. 
In this paper we present the basic ·design and the 
simulated performances of a polarimeter for the hard 
X-ray band. This polarimeter is based on the well-
known dependence of the angular distribution of thc 
Campton scattering an the linear palarisatian of the 
incident photons. but the proposed geametry and 
detection technique is of a new conception. 
Because hard X-ray concentrators are still in their 
childhaod, the geometrical area of the detector should 
be as large as possible in order to collect a sufficient 
number of photons. On the other band, after the 
photon has suffered twa or more scauering processes 
the information on the initial polarisation is largely 
lost; this limits the scale of the scattcrer, in thc 
direction perpendicular to that of thc incidcnt 
photans, to thicknesses of, at most, one mean free 
path. A passible way to recancile these two opposite 
requirements is to increase the nurober of scattering 
clements and to use each scatterer as a detector too. 
With regard to the working energy band, an abso-
lute upper Iimit is set by the weakening of the 
dependence of the angular distribution of the scattered 
photans on the polarisation of the incident ones, which 
occurs areund m.,cl. The lower Iimit is determined by 
the photoelectric absorptian. Given the Strang depen-
dence on Z of the photoabsorption cross section, the 
scattcring material shauld be chosen with an atomic 
number as low as possible. 
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 the 
basic physics and formalism involved are reviewed. In 
Section 3 the fibre polarimeter concept is presented. 
Section 4 is devoted to the description of the simula-
0168·9002/95/$09.50 © 1995 Elsevier Scicncc RV. All rights rescrved 
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M. Marseguerra, E. Zio 
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering 
Polytechnic of Milan-Italy 
Via Ponzio 34/3, 20133 Milano, Italy 
Although the use and disposal of radioactive materials is regulated by appropriate national and 
international agencies, the possibility that such materials could enter the recycling process as scrap 
cannot be overlooked. Several incidents occurred in recent years have demonstrated that, given the 
many varied uses of radioactive materials in modern industry and medicine, it is possible that these 
materials can find a way to a scrap processor' s plant where recycling may lead to an internationally 
widespread contamination. This is a real problern that cannot be ignored. 
To the authors' knowledge, this problern has been tackled primarily on an experimental basis. In this 
paper, we present a Monte Carlo approach tomodeHing of a detection system for scrap--iron loaded 
trucks. To estimate detectability limits for real situations, both homogeneaus andinhomogeneaus loads 
are considered, for various positions of shielded and unshielded sources. 
t--------·- .. , 
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MONTE CARLO APPROACH TO MODELLING OF A 
DETECTION SYSTEM FOR GAMMA-SOURCES 
EMBEDDED IN MET AL TRUCK LOADS 
M. Marseguerra, Enrico Zio 
Department of Nuclear Engineering 
Polytechnic of Milan, ltaly 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
• Several incidents occurred in recent years have demonstrated tha-
radioactive materials from various uses can find a way into a scrar 
processor's plant where recycling may Iead to widespread contamina 
tion. 
- Auburn, NY (steel plant)=?- 0.93 MBq of 6°Co 
- Juarez, Mexico (metal pellets stolen and soldas scrap metal) ::; 
2.59 MBq of 6°Co 
- Taiwan =?-bad handling of 6°Co sources 
- Ireland =?- 3.7 GBq of 137Cs source of scrap melted into pellet-
manufacts exported in England; widespread contamination o-
construction materials 
o Radioprotection problem but also big economical burden ( decontam-
ination, lost revenue from production stoppage, decreased sales ... ) 
• Monitoring incoming scrap-loaded trucks at the faundry gate =?- ex-





ure 1. Sketch of the truck and the detection ayatem at the foundry gate. Note the two 
~ctor plate.Y DL and Dn which monitor the truck during it.Y pa.Y.Yage. 
THEMODEL 








P Ro Q2 
d) 1---1----1 
P Ro R 1 Q3 Qo e) f---+---*------1-----1 
Q0-(~-Ro) 
(Thick lines refer to solid iron) 
Fig. a) : PQ0 = Geometrie chord within the truck loaded with scrap-iron. 
Fig. b) : PQ 1 = Solid iron thickness corresponding to the scrap-iron thic;kness PQ0 
Fig. c) : PQz = Random (uniform or triangular distributions) variation of PQ1 within 
±10% 
PRo = Sampled point of the 7 interaction in case of infinite solid iron. 
PRo ;::=: PQz : The 7 flies out oftruck without further interactions. 
Fig. d) : PRo < PQz ·: The 7 interacts at -Ro (in solid iron). 
Fig. e) : The interaction point in scrap-iron must occur beyoncl 
R0 and before Q3 = Q0 - (Qz- R0 ): its value R1 is 
randomly (uniform or triangular distributions) samplcd 




-!-!~.1;"\J".l' l! -1-.L!.t:i l! VK .I;"K!Jl#Wl l:A.MJ.ON 
24-0CT-97 12:16:50 
FILE NAME : truck.dat 
~ck wtdth along X (cm) = 2.30000E+02 
~ck length along Y {cm) = 3.49700E+02 
~ck height along Z {cm) = 1.40000E+02 
.!Ck speed {Km/h) = ~ 3. 50000E+OO 
.1nting time (s) (it has a meaning only if VTRUCK=O) = 5.13977E+OO 
:ection system dimension along Y (cm) = 1.04100E+02 
:ectiori system dimension along z (cm) = 6.09600E+01 
:ection system thickness along X (cm) = 5.71000E+OO 
:ection system height from ground (cm) = 6. 00000E+01 
~ between truck side and detection system (cm) = 9.15000E+01 
:ection material density (g/cmA3) = 1.03200E+OO 
:ection energy threshold (MeV) = O.OOOOOE+OO 
of detectors along Y = ~ 2 
nber of energy channels = 130 
~rage iron scrap density (weight/total volume) (g/cmA3) = l.OOOOOE+OO 
nber of randoms for scrap iron density randomization = 2 
1sity of solid iron (weight/volume of solids) (g/cmA3) = 7.80000E+OO 
lrce characterization: 
N. points of X grid 
N. points of Y grid 
z elevation 
) sphere radius (cm) R 
strength (photons/s) 
~rgy (Mev) = 





__ ..,~,... 3. OOOOOE+OO 
--~~ 1. 00000E+06 
_ .. 1.30000E+00 __,.1. OOOOOE-01 
7549305 
Pb Source position Mean countsfphoton Source strength (photon/s) 
Shield for 500 counts in 4.67 s 
Homog. Heterog. Homog. Heterog . 
ooco 2.0 ·10-4 1.0 ·10-3 5.4 ·lOs 1.1·10s 
centre 
137Cs 8.0 -lo-s 1.0 ·10-3 1.3 ·106 1.1·10s 
R=Ocm 
aoco 8.0 ·10-3 7.0 ·10-3 1.3 ·104 1.5 ·104 
periphery 
137Cs 1.0 ·10-2 8.0 ·10-3 1.1·104 1.3 ·104 
aoco 8.0 -lo-s 4.0 ·10-4 1.3 ·106 2.7 ·105 
i 
centre 
I 137Cs 5.0 ·10-6 3.0 ·lo-s 2.1·107 3.6 ·106 
iR=3cm 
ooco 3.0 ·10-3 3.0 ·10-3 3.6 ·104 3.6 ·104 
periphery 
137Cs 4.0 ·10-4 3.0 ·10-4 2.7 ·105 3.6 ·105 
Tn.ble I: Mean counts per photon for 6° Co and 137 Os sources in central and peripheral 
?osition (from Figures 3 and ./ for 6° Co} and corresponding source strengths giving rise to 
2 detectability Iimit of 500 counts on either one of the two side detectors. The underlined 
ualues identify the minimum and ma:ximum source strengths and provide us with upper and 
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7igure 3. Countprobability contour ploü for a •hielded {3 cm thick Pb ) point source of 
0~: . 
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b) Source ln mld-posltlon; R (Pb) • 0 cm 







































Figure 5. Time diJtribution of the left detector• count probability during the truck passage 
for a source in the mid-point of the truck container: 
a) 3 cm thick Pb-Jhielded source; b) 'll.nJhielded JOUI"Ce. 
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b) Souree ln boliom left corner; R (Pb) • 0 cm 












"igure 6. Time dütribution of the left detectorJ count probability during the truck pa8Jage 
or a Jaurce in the bottom left corner of the truck container: 
) 3 cm thick Pb-Jhielded Jource; b} 1tnJhielded Jource. 
olid line = homogeneouJ Ioad; daJhed line = heterogeneouJ Ioad. 
11: 
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'igure 8. Time diJtribution of the left detectorJ count probability during the truck paJJage 
'r a Jhielded {3 cm Pb-Jphere} Jource in the mid point (a) andin the lower left corner 
b) of the truck container. 
(eterogeneity diJtribution parameter a = 0.1 {daJhed line}; a = 0.3 {daJh-dotted line}; 
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F'igure 9. Left detectorJ energy Jpectra for a Jh.ielded (3 cm Pb-Jphere) Jource in the. mid-
ooint ( a) and in th.e lower left corner (b) of the truck container. 
lleterogeneity dütribution parameter a = 0.1 {da•hed line}; a = 0.3 (daJh-dotted line}; 
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Figure 10. Left detector3 count probabiTity during the truckpasJage for a Jh.ielded (3 cm Pb-
Jphere) Jource in th.e mid point. Time dütribiLtion (a); energy Jpectrum (b). Heterogeneity 
diJtribution parameter a = 0.1. 






• Inadvertent radioactive contamination of steel is a real issue of inter· 
national importance. 
• Sagefuards procedure are being established throughout the world. 
• Limits of detectability must be established. 
o Models can strongly aid the investigation and bring insights in suppor1 
of the design of the detection systems. 
• The Monte Carlo approach seems to be weil suited to account for thf 
main physical aspects of the problern and for treating the associatec 
uncertainties. 
• The crucial issue is the representation of the inhomogeneities anc 
this inevitably introducesadditional uncertainty and subjectivity: tlH 
Monte Carlo approach allows for sensitivity analysis to test the ro 
bustness of the underlying assumptions. 
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Simulation of Ge-Detector Calibration Using 
MCNPCode 
.1. R6denas 
Department of Nuclear Engineering 
Polytechnic University 
P. 0. Box 22012, E-46071 Valencia, Spain 
The determination of the activity deposed into the inner side of the process pipes of a LWR is very 
important to plan ALARA actions. These actions are focused on reducing the source term in order to 
decrease the collective doses received by exposed professional workers. 
Nevertheless, the analysis using direct measurements presents the problern of the detector calibratior 
because they have to be donein places with difficult access and high dose rates. The experimental 
duplication of the source is not very easy, so it is more convenient to apply a calculation solution, such 
as the Monte Carlo method, for the detector efficiency calibration. 
The detector geometry has been modelled with MCNP code and the detector response has been 
obtained using F8 tally, that is specific for pulse height determination. Thus, MCNP simulates the 
detection process to obtain spectrum peaks. 
The procedure has been validated using different gamma sources in Laboratory. Several seenarios have 
been modelled including interposition of shielding plates and displacement of the source in respect to 
the detector. All sources used for validation have been considered as point sources. Comparison 
between experimental and calculated efficiencies shows a ratio LAB/MCNP with deviations less than 
10% over the average, except in some few cases. Computer times are short and no serious problems 
have been found. 
To model the actual situation a surface cylindrical source is introduced very close to the inner side of 
the pipe. The only allowed variance reduction for F8 tally is a bias in direction, but it is not sufficient. 
The relative error must be lower than 0.10 in order to ensure a reliable quality of the tally. However to 
accomplish that, a large amount of particles (up to 850000000 photons for Ionger distances and some 
energies) have tobe started. That number of photons in any case has been lower than 375000000. 
Therefore, computing times become increased up to 1000 min. or more. Furthermore, when such a big 
number of photons is entered, a warning appears stating: "random number period exceeded, decrease 
stride". Mter this warning, if calculations are continued some fluctuations in the error are observed. 
A possible solution is to calculate the number of photons entering a cell just in front of the detector, 
using another tally which permits more powerful methods of variance reduction. Results obtained with 
that tally would be considered as the source for the actual (F8) problem. This has not been modelled 
yet. Another possibility to decrease computing time might be to cut out the cylindrical source by an 
axial plane, disregarding the back side of the pipe. But unfortunately it is not allowed by the code. 
Consequently, some powerful method of variance reduction is needed as weil as a study on the random 
261 
number generation. 
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• CALIBRA TION FOR A PIPE 
• PROBL·EMS IN PIPE CALIBRA Tl 
• CONCLUSIONS 
• Dose reduction programs at Nuclear Power · 
measurement campaign to determine activities nn'I14UI('P(' in specific 
areas of the plant. 
• A gamma spectrometry device is used for direct .,n-·.,LLr:. 
measurements. The equipment includes a Germanium 
• On-site spectra acquisition is an essential tool to monitor th 
radionuclide concentration deposed into the inner side ofthe 
pipes ofthe plant. 
• The determination ofthis activity is very important to plan the 
ALARA actions that must be taken and to analyse its results. 
• ALARA actions are focused on reducing the source term, in order 
decrease collective doses received by exposed professional workers. 
264 
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ODje,c_(fves of the 
Measuremiint,,Campaign 
e The objectives of evaluating gamma emissions·/H\"',.,.,,.~·n•/.•" 
plantare: 
+ To cltaracterise tlze source ternt, in order to know 
dose rate at a point. 
+ Cost-benejit optimisation of a possible dose reduction 
+ To assess the concentration tendency for certain 
points of interest. 
e One of the most important purposes of the measurement cmno.ru!!, 
included in the dose reduction program at NPPs, is to determine th · 
average Ievel of radioactive contamination (mainly caused by l'fJr•rn"' 
products), on specific plant component surfaces by using a direct 
....... , .... , ........ 
measurement, without taking samples • 
... activity deposed into the inner side of the recirculation loop pipes in a B 
(Cofrentes) . 
.......... ..... , 
' "'''" .,,.,, .... ,' 
', 
''· e The majorproblern in this kind ofme·a.~ltre.me.m work is the ejficiency 
calibration of the spectrometry system. 
• Measurements are performed in hard-to-access 
dose rates. · 
• As the experimental ejficiency calibration becomes ._.,""~~. 
time consumbtg, and the experimental duplication ofthe 
easy .•• 
+ it is more convenient to apply a computational solution, 
Carlo method,for the detector efficiency calibration. 
e MC provides a calibration metlwdfor tlwse geometries, which 
handled in laboratory. 
• The model can be used to scale experimental results for other !!elmu~trt, 
ofthe sametype and can serve as a reference andjlexible validation 
method of results to obtain maximum reliability. 
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.,_ ...... ~ 
• Applying Monte Carlo (MC) metltod, fhe 
calculafing random partiele hisfories based on 
section libraries and fhe geometrical informafion. 
e Each parfiele hisfory is calculafed unfil fhe parfiele 
it is transferred outside the problern range. In order fo 
statisfically reasonable and accurate resulf, tlte amount 
history simulations has to be fairly Zarge. 
e MC method has been applied for fhe defector efficiency calibr 
using the version 4A of MCNP code. 
• MCNP is an advanced MC simulation program, which confains 
necessary cross section data for neutron, photon and electron 
transport calculations. 
• The version used is suitable for modelling fhe defecfor response, 
if contains a tally (F8) /(Jr detector pulse lteight determination. 
• MCNP simulates the detection process fo obtain spectrum peaks . 
. '.' -· . '"' ~ ... ' .. .. ." .... ''"""""'' 
" .. , .. ~·~,~ .. ,., 
"····"· .,, ~.,,, 
VALIDA'''TION at UPV 
'' .............. , 
,, 
• The computational calibration proc;dilr~ was validated using gamma 
sources in laboratory. 
• Allsources used for validation were 
• In a form er stage, the efficiencies calculated by 
compared with the peaks measured in the Labaratory 
Engineering at the Polytechnic University ofValencia. 
• It was considered: 
+ Three different distances between source and detector 
+ for each distance five seenarios (no shielding, stainless steel and 
both using two dijferentfilter thickness). 
• Labaratory measuremenfs as well as MCNP calculations have been 
performed for two different energies, resulting in 3 0 measurements 
the corresponding estimated efficiencies. 
e MCNP/Lab ratio presented a deviation less than 10% over the 
e The comparison was relative as they were not calibrated sources. 
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NatCNC 
• In a second stage, a validation using a 
equipment ofCofrentes NPP (CNC) was 
• Three studies were developed to analyse the iutui'Jlu•/'•o 
shielding and off-centre on the calibration 
• Distance. The source has been placed (without any 
shielding) at different distances from the detector, lined 
detector axis. 
• Shielding. Stainless steel plates of different thickness have 
interposed between the source and the detector, placed at a 
distance and lined up as in the jirst case. 
8 Displacement The source has been moved up on a no.,.•no1>~n11~u 
to the detector axis, maintaining the distance between the planes 
containing the source and the detector front side. (No shielding). 
• Again the comparison was relative as they were not calibrated 
sources. 
'"" "' ' '"• M• ............. .,. 
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\!A"L.·IDA TION with 
CALIBRA TED .. OURCES 
• In a third stage, a validation using 
performed. 
• The standard source was a 5 cm diameter filter 





2.952 E+05 Bq 
3.504 E+05 Bq 
6. 713 E+05 Bq 
• Tlte source ltas been simulated as a point source. 
• Detector geometry model is the same as in previous cases. 
e Calculations as weil as measurements have been performed for 
collimators, 10 and 20 mm. 




















20 mm Collimator 
0.66!66 9.7733E-07 8.53E-07 1.14575594 
0.834 7.0032E-07 6.13E-07 l.l4245031 
1.173 4.4952E-07 4.17E-07 1.0779966 
1.332 3.8694E-07 3.56E-07 1.08692317 
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-+- CoUirretor 10 mn 
--Coßirmtor 20 mn 
1.332 
CALIBRA tJO.N for a PIPE 
'• 
• Tlze method is now applied to the a.ft.~~e.ft.<~nt.enr 
onto the inner side oftlte recirculationloop 
·urtnl'•o contamination 
BWR. 
• A stainless steel pipe segment of26 cm length and 
been modelled. Surface cylindrical source (representing 
contamination) is introduced very close to the inner side 
improve counting statistics, photans emitted towards the 
preferentially counted. 
• The pulse height obtained corresponds to one photon emission, 
efficiency in cps/Bq. Multiplying by the contaminated surface, the 
in cps/Bq/cm2 will be obtained. 
• The actual surface contamination can be obtained just dividing the 
of counts per second measured in the detector by the efficiency. 
• Tlze simulation is repeated for several pipe-detector distances and 
energy of interest, so a set of efficiency calibration curves can be 
obtained. 
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e Variance reduction 
• Relative error 
• Number ofparticles 
• Computing times 
• Random number generator 
.................. ., .,, ......... ~ 
.... ,,. 
• Tlte only allowed variance 
in direction. 
• A large amount of particles have to be s 
relative error lower than 0.10. Up to 850 x 1 
some cases, but never less tltan 375 x 106• 
+ Computing times become increased up to 1 
or even more. 
• It appears a warning: "random nurober period exce 
decrease stride". 
• After tltis warning, if calculations are continued some 
jluctuations in tlte error are observed. 
273 





e To calculate the number ofp 
entering a cell just in front of th 
using another tally that permits m 
powerful methods ofvariance reduc 
• Results obtained with that tally would 
considered as the source for the actual 
(F8) problem. 
• This has not been modelled yet 
' ................ ._ ... .. _, .......... 
• To cutout tlte cylindrical source by ...,·· •. ..,,.,...., .... ..., .. plane, 
disregarding tlte backside oftlte pipe. ately it is 
not allowed by the code. 
• An alternate solution has been adopted to dis 
pltotons emitted by the back half side of the so 
• A cylindrical surface closest to the inner side oftlte 
source has been modelled and tlte obtained cell, h 
cylinder, was given an importance equal to 0. 
• In this way, computing time is strongly reduced, up to 
min for 350 x 106 photons, but relative error remains 
high er than 0.1 0. 
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• Splitting tlte pipe by tlte p , that is, 
the plane containing the detec · 
normal to the pipe axis. 
• The upper side ofthe pipe is deleted 
only tlte lower part is considered. 
• In these runs, computing time decrease 
obtaining a silnilar value ofthe tally for 
250 x 106 photons, with a relative error 
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e In all runs a cell-by-cell energy 
used. 
• Lower energy cut-offwas set to afew keV 
energy in all cells except detector, w!tere it 
0.001 MeV. 
• Nevertlteless, two cases were run where tlte 
off value was raised in the detector cell (e.g. up to 0. 
MeV for Cs-137 peak). In those cases a very peculiar 
behaviour was observed: 
+ Comp uting time was increased. 
+ Tally resuZt was also increased. 
+ Relative error decreased by a factor of two. 
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CONCl:.US[ONS (1J 
............. 
• The detector efficiency can be 
ntodelling with reasonable accuracy 
• MCNP code is a poweiful and useful tool to 
efficiency calibration, applicable to 
interpretation of the contamination meas 
performed at NPPs. 
• MCNP is a weil validated program which may be 
validation of other computational methods. 
• These computational methods have been scarcely 
so far, at least routinely, for detector efficiency ..... "' .. ,.,..,. 
but it is convenient to develop a work line in tltis sense • 
................ ,..,. ....... , ........................... . 




• When point sources are considered, 
weil with reasonable computing times. 
relative error is always lower than 0.1 0, C'.",. .... .". 
acceptable number of photons. 
• Nevertheless, when a surface source is 
number of photons to be startedas weil as rnJ'-nnunn· 
become highly increased. Furthermore, it appears 
random number warning and some fluctuation on the 
relative error is observed. 
• Some powerful method of variance reduction is needed 
weil as a study on the random number generation. 
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·"·--·A·pp~ndix 
INPUTFIL. (1) 
c Calibration for Ge detector 
c ... activity measurements in RECIRCULATION LOOP 
c collimator 10 mm 
c Distance detector-pipe = 40 cm 
cGEOMETRY 
c DETECTOR CELLS 
1 2-5.32 -1112-13 
2 0 -41-5 
3 0 -6 5-7 (11:-12:13) 
4 0 -8 7-9 
50 -10-29 
61-11.4 -31-2#2#3#4#5#1 
c CELLS OF THE PIPE 
imp:p=l $detector 
imp:p=l $ collimator Istpart 
imp:p=l $ collimator 2nd part 
imp:p=1 $ collimator 3rd part 
imp:p=l $ collimator 4th part 
imp:p=1 $ collimator shielding 
52 8 -1.00 -34 35 -31 IMP:P=l $ inside PIPE (water) 
53 3 -7.87 -34 35 -32 31 -39 IMP:P=O $ halfback PIPE 
54 3 -7.87 -34 35 -32 31 39 IMP:P=l $halffrontPIPE 
27 0 -39 32 38 -34 35 -36 37 
28 0 39 32 -1 -34 35 -36 37 
29 0 1 -2 3 -34 35 -36 37 
IMP:P=O $ gap behind PIPE 
IMP:P= 1 $ gap between PIPE and collimator 
IMP:P=O $ resonance box 
8 0 34: -35: 36 :-37: -38: 2 imp:p=O $ rest ofuniverse 
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••••• , ................ ,y, .......... ~ ... ... 
INPU·T ... f/LE (2) 
c Surfaces of pipe 
31 CZ 24.0665 $inner side pipe 
32 CZ 25.4 $ outer side pipe 
34 PZ 13.00 $top end pipe 
35 PZ -13.00 $ bottomend pipe 
c planes boxes 
36 py 25.4 
37 py -25.4 
38 PX -25.4 
39 PX 0 
c Surfaces detector 
1 1 px 175 $front plane co!limator 
'•, 
2 1 px 198.2 $ back plane detector set ( + shielding 
3 cx 12.7 
4 cx 0.5 
5 I px 186 
6 cx2.25 
7 1 px 191 
8 cx I 
$ exterior cylinder · 
$ interior cylinder 1" part collimator 
$ back plane I" part collimator 
$ interior cylinder detector site 
$ back plane detector site 
$ interior cylinder 3n1 part collimator 
'• '~ ..... ~ 
9 1 px 194.2 
10 cx4 
$ back plane posterior 3n1 part collimator 
11 cx 1.275 
12 1 px 186.4 
13 1 px 187.4 
$cylinder 4th part collimator 
$ cylinder detector 
$ frontal plane detector 






M3 26000 I $ Iron 
M8 1000 0.67 8000 0.33 
c vector (x,O,O) moving planes x y 
tri -12100 
c source Co-60 (1.17) 
$ water 
....... 
SDEF erg=l.l73 POS=O 0 0 AXS=O 0 1 EXT=D2 RAD=24.0 VEC=l 0 0 DIR=D4 PAR=2 
SI2-13 -10-7-4-202471013 
SP2 01111111111 
SB2 0 I I 2 4 8 8 4 2 1 1 
SB4 -31 50.0 
C Tallies 
phys:p 100 I 0 
f8:p,e 1 
es: o 0.1 1.101.151.171.18 1.2 
modepe 
CTME=200 
c energy cut-off cell-by-cell except detector 
elpt:p 0.001 1.169 llr 
nps 375000000 
print 126 130 140 160 30 
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Conceptual Design of Epithermal Neutron 
Beam for BNCT in the TRIGA Reactor 
Thermalizing Column 
Marko Maucec, Bogdan Glumac 
Josef Stefan Institute, Reactor Physics Divisior, 
Jamova 39, 1111 Ljubljana- SLOVENIA 
Activities on the field ofBoron Neutron Capture Therapy research have been held in Slovenia since 
year 1994, when development of the epithermal neutron irradiation facility in one of the radial channels 
of "Josef Stefan Institute" (JSI) 250 kW TRIGAresearch reactor started. It proved out, that due to 
rather specific configuration, this option would not be suitable for BNCT experiments without extensive 
modifications, since the epithermal flux is approx. three orders of magnitude below the minimum 
therapy limit (1c9 n/cm2s) containing rather high specific fast neutron as weil as gamma doses. 
Stimulated by the aforementioned facts, we initiated a new feasibility study of the utilizing the 
alternative epithermal neutron facility for BNCT in the thermalizing column (TC) of the TRIGA reactor. 
We particularly refer for the unique configuration of JSI TRIGA TC as the only reactor of this type in 
the world already having defined the irradiation room (the so called "dry cell") in a place, primarily 
devoted to the spent fuel storage pool. A special attention was devoted to the implementation of the 
fission converter of 30 W thermal power, which is already available at the Institute. The calculations 
prove that with the present fission converter it is possible to increase the epithermal flux for factor 2.4 
and having increased the specific fast neutron dose for only 15% and gamma dose for 10%. The simple 
burn-up calculations and the estimation of the minimum air flow velocity of the force cooling system 
was also carried out. 
An extensive parametric study of the moderating (A.203, A1F3, FLUENTAL ?, PbF2, TEFLON? (CF2)) 
and shielding materials (Pb, Pbl2, Bi, Pb(Li)) has been carried out in order to obtain the near optimum 
epithermal neutron beam performances. The advantage of raising the reactor power from 250 kW to at 
least 750 kW was also considered. The simulation results prove, that in the case of extended power 
level, we are able to assureaclean epithermal neutron beam (specific fast neutron dose 1.3x1CP cGy 
cm2/nepi' specific gamma dose 2.3x1G11 cGy cm2/nepi) quite close to desired therapy limit (9x1C8 
n/cm2s) and consequently the irradiation times close to 1 h. Finaly, the approximate cost estimation of 
the optimized facility (A11AJ.13 (pressed on 4.0 g/cm3), PbF2 reflector, Bi gamma shield and Pb 
collimator) has been carried out, on the basis of the extensive survey for the commercially available 
materials. It was estimated that the cost of elaboration should not exceed the amount of 60000 US$. 






B/NCT in a TRIGA reactor 
thermalizing column 
- feasibility study -
Marke MauCec, Bogdan Glumac 
"Jozef Stefarf' Institute, Reactor Physics ·Division 
Ljubljana, Slovenia 
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Why did we pursue the study? 
• igefficien.cy of the epithermal 
neutron~irradiation facility ·installed 
in the radial channel 
• intense utilisation of the thermal 
column for neutron radi-ography 
experiments 
Reactor TRIGA Mark II- 250 kW ,. 
•.·· 
top view side view 
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Codes, methods and data 
• MC transport code MCNP4B 
• variance reduction methods: 
geometry splitting (initial), \'VWG 
(subsequent) 
• cross-section data: ENDF/B-V and 
ENDF/B-VI evaluations 
• flux-to-dose conversion factors: 
ICRP 51 
What did we model and calculate? 
• optimisation of the TRIGA reactor core 
• utilisation of the neutron converter 
• study ofthermal neutrons absorbers 
• study of reflector materials 
• study of collimator materials 
• study of Q?tmma shielding-
.;-. ' 
• study of epithermal neutron fUters 
• approximate cost estimation 
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Optimisation of the TRIGA reactor core 
e 57 fresh fuel 
elements, 12°/o 
enriched 
e excess reactivity: 
4$ (2800 pcm) 
e keff- 1.016 ± 0.002 
e future plans: 
burned fuel 
elements and 
bu~Jdup of y7dose 
Normalisation of neutron source 
• surface source option (SSW) on the 
Al clad of the core 
• KCODE option: 1000 n/cycle and 
2000 cycles (approx. 1.8·1 06 tracks) 
o v calculated for this TRIGA reactor 
core is 2.43 
• n,:and y ta·lly normalisation factor at 
250 kW ·- 2.1·1 016 n/cm2s 
• calculated for 500, 750 and 1000 f~W 
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Characteristics of neutron converter 
• m utot: 1468 g (m 238U = 1174 g, 
m 235U = 2.94 g, enrichment = 0.2) 
• active part volume: 400.8 cm3 
• <Dterm= 9.8·1Q11 n/cm2s 
• burnup estimation (1 0 y, 200 d/y, 8 
h/d on 250 kW) less than 0~01 °/o. 
• energy released: 8 kW (at 250 kV\1) 
• forced air cooling system -
compulsory 
Utilisation of neutron converter 
Benchmark facility: 
• 20 cm Al 
• 30 cm AIF3 (4 g/cm3 ) 
e 0.05 cm Cd 
• 10 cm Bi 
• Pb collimator 
e 2.5 cm PbF2 
reflector 
• 6 cm Li2C03-poly 
neutron shield 
Utilisation of neutron con\1erter 
Efficiency of 8 kW fission converter: 
• epith. n fluks <Depi: increase 2.4x 
• Dnfast / <Depi= +15o/o 
e D = +10°/o y 
• DY/ <Depi: decrease 2.3x 
• J epi / <D epi := +1 QD/o 
Camparisan between thermal 
neutron absorbers 
·.·' Cd··· G:l &C Ii2ffi.3-poly 
<Pepi (0.4eV-10keV) (1cf) 
<Pm ( <0. 4eV) (lCf) 
<Pm I <I>epi (x1 (J2) 
~I <ftnu (x1(J2) 
Dy (x10"3 Gycrrt) 
4 I <Pepi (x10"13 Gycrrt) 
Rel. crr. <Pepi: ±4% 
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Reflector Thickness [cm] Reflector Thickness [cm] 
PbF2 was selected for the reflector material 




I 0.9 10.9 




Bi 1.6 4.7 0.61 
Rel. err. <f>epi: ±4o/o 
Rel. err. Qm/<f>epi: ±SO/o 






Camparisan betwees1 gamma 
shielding materials 












0 ·'' 5 10 
lv'ateial tlid<ness[an] 
. 5 10 
Material thickness [cm] 
Bi was selected as the gamma shielding 
material 
Efficiency of epithermal neutron 
filter materials 
• A1 20 3 
• AIF3 
e PbF2 
e FLUENTAL® (69°/o AIF3 , 30°/o Al, 1°/o l~) 
• Teflon® (CF2) 
c:trmoderation efficiency 




Efficiency of epithermal neutron 
filter materials (d=50 cm) 
Mlterial I demity (glcni') <I>q:; (0.4eV-10keV) :QnaJ<I>q:i Specific cmt 
(l<f n'cnts) (xlo-13 Gy cnl) (lo' DE1Vfl(f 1\p) 
~Q(23) 21 17 15 
~Q(3.9)' 0.8 4.7 >30 
AIF3(28) 15 25 18 
AIF3(4.0) 0.75 0.9 36 
FlllENfAL® 125 18 100 
ßJF2(8.2) 1 3.5 84 











II fis. pl.- U 
l!il Li2C0 3 
· 0 air 
Cd 
1cf 
1E-8 1&7 1E-B 1&5 164 . 1&3 001 0.1 1 10 
Energy [MeV] 
Averaged Relative errors in energy groups: 
• thermal flux (E<0.4 eV): ±5% 
• epithermal flux (0.4 eV<E<10 keV): ±3% 
• fast flux I (10 keV<E<300 keV): ±10% 
• fast flux II (300 keV<E<20 MeV): ±15% 
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Comparison to other BNCT facilities 
Reactor Povrer <P.· DmaJ<Pepi ~/<Pepi Jep/<Pepi · ep! 
(Hf nlcnrs) (10"13 Gy cnt) (10"13 Gycnl) (1\1\\) 
BMRR 3 1.8 4.3 1.3 0.67 
MITR-n 5 0.2 13 14 0.55 
HFRPetten 45 0.33 10.4 8.4 0.8 
~hi1RIGA. 0.1 0.41 3.3 1.1 0.67 
JRC1RIGA. 0.25 0.45 4.3 u 0.64 
BNL ( core + f.p.) 10+0.05 1.4 4.6 <1. 0.78 
FIR1RIGA. 0.25 3.5 26 1 N'A 
I JSI1RIGA 1 o.25 + o.os 1 0.24 I . 1.8 I 3.3 I 0.6 
I Therapeutic linits I >1 I <5 I <3 I >o.s 
Conclusions 
• JSI TRIGA research reactor is the unique of 
its type, having the so called "dry cell" 
• AIF3 (4 g/cm_3) - irradiation characteristics 
comparabl.e or better to other materials 
• if reactor power is increased (750 kW or 1 
MW), <!>epi close to 109 n/cm2s is achievable 
• for 1 MW power, forced cooling system 
installation is compulsory 
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Monte Carlo Calculation of Neutron 
Photo-Production in Radiotherapy Linear 
Accelerator High-Z Components 
C. Ongaro, U. Nastasi, A. Zanini 
Universita' di Torino 
Ospedale S. Giovanni Antica Sede-Torino 
INFN-Torino 
ITALY 
A non-negligible production of undesired neutrons is associated with high energy linear accelerators 
used in the cancer radiotherapy with photon bearns. Neutronsare principally produced by giant 
resonance reaction in the high-Z components of the linear accelerator head. The accurate knowledge of 
such a photo-neutron spectrum is of crucial importance, in view of an optimization of cancer 
therapeutic treatment. Since the photoneutron production depends on the different treatment and 
machine characteristics and considering the difficulties to carry out direct measurements, Monte Carlo is 
a very appropriate method to accurately describe the neutron field. 
At the Experimental Physics Department, University of Torino, a chain of Monte Carlo simulation 
codes has been implemented to obtain an accurate evaluation of the photo-neutron equivalent dose at 
the patient plane. A new Monte Carlo code, GAMMAN, for the evaluation of the photo-neutron 
production in thick high-Z layers has been developed, allowing to calculate the neutron spectrum and 
yield as well as the neutron angular and spatial distribution up to 30 MeV photon energies. Both the 
evaporation and the direct component are considered in the evaluation of the neutron energy spectrum 
and, weighting on the $\gamma$-n cross sections at the appropriate photon energies, the neutron spatial 
distribution has been randomly determined from the interaction points along each photon path of the 
electromagnetic shower, simulated with the EGS4 code. 
GAMMAN has been inserted in PO LAS, an user code, based on the EGS4 Monte Carlo transport 
routines, especially developed to accurately model the LINAC geometry and to calcuate the photon 
spectrum produced by the treatment unit. In particular, the effective photoneutron production in the 15 
MeV MD-Mevatron (Siemens) accelerator in use at the "S. Giovanni Antica Sede" hospital (Torino, 
Italy), has been evaluated. The neutron equivalent dose at the patientplane can be then calculated by 
the code MCNP which transports the neutron data in the sarne LINAC geometry. 
=- . ·--· 
Last modified: Sat May 9 18:18:29 1998 
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MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF NEUTRON 
PHOTO-PRODUCTION IN RADIOTHERAPY 
LINEAR ACCELERATOR HIGH Z COMPONENTS 
C. Ongaro*, U. Nastasi 0 , A. Zaninioo 
* University ofTorino, V. P. Giuria,1 -10125 Torino, ltaly 
o Ospedale S. Giovanni A.S., V. Cavour 31 -Torino, ltaly 
oo INFN Sez. di Torino, V. P. Giuria,1 -10125 Torino, ltaly 
A chain of Monte Carlo simulation codes has been 
implemented to accurately describe the photoneutron 
production in high-Z elements, in view of applications to 
electron medical accelerators. The new Monte Carlo code 
GAl\11\tlAN has been developed to calculate the 
photoneutron spectrum and yi.eld as weil as the neutron 
angular and spatial distribution up to 30 MeV photon 
energies. GAMMAN has been coupled with the M.C. 
code PHOTO, that calculates the photon spectra in the 
complex geometry of medical accelerators, and with 
MCNP, for neutron transport, to obtain the effective 
photoneutron distribution at the patient plane. 
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The therapy treatment is planned to release the :max:imum gamma dose in the target 




MOVEBLE MUL TILEAF 
JJ 
BEST ESTIMATION OF THE TARGET VOLU:ME 
LEAKAGE NEUTRONS 
U ndesired neutrons are created by photans with energy > 10 MeV in the high Z 
components of medical accelerator head: 
Target 197Au 
Primary and secondary collimator 186W 
Flattening filter 56Fe 
Suppletivefilter Pb 
Emean, neutron- 1-3 MeV 
( depending the Eg) 
Quite isotropic angular 
distribution 
Jj 
(Eth = 8.084 MeV) 
(Eth = 7.418 MeV) 
(E1h = 10.9 MeV) 





outside the treatment zone. 
SECONDARY MALIGNANCIES RISK 
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u 
ACCURATE KNOW'LEDGE OF PHOTONEUTRON SPECTRUM 
required 
NO DIRECT MEASUREMENTS 
(overwhelming photon flux and pulsed nature of the radiation field ) 
JJ 
SUITABLE MONTE CARLO CODE 
RISK ESTIMATION from leakage neutrons 
ICRP60 (1991) 
n 





New Fluence to Equivalent 
Dose conversion factors 
eAUGMERNTED NEUTRON RISK (more than tv:rice to respect to in.dication.of 
ICRP21, in energy range 100 keV- 20 MeV) 
eNO CHANGE for PHOTONS 
oLOWER EXPOSURE UMIT/YEAR: form 50 mSv/y to 20 mSv/y 
For a therapeutic treatment consisting of 30 sessions of 2 Gy gamrna dose, the 
undesired neutron dose is estimatecl: 
ICRP 21 ICRP60 
,..., 60 mSv ,..., 100 mSv 
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GAMMAN: M.C. photoneutron generation code 
_,. In view of dete:rrnining the neutron field araund the aeeelerators, the eval.uati.on 
of the photo-neutron positi.on and energy at the creati.on point is of crucial 
interest 
-+ GAMMAN capabilities 
e Coordinates evaluation of the photoneutron starting point 
Random eal.culati.on along eaeh photon path 
~&~ Photoneutron energy spectrum 
• Photoneutron angular Distribution 
1. Evaporation neutrons (aeeorclln.g to Stati.sti.eal Model) 
-Isotropie angular distributi.on 
2 Direct neutrons (En>2.5 MeV) 
-Anisotropie angular distributi.on aeeorclln.g to 
• Both (g,1n) and (g,2n) reactions are taken into account 
crr"" from "Atlas ofphotoneutron cross sections", B.L. Berman (1973) 
GAMMAN 
I COSE.Nl (4) I 
f t L 
~EU'l'RDN!(5)1- EEmDENII)I 
.------, / .---r----., 
~~:'·' ~ I ESPEC1' (2) I === I FOTON! (I) I 
~ .. ~ r ···-·-··-····· -- f/ 
' 
-------------------------1----y-------r---
f~-;~-~~;~~~··-·~-~ -·~-;~~~;~~;;_·--: .-. B!.l:A:'l:~ l H~OTf)N ~ 
'--- -~~ ,_., __ , ______ ,_} ~·-------.. -~ ......... ,., ·-··-··--···-···-·· '··-··-······ ·-···-··-· 
t 
(1) choice of gamma. step in which photoneutrons are produced 
(2) a.cquisition of (r,n) a:oss sections values 
(3) calculation of n eutron energy 
(4) calculation ofneutron cosines 
(5) calculation of n eutron position a.nd outpul of results 
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Photoneutron energy spectrum 
a - Evaporation neutrons 
•In this gamrna energy range (up to 30 Mev), 
neutcons are produeed thcough giant-dipole-
resonanee (GDR). 
oThe speetrum of neutrons emitted from medium 
and high-Z elernents is ealculated from the 
statistieal model ofthe eompound nucleus 
E. 
n·dE" =CE"e-r dE" 
Er maximim residual nucleus energy 
a empirieal parameter depending on 
atomie weight A [1] 
oBoth (/',1 n) and (y ;2n) reactions are taken into 
aceount. 
•Isotropie angular distribution 
b- Direct neutrons 
oThe direet eontribution is taken into aeeount 
if (Eg- Eth) > 2.5 MeV 
•The effeet aequires importanee as the ineident 
gamrna energy inereases. 
•A semi empirieal method [2], which eonsiders 
the dependenee of the direet neutron fraction 
from Eg and A, has been used. 
•Anisotropie angular distribution aeeording to 
the funetion: 
C = experimental parameter [2] 
Statistical weight 
At the end of the generation process, each photoneutron is weighted by w = a, .. (E,)/ u,.,(E,) 
cr,., is directly ta.ken from EGS41ibraries; cr7.n from "Atlas of photoneutron eross sections'', 
B.L. Berman (1973) 
NEUTRON POSITION 
Coordinates evaluation of the photoneutron starring point 
Because the cross section values for (r,n) are more than 102 lower in respect to the 
photoelectric, Campton and pair effe~ts, it is inconvenient to insert the 
photoneutron production in the standard procedure; at the same time the 
electromagnetic shower is not sensibly affected by the neutron production, as a 
consequence of this low probability. 
::::> In GAM:tviAN the neutron creation point i is chosen, for each history, between 
a1l n photon interaction points from the distribution 
z 
ZBOUND n= nurober ofinterection points 
Ey,; is evaluated by EGS4, to take into aeeount the eleetromagnetie shower during the transport in 
thiek layers: energy speetrum and the spatial distribution of ineident photons are altered. 
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Photoneutron spectrum from 24 MeV bremsstrahlung 
beam on 186W slab (2.0 cm), compared with calculated 
data (Ref. 2) 
-- Ca!Ol!a.ted (Nelson) 
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Photoneutron spectrum :from 14 MeV quasi monochromatic 
photon beam on 181Ta slab (0.55 cm), compared with 
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• GAMMAN 




Photoneutron spectrum from 14 MeV quasi monochromatic 
photon beam on 186W slab (0.556 cm), compared with 
experimental (Ref. 3) and calculated (Ref. 2) values . 
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Na~tron Enetgy (M:eV) 
Photoneutron spectrum from 14 MeV quasi monochromatic 
photon beam on 186W slab (0.556 cm), compared with 




- MC colulaled (Nelson, 1997, ref. 2) 
GAMMAN ( o from ref.1) 
Experimental (Mulchler, 1966, ref.3) 
• GAMMAN ( alheoretical evol.) 
En ergia dei neutroni (MeV} 
. -
GAMMAN results, obtained by using a values taken :from NCRP[l] and :from a 
theoreti.cal evaluati.on., have been also compared. 
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Comments to previous figures 
e In a1l photoneutron spectra, calculated by GAMMAN, both. the 
evaporated and the direct component are evident 
e Few experimental data are available on photoneutron producti.on in tbick 
layer; 
e Experimental data are very old (1966, 1973). 
Cll All pictures show a quite good agreement among GAMMAN and the 
other data, GAMMAN values lying between the calculated and the 
experimental ones. 
• All pictures show, however, a certain disagreement between GAMMAN 
and the other calcul.ated spectra[2] in the high neutron energy region, 
probably due to differences in cross secti.ons. 
e When using theoreti.cal evaluati.on of a parameter in the GAMMAN 
calculati.on, the agreement improves. 
Application to medical accelerators 
For the applicati.on to the medical accelerators , GAMMAN has been 
inserted in PO LAS, which simulates in 3D the electromagneti.c 
shower in the accurate geometrical descripti.on of the accelerator head 
The photoneutrons data, stored in a file are then processed through 
MCNP neutron transport code to obtain the effecti.ve neutron spectra 
at the pati.ent plane. 
EGS4 > Electromagneti.c transport 
LPOLAS 
c::::::::::;> Electromagnetic transport, the 
accelerator geometry 
L GAMMAN > Electr"""'!7'etic transport, the 
accelerator geometry and 
photoneutron production 
MCNP ==::::> Neutrontransport 
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POLAS: PHOTON SPECTRAFROM 15 MeV e- ON 
Au TARGET (0.09 cm THICK) ofthe MEV ATRON 
SIEMENS lVIEDICAL LINAC 
-c-Torgel Au -Eme<ln = 2.06 MeV 
-•-AbsorberC+.AJ ~ Emean =2.08 MeV 




Photon spectra produced in the linear accelerator 
PLB: Measurements difficult to carry out 




•EGS4 transport routines 
.3D cylindrical geometry 
FEATURES 
eReproduces accurately collimator shape 
eEvaluate photon spectra in any position inside the gantry and at the patient plane 
eEvaluates the absorbed dose at the patient plane. 
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l 
PI-IOTONEUTRON SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OFIN 
THE Au TARGET (Mevatron Siemens 15 MeV) 
~ !SMeVe-
15 
Spatial di~tribution of neutrom; in the target (Au) 
PHOTONEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM at the 
PATIENT PLANE (Mevatron Siemens UNAC, 15 MeV) 
-target 
-coll1 
2,0x10" ----··-··-- coU2 
-----total 
5,0xl~ 
Neutron Energy (M:eV) 
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Application and Future Work 
A reliable evaluation of the undesi.red photoneutron at the pati.ant plane in 
UNAC RADIOTHERAPY TREATMENT by us:ing the Monte Carlo 
code chain (EGS4, POLAS, GAMMAN, MCNP4A). 
+ .Shielding of radiosensitive argans in view of the therapeutic 
trea~ntop~atio~ 
+ .Indication to industries for the best choice of materials, 
shape and size of the gantry cornponents. 
+ .Accurate study of photoneutron generation in the additional 
filters; in parti.cular , nowadays there are no inforrnation about 
the undue neutron dose equival.ent released in the conformal 
therapy by the multileaf technique (in view of an eval.uation 
of the best ratio risk-benefi.t). 
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Monte Carlo Simulation for Low Energy 
Electron Transport 
A. Dubus 
Service de Mctrolo~ 
Universite Libre de Bruxelles 
1050 Bruxelles- BELGIUM 
Electron transport calculations appear in many different physics problems such as plasma physics, 
dosimetry, surface analysis, ... We will describe here the applications of low energy (a few eV-a few 
ke V) electron transport addressed in Brussels, i.e. surface analysis and electron emission from thin foils 
and from insulators. 
Among the various surface analytical techniques, some (Auger Electron Spectroscopy: AES and X-Ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy: XPS) are based on the excitation of electrons by the incident particles (the 
emitted photoelectrons or Auger electrons being the measured signal). A precise description of electron 
transport is necessary to interpret correctly the measurements. Such a precise description can be 
obtained by using a Monte Carlo simulation. 
Particle induced electron emission is known from the beginning of the century. However, there is still 
active research about particular kinds of experiments like electron emission from thin foils where 
forward and backward emissions are possible when the projectiles cross the foils, measurements of the 
statistical distribution of the number of emitted electrons, measurements of electron emission from 
insulators, ... 
Such problems are studied in Brussels from a theoretical viewpoint (but in strong relationship with an 
experimental viewpoint) using Monte Carlo simulation for the description of the transport. The accent 
will be put here as well on the physics of low energy electrons as on the technical viewpoint of the 
simulation 
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